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SKLYANIN ALGEBRAS AND HILBERT SCHEMES OF POINTS
T. A. NEVINS AND J. T. STAFFORD
Abstract. We construct projective moduli spaces for torsion-free sheaves on
noncommutative projective planes. These moduli spaces vary smoothly in the
parameters describing the noncommutative plane and have good properties
analogous to those of moduli spaces of sheaves over the usual (commutative)
projective plane P2.
The generic noncommutative plane corresponds to the Sklyanin algebra
S = Skl(E, σ) constructed from an automorphism σ of infinite order on an
elliptic curve E ⊂ P2. In this case, the fine moduli space of line bundles
over S with first Chern class zero and Euler characteristic 1 − n provides a
symplectic variety that is a deformation of the Hilbert scheme of n points on
P
2 rE.
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1. Introduction
It has become apparent that vector bundles and instantons on noncommutative
spaces play an important role in representation theory (for example, via quiver
varieties [Na, BGK1, BGK2, Gi, LB2]), string theory [CDS, NSc, SW, KKO], and
integrable systems [BW1, BW2]. In this paper we make the first systematic appli-
cation of moduli-theoretic techniques from algebraic geometry to a problem in this
area, the study of coherent sheaves on noncommutative projective planes.
The circle of ideas leading to this paper begins with the work of Cannings and
Holland on the first Weyl algebra (or ring of differential operators on the affine line)
A1 = D(A
1) = C{x, ∂}/(∂x− x∂ − 1). [CH] gives a (1-1) correspondence between
isomorphism classes of right ideals of A1 and points of a certain infinite dimensional
Grassmannian. Curiously, this space appears in a completely different context: it
is precisely the adelic Grassmannian Grad that plays an essential roˆle in Wilson’s
study of rational solutions of the KP hierarchy of soliton theory [Wi]. The space
Grad is related to a number of other interesting spaces. In particular it decomposes
into a disjoint union Grad =
∐
n≥0 Cn of certain quiver varieties Cn, the completed
Calogero-Moser phase spaces. The varieties Cn appear naturally in yet another way,
as deformations of the Hilbert scheme (A2)[n] of n points in the affine plane (this
deformation is the twistor family of the hyperka¨hler metric on (A2)[n]).
This suggests that there might be a natural way to relate right ideals of A1
more directly to both Cn and (A2)[n]. This is done in [LB1, BW1, BGK1, BGK2],
where noncommutative projective geometry is used to refine the work of [CH]. As
will be explained shortly, there is a noncommutative projective plane P2
~
and a
“restriction” functor from the category of modules on P2
~
to the category of A1-
modules. Under this map, isomorphism classes of right ideals of A1 are in (1-1)
correspondence with isomorphism classes of line bundles on P2
~
that are “trivial at
infinity.” These line bundles have a natural integer invariant c2 ≥ 0 analogous to
the second Chern class and the line bundles with c2 = n are then in bijection with
points of Cn. This corresponds nicely with the results of [CH] and [Wi]. Indeed,
if one regards P2
~
as a deformation of P2, then A1 provides a deformation of the
ring of functions on A2 ⊂ P2 and the line bundles on P2
~
with c2 = n correspond
naturally to points of a deformation of (A2)[n].
The classification of line bundles on P2
~
also has an analogue for vector bundles of
rank greater than one [KKO]. In this case, the classification is related to influential
work of Nekrasov and Schwarz [NSc] in string theory concerning instantons on a
noncommutative R4.
This story raises a number of problems:
(1) The plane P2
~
is one of several families of noncommutative planes. Con-
struct moduli spaces that classify vector bundles or even torsion-free coher-
ent sheaves on all such planes. Show, in particular, that the classification
results of [BW2, BGK1, KKO] come from moduli space structures.
(2) Prove that these moduli spaces behave well in families. For example, when
the noncommutative plane is a deformation of (the category of coherent
sheaves on) P2, this should provide deformations of the Hilbert schemes of
points (P2)[n].
(3) The Hilbert scheme (A2)[n] has an algebraic symplectic structure induced
by the hyperka¨hler metric. Construct Poisson or symplectic structures on
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the analogous moduli spaces defined in (2) and study the resulting Poisson
and symplectic geometry.
We solve all these problems in the present paper. For example, we obtain “elliptic”
deformations of the Hilbert schemes of points (P2)[n] and (P2rE)[n] for any plane
elliptic curve E. The deformations (P2)[n] and (P2rE)[n] do indeed carry Poisson
and holomorphic symplectic structures respectively.
1.1. Line bundles on Quantum Planes. An introduction to the general the-
ory of noncommutative projective geometry can be found in [St2, SV] and for-
mal definitions are given in Section 2. Roughly speaking, and in accordance with
Grothendieck’s philosophy,1 a noncommutative projective plane is an abelian cate-
gory with the fundamental properties of the category coh(P2) of coherent sheaves
on the projective plane. These categories have been classified and they have a
surprisingly rich geometry.
To be more precise, let S = k ⊕
⊕
i≥1 Si be a connected graded noetherian k-
algebra over a field k. For simplicity we assume that char k = 0 in the introduction,
although many of our results are proved for general fields. By analogy with the
commutative case one regards qgr-S, the category of finitely generated graded S-
modules modulo those of finite length, as the category of coherent sheaves on the
noncommutative (and nonexistent) projective variety Proj(S). As is explained in
[SV, Section 11], the noncommutative analogues of coh(P2) are exactly the cate-
gories of the form qgr-S where S is an AS (Artin-Schelter) regular algebra with the
Hilbert series (1− t)−3 of a polynomial ring in three variables (to denote which we
write S ∈ AS3; see Definition 2.2). Accordingly, we will refer to qgr-S for such an
algebra S as a noncommutative or quantum projective plane.
The algebras S ∈ AS3 have in turn been classified in terms of geometric data
[ATV1]. When qgr-S 6≃ coh(P2), the classification is in terms of commutative data
(E, σ), where E →֒ P2 is a (possibly singular) plane cubic curve and σ ∈ Aut(E)
is a non-trivial automorphism. Moreover, S is then determined by this data and
so we write S = S(E, σ). A key fact is that coh(E) ≃ qgr(S/gS) ⊂ qgr-S for an
element g ∈ S3 that is unique up to scalar multiplication and this inclusion has
a left adjoint of “restriction to E.” When qgr-S ≃ coh(P2), there is no canonical
choice of E. In order to incorporate the categories qgr-S ≃ coh(P2) into the same
framework, we identify such a category qgr-S with coh(P2), choose any cubic curve
E ⊂ P2, and set σ = Id; thus S(E, σ) = k[x, y, z] in this case.
It follows from the classification that there is a rich supply of noncommutative
planes (see Remark 2.9). In particular the plane P2
~
associated to the Weyl algebra
equals qgr-U , where U = C{x, y, z}/(yx− xy − z2, z central) is an algebra S(E, σ)
for which E = {z3 = 0} is the triple line at infinity. Perhaps the most interesting
and subtle algebra in AS3 is the generic example: the Sklyanin algebra Skl(E, σ) =
S(E, σ) which is determined by a smooth elliptic curve E and an automorphism
σ given by translation under the group law. One can regard qgr-Skl as an elliptic
deformation of coh(P2) and so we call qgr-Skl an elliptic quantum plane.
As has been mentioned, noncommutative projective planes have all the basic
properties of coh(P2) and therefore admit natural definitions of vector bundles
and torsion-free sheaves as well as invariants like Euler characteristics and Chern
1“In short, as A. Grothendieck taught us, to do geometry you really don’t need a space, all
you need is a category of sheaves on this would-be space” [Ma, p.83].
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classes. In particular, a vector bundle in qgr-S is just the image of a reflexive graded
S-module (see Definition 3.10 for a more homological definition in qgr-S). A line
bundle is then a vector bundle of rank one. For any torsion-free module L ∈ qgr-S
of rank one, a unique shift L(n) of L has first Chern class c1 = 0 (see page 16).
The Euler characteristic of M ∈ qgr-S is defined just as in the commutative case:
χ(M) =
∑
(−1)j dimk H
j(M), where Hj(M) = Extjqgr-S(S,M).
We can now describe our main results on the structure of rank 1 modules in
qgr-S. Their significance will be described later in the introduction.
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 8.11). Let qgr-S, for S = S(E, σ), be a noncommutative
projective plane. Then
(1) There is a smooth, projective, fine moduli space MssS (1, 0, 1 − n) for rank
one torsion-free modules in qgr-S with c1 = 0 and χ = 1 − n. Moreover,
dimMssS (1, 0, 1− n) = 2n.
(2) MssS (1, 0, 1− n) has a nonempty open subspace (PS r E)
[n] parametrizing
modules whose restriction to E is torsion-free. When |σ| =∞, (P2 rE)[n]
parametrizes line bundles with c1 = 0 and χ = 1− n.
Remark 1.2. (1) When M ∈ qgr-S is torsion-free of rank one and c1(M) = 0, the
formula for χ(M) simplifies to χ(M) = 1− dimk H
1(M(−1)) (see Corollary 6.6).
(2) We emphasize that the moduli spaces in this theorem (and all other results
of this paper) are schemes in the usual sense; they are constructed as GIT quotients
of subvarieties of a product of Grassmannians—see Theorem 7.7.
Most of the algebras in AS3 (including the homogenized Weyl algebra U , the
Sklyanin algebra Skl and the various quantum spaces defined by three generators
xi which q-commute xixj = qijxjxi) occur in families that include the commutative
polynomial ring. For these algebras, the moduli spaces behave well in families (see
Theorem 1.7, below) and we can improve Theorem 1.1 as follows:
Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 8.12). Let B be a smooth irreducible curve defined over k
and let SB = SB(E, σ) ∈ AS3 be a flat family of algebras such that Sp = k[x, y, z]
for some point p ∈ B. Let S = Sb for any b ∈ B. Then
(1) MssS (1, 0, 1− n) and (PS r E)
[n] are irreducible and hence connected.
(2) MssS (1, 0, 1 − n) is a deformation of the Hilbert scheme (P
2)[n], with its
subvariety (PS r E)
[n] being a deformation of (P2 r E)[n].
For the elliptic quantum planes, we get in addition:
Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 9.4). Assume that S = Skl(E, σ) is a Sklyanin algebra
defined over C. Then MssS (1, 0, 1 − n) admits a Poisson structure which restricts
to a holomorphic symplectic structure on (PS r E)
[n].
When S = Skl(E, σ) for an automorphism σ of infinite order, de Naeghel and
Van den Bergh [DV] have independently used quiver varieties to obtain a geometric
description of the set of isomorphism classes of line bundles in qgr-S. One advantage
of their approach is that it shows that, in stark contrast to the commutative case,
(PS r E)
[n] is affine.
Just as one can restrict modules from qgr-S to E, so there is a natural functor of
“restriction to Proj(S)rE.” Formally, this means inverting the canonical element
g ∈ S(E, σ)3 defining E to obtain the localized algebra A(S) = S[g−1]0 that can be
regarded as a noncommutative deformation of the ring of functions on P2rE. The
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restriction map from qgr-S to A(S) -mod takes a module M to M [g−1]0. When
S is the algebra U , A(U) is just the Weyl algebra A1 and so the next result gives
a natural analogue of the results of [CH, BW1, BW2, BGK1] discussed at the
beginning of the introduction.
Theorem 1.5 (See Theorem 3.8). Let S = Skl(E, σ). Then the closed points of
(1.1)
∐
s∈Z/3Z
∐
n≥0
(PS r E)
[n]
are in bijective correspondence with the isomorphism classes of finitely generated
rank 1 torsion-free A(S)-modules via the map M 7→M [g−1]0.
The appearance of Z/3Z in Equation 1.1 corresponds to the appearance of
Pic(P2 r E) = Z/3Z in the commutative classification. The bijection of Theo-
rem 1.5 is not an isomorphism of moduli, nor should one hope for it to be one—
even in the commutative case the moduli of sheaves on affine varieties are not well
behaved. One should note that the analogue of Theorem 1.5 does not hold for
all noncommutative planes: Proposition 3.15 gives a counterexample for a ring of
q-difference operators.
While Theorem 1.5 holds for all values of the automorphism σ, there are really
two distinct cases to the theorem. When |σ| = ∞, A(S) is a simple hereditary
ring and so the theorem classifies projective rank one modules, just as the work of
Cannings-Holland et al. classified projective A1-modules. However, when |σ| <∞,
A(S) is an Azumaya algebra of dimension two and so the classification includes
rank 1 torsion-free modules that are not projective.
1.2. General Results and Higher Rank. The moduli results from Theorems 1.1,
1.3 and 1.4 also have analogues for modules of higher rank that mimic the classical
results for vector bundles and torsion-free sheaves on P2. As in the commuta-
tive case, one has a natural notion of (semi)stable modules (see page 30) and we
prove results that are direct analogues of the commutative results as described, for
example, in [DL, LP1] and [OSS].
Theorem 1.6 (Theorem 7.10). Let qgr-S be a noncommutative projective plane
and fix r ≥ 1, c1 ∈ Z, and χ ∈ Z.
(1) There is a projective coarse moduli space MssS (r, c1, χ) for geometrically
semistable torsion-free modules in qgr-S of rank r, first Chern class c1 and
Euler characteristic χ.
(2) MssS (r, c1, χ) has as an open subvariety the moduli space M
s
S(r, c1, χ) for
geometrically stable modules in qgr-S.
As the next result shows, the moduli spaces MsS(r, c1, χ) also behave well in
families.
Theorem 1.7 (Theorem 8.1). Suppose that S = SB is a flat family of algebras
in AS3 parametrized by a k-scheme B. Then there is a quasi-projective B-scheme
MsS(r, c1, χ) → B that is smooth over B, and the fibre of which over b ∈ B is
precisely MsSb(r, c1, χ). In particular, M
s
S(r, c1, χ) is smooth when S ∈ AS3(k).
In the case of the Weyl algebra, our methods give an easy proof that the
parametrizations of Berest-Wilson [BW1] and Kapustin-Kuznetsov-Orlov [KKO]
are really fine moduli spaces. The paper [KKO] constructs a variety V//GL(n)
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together with a bijection between the set of points of V//GL(n) and the set of iso-
morphism classes of framed vector bundles in P2
~
of rank r and Euler characteristic
1− n (this generalizes the bijection constructed by [BW1] for rank 1).
Proposition 1.8 (Proposition 8.13). The variety V//GL(n) is a fine moduli space
for framed vector bundles of rank r and Euler characteristic χ = 1−n in P2
~
. This
isomorphism induces the bijections of [BW1, KKO].
1.3. Deformations and Poisson Structures. As we have seen, many of the
noncommutative projective planes can be regarded as deformations of coh(P2) and
so, by Theorem 1.3, they determine deformations of the Hilbert scheme of points
on P2. We expand on this observation in this subsection. For simplicity we just
the discuss the case of a Sklyanin algebra S = Skl(E, σ) defined over C. We first
note that Theorem 1.4 also generalizes to higher ranks:
Theorem 1.9 (Theorem 9.4). Let S = Skl(E, σ)(C).
(1) The moduli space MsS(r, c1, χ) admits a Poisson structure.
(2) Fix a vector bundle H on E and let MH denote the smooth locus of the
locally closed subscheme of MsS(r, c1, χ) parametrizing modules E that sat-
isfy E|E ∼= H. Then the Poisson structure of MsS(r, c1, χ) restricts to a
symplectic structure on MH .
The elliptic curve E is the zero locus of a section s of O(3) = Λ2TP2 that is
unique up to scalar multiplication; upon restriction to P2 r E, s−1 is an algebraic
symplectic structure. The Poisson structure s also induces a Poisson structure on
the Hilbert scheme (P2)[n] that restricts to give a symplectic structure on (P2rE)[n]
(see [Be]). This Poisson structure onP2 determines a deformation of the polynomial
ring k[x, y, z] that is precisely the Sklyanin algebra Skl(E, σ), with σ corresponding
to the deformation parameter [Od, Appendix D2]. It is natural to hope that the
noncommutative deformations of P2 induce deformations of (P2)[n] and (P2rE)[n]
that also carry Poisson and symplectic structures. The point of Theorems 1.3(2)
and 1.4 is that (P2S)
[n] and (P2S r E)
[n] provide just such a deformation.
The relationship between the deformed Hilbert scheme of points (P2S)
[n] and
collections of points in P2 or qgr-S is rather subtle (as was also the case with the
original work on modules over the Weyl algebra). For simplicity, we will explain
this when |σ| = ∞ and we regard (P2S)
[n] as parametrizing ideal sheaves I ⊂ OP2
for which OP2/I has length n. Now the only simple objects in qgr-S are the
modules corresponding to points on E.2 By mimicking the commutative procedure,
it is therefore easy to find the modules in (P2S)
[n] corresponding to collections of
points on E, but the modules parametrized by (P2S r E)
[n] are necessarily more
subtle (compare Corollary 7.17 with Proposition 8.9). In essence, the proof of
Theorem 1.1(2) shows that the ideal sheaves parametrized by (P2 r E)[n] can
be constructed as the cohomology of certain complexes (monads) that deform to
complexes in qgr-S. The cohomology of such a deformed complex cannot correspond
to a collection of points in qgr-S simply because these points do not exist. It is
therefore forced to be an interesting line bundle. This subtlety is also reflected
in Theorem 1.5 since one is parametrizing projective A(S)-modules rather than
annihilators of finite dimensional modules.
2From the point of view of quantization, this corresponds to the fact that the Poisson structure
on P2 is nondegenerate over P2 rE.
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The Poisson structure ofMsS(r, c1, χ) in Theorem 1.9 is related to work of Feigin-
Odesskii [FO] on their generalizations Qn,k(E, σ) of higher dimensional Sklyanin
algebras. The classical limit of the Qn,k(E, σ) induces a Poisson structure on the
moduli spaces of certain vector bundles over E [FO, Theorem 1]. This structure is
in turn a special case of a Poisson pairing on the moduli space of P -bundles on E,
where P is a parabolic subgroup of a reductive group. Now, our moduli spaces may
also be identified with moduli spaces of filtered E-vector bundles and the method
we use to obtain our Poisson structure on Mss(r, c1, χ) is to use Polishchuk’s gen-
eralization [Pl] of the Feigin-Odesskii construction (see Subsection 9.1). Given this
connection with [FO] and the Qn,k(E, σ), it would be interesting to know whether
our Poisson structure induces similarly interesting noncommutative deformations
of Mss(r, c1, χ).
Finally, it would be interesting to relate our moduli spaces to integrable systems.
We make a small step in this direction in Subsection 9.2 by explaining how the
symplectic leaves of MsS(r, c1, χ) may be related to parameter spaces for Higgs
bundles with values in the centrally extended current group of [EF].
1.4. Methods. One key element of the paper is the thoroughgoing use of general-
izations of the cohomological tools from commutative algebraic geometry, primarily
Cohomology and Base Change. These may be found in a form sufficient for our
purposes in Section 4. In particular, it is through these methods that we are able
to prove formal moduli results.
Our treatment of semistability and linearization of the group actions in Sections 6
and 7 follows the outline of Drezet and Le Potier [DL, LP1] for P2. Their techniques
require some modification, however, because of the shortage of “points” on our
noncommutative surfaces. This proof has several steps. First, we construct a
version of the Beilinson spectral sequence. The version used here is different than
that appearing in [LB1, BW1, KKO, BGK1], since it uses the Cˇech complex from
[VW1] to avoid the problem that tensor products of modules over a noncommutative
ring are no longer modules. This spectral sequence is then used to show that the
moduli space of semistable modules in qgr-S is equivalent to that for semistable
monads and then for semistable Kronecker complexes. Here, a Kronecker complex
is a complex S(−1)a
α
−→ Sb
β
−→ S(1)c in qgr-S. This complex is a monad if α is
injective and β is surjective. The semistable Kronecker complexes can be described
by purely commutative data and are easy to analyse by standard techniques of GIT
quotients. An important fact is that this all works in families, which is why we are
able to construct our moduli spaces.
The construction of a Poisson structure and the relation with Higgs bundles are
analogs of results of [Pl] and [GM], respectively.
Since we hope that the paper may be of interest to readers of varied backgrounds,
we have included some details in proofs that we imagine will be useful for some
readers but unnecessary for others.
1.5. Further Directions. A natural question that is not answered in the present
work concerns the metric geometry of our deformations of Hilbert schemes. The
plane cubic complement P2 r E admits a complete hyperka¨hler metric (we are
grateful to Tony Pantev and Kevin Corlette for explaining this to us) and one
imagines that the Hilbert schemes of points also admit such metrics; if this is true,
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one would like to know the relationship between our deformations and the twistor
family for the hyperka¨hler metric on the Hilbert scheme.
In a more speculative direction, one would like to have an interpretation, parallel
to that in [BW1, BW2, BGK1, BGK2], of the moduli spacesMssS (r, c1, χ) in terms
of integrable systems. Section 9 makes a start in this direction, but this is certainly
an important direction for further work to which we hope to return.
As was remarked earlier, the Weyl algebra and its homogenization have been
applied to questions in string theory [KKO, NSc] and so it would be interesting to
understand whether the other quantum planes have applications in this direction
[DN, Section VI.B]. The Sklyanin algebra appears in general marginal deformations
of N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory (see [BJL, Equations 2.5–2.7 and Section 4.6.1])
and, in the terminology of that paper, Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 can be interpreted as
a parametrization of space-filling D-branes (see [BL, Section 6]).
1.6. Acknowledgments. The authors are grateful to David Ben-Zvi, Dan Burns,
Kevin Corlette, Ian Grojnowski, and Tony Pantev for many helpful conversations.
In particular, Tony Pantev introduced the authors to noncommutative deformations
in the context of moduli spaces.
2. Background Material
In this section we collect the basic definitions and results from the literature that
will be used throughout the paper.
Fix a base field k and a commutative k-algebra C. Noncommutative projective
geometry [St2, SV] is concerned with the study of connected graded (cg) k-algebras
or, more generally cg C-algebras, where a graded C-algebra S =
⊕
i≥0 Si is called
connected graded if S0 = C is a central subalgebra. The nth Veronese ring is
defined to be the ring S(n) =
⊕
i≥0 Sni, graded by S
(n)
i = Sni. Write Mod-S for the
category of right S-modules and Gr-S for the category of graded right S-modules,
with homomorphisms Hom(M,N) = HomS(M,N) being graded homomorphisms
of degree zero. Given M =
⊕
i∈ZMi, the shift M(n) of M is the graded module
M(n) =
⊕
M(n)i defined by M(n)i = Mi+n for all i. The other hom group is
HomS(M,N) =
⊕
r∈ZHom(M,N(r)), with derived functors Ext
j(M,N). If M is
finitely generated, then Extj(M,N) = ExtjMod-S(M,N). Similar conventions apply
to Tor groups.
A module M =
⊕
i∈ZMi ∈ Gr-S is called right bounded if Mi = 0 for i ≫ 0.
The full Serre subcategory of Gr-S generated by the right bounded modules is
denoted Tors-S with quotient category Qgr-S = Gr-S/Tors-S. If S happens to be
noetherian (which will almost always be the case in this paper) write mod-S, gr-S
and qgr-S = gr-S/ tors-S for the subcategories of noetherian objects in these three
categories. Observe that tors-S is just the category of finite-dimensional graded
modules. Similar definitions apply for left modules and we write the corresponding
categories as S-gr, etc.
We now turn to the definitions for the algebras of interest to us: Sklyanin algebras
and, more generally, Artin-Schelter regular rings. Fix a (smooth projective) elliptic
curve ι : E →֒ P2 with corresponding line bundle L = ι∗(OP2(1)) of degree 3. Fix
an automorphism σ ∈ Aut(E) given by translation under the group law and denote
the graph of σ by Γσ ⊂ E × E. If V = H
0(E,L), there is a 3-dimensional space
(2.1) R = H0
(
E × E, (L⊠ L)(−Γσ)
)
⊂ H0
(
E × E,L⊠ L
)
= V ⊗ V.
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Definition 2.1. The 3-dimensional Sklyanin algebra is the algebra
S = Skl = Skl(E,L, σ) = T (V )/(R),
where T (V ) denotes the tensor algebra on V .
When σ is the identity, R = Λ2V and so Skl(E,L, Id) is just the polynomial ring
k[x, y, z]. One can therefore regard Skl(E,L, σ) as a deformation of that polynomial
ring and this deformation is flat [TV]. One may also write Skl(E,L, σ) as the k-
algebra with generators x1, x2, x3 and relations:
(2.2) axixi+1 + bxi+1xi + cx
2
i+2 = 0 i = 1, 2, 3 mod 3,
where a, b, c ∈ k∗ are any scalars satisfying (3abc)3 6= (a3 + b3 + c3)3 (see the
introduction to [ATV1]).
Basic properties of S = Skl(E,L, σ) can be found in [ATV1, ATV2] and are
summarized in [SV, Section 8]. In particular, it is one of the most important
examples of an AS regular ring defined as follows:
Definition 2.2. An Artin-Schelter (AS) regular ring of dimension three is a con-
nected graded algebra S satisfying
• S has global homological dimension 3, written gldim S = 3;
• S has Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 3, written GKdimS = 3; and
• S satisfies the AS Gorenstein condition: Exti(k, S) = δi,3k(ℓ), for some ℓ.
Let AS3 = AS3(k) denote the class of AS regular k-algebras of dimension three
with Hilbert series (1 − t)−3 and with ℓ = −3.
The algebras in AS3 have been classified in [ATV1] and we will list the generic
examples at the end of this section (see Remark 2.9). In particular, Skl ∈ AS3. As
is justified in [SV, Section 11], the category qgr-S for S ∈ AS3 can be regarded as
a (nontrivial) noncommutative projective plane and most of our results work for
qgr-S for any S ∈ AS3.
There are two basic techniques for understanding S and Qgr-S for S ∈ AS3.
First, assume that S ∈ AS3 but that Qgr-S is not equivalent to Qcoh(P
2), the
category of quasi-coherent sheaves on P2. By [ATV1, Theorem II] there exists, up
to a scalar multiple, a canonical normal element g ∈ S3 (thus, gS = Sg). The factor
ring S/gS is isomorphic to the twisted homogeneous coordinate ringB = B(E,L, σ)
for a cubic curve ι : E →֒ P2, the line bundle L = ι∗OP2(1) of degree three and
an automorphism σ of the scheme E. The details of this construction can be
found in [AV] or [SV, Section 3], but the essential properties are the following:
write N τ for the pull-back of a sheaf N along an automorphism τ of E and set
Ln = L ⊗ Lσ ⊗ · · · ⊗ Lσ
n−1
. Then B =
⊕
n≥0Bn, where Bn = H
0(E,Ln). The
algebra S is determined by the data (E,L, σ) and so we write S = S(E,L, σ).
When S = Skl, E and σ coincide with the objects used in Definition 2.1. In fact,
L is superfluous to the classification, both for the Sklyanin algebra and in general.
However, this sheaf appears in many of our results and so we have included it in
the notation.
We are mostly interested in Qgr-S rather than S itself, and it is useful to be
able to use the curve E. However there is no canonical embedded curve when
Qgr-S ≃ Qcoh(P2). Thus, in order to have a uniform approach, we let AS′3 denote
the algebras S ∈ AS3 for which Qgr-S is not equivalent to Qcoh(P
2), together with
S = k[x, y, z]. For S = k[x, y, z] we fix any nonzero homogeneous element g ∈ S3,
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set E = Proj(S/gS) and, somewhat arbitrarily, write S = S(E,L, Id), where L is
the restriction of OP2(1) to E. Thus, for each S ∈ AS3 there exists S
′ ∈ AS′3 with
Qgr-S ≃ Qgr-S′.
Let S = S(E,L, σ) ∈ AS′3. The factor ring B = B(E,L, σ) is noetherian. More
significantly, Qcoh(E) ≃ Qgr-B via the map
ξ : F 7→
⊕
i≥0
H0(E,F ⊗OX Ln) for F ∈ Qcoh(E).
This induces a map ρ : Qgr-S → Qgr-S/gS = Qgr-B ≃ Qcoh(E) and, mimicking
geometric notation, we write
(2.3) M|E = ρ(M) ∈ Qcoh(E) for M ∈ Qgr-S.
When S = Skl, the element g is central and B is a domain. For other S ∈ AS3, it
can happen that g is not central or that E is not integral. In the latter case B will
not be a domain.
The second important technique in the study of qgr-S, for S ∈ AS3, is to use
cohomological techniques modelled on the classical case. This works well is because
S satisfies the χ condition of [AZ1, Definition 3.7], defined as follows: a cg C-
algebra R satisfies χ if ExtjMod-R(R/R≥n,M) is a finitely generated C-module for
all M ∈ Mod-R, all j ≥ 0, and all n ≫ 0. Write π for the natural projections
Gr-S → Qgr-S and gr-S → qgr-S and set π(S) = OS . One may pass back from
Qgr-S to Gr-S by the “global sections” functor:
(2.4) Γ∗(M) =
⊕
n≥0
HomQgr-S(O,M(n)), for M ∈ Qgr-S.
One then has an adjoint pair (π,Γ∗). We will occasionally use the module Γ(M) =⊕
n∈ZHomQgr-S(O,M(n)). This module has the disadvantage that Γ(π(M)) need
not be finitely generated, but Γ(M)/Γ∗(M) is at least right bounded.
As in the commutative situation, we will write the derived functors of H0(M) =
HomQgr-S(O,M), for M ∈ Qgr-S, as
Hi(M) = Hi(Qgr-S,M) = ExtiQgr-S(O,M).
One also has the analogous objects for qgr-B and one should note that there is no
confusion in the notation since Hi(Qgr-S,M) = Hi(E,M) for i ≥ 0 andM ∈ qgr-B
(see [AZ1, Theorem 8.3]).
The significance of the χ condition is that the functors Hi are particularly well-
behaved. In particular, [AZ1, Theorems 8.1 and 4.5 and Corollary, p.253] combine
to show:
Lemma 2.3. Let S ∈ AS3. Then:
(1) πΓ∗(M) =M for any M ∈ Qgr-S.
(2) If M ∈ gr-S, then Γ∗(πM) =M up to a finite dimensional vector space.
(3) More precisely, if M =
⊕
i≥0Mi ∈ gr-S and F is the maximal finite-
dimensional submodule of M , then Γ∗πM is the maximal positively graded
essential extension of M/F by a finite-dimensional module.
(4) Γ∗(π(S)) = S = Γ(π(S)) and Γ∗(π(S/gS)) = S/gS = Γ(π(S/gS)) when-
ever S ∈ AS′3.
(5) H1(OS(j)) = 0 for all j ∈ Z and H
2(OS(k)) = 0 for all k ≥ −2.
(6) S has cohomological dimension 2 in the sense that Hi(M) = 0 for all
M ∈ Qgr-S and i > 2. 
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There is also an analogue of Serre duality:
Proposition 2.4 (Serre Duality). Let S ∈ AS3 and M,N ∈ qgr-S. Then
Exti(M,N ) ∼= Ext2−i(N ,M(−3))∗.
Proof. By [YZ, Theorem 2.3] and [AZ1, Theorem 8.1(3)] one has
Exti(M,O(−3)) ∼= H2−i(M)∗ = Ext2−i(O,M)∗
for all M ∈ qgr-S. This version of Serre duality implies that Ext2(M,O(−n)) 6= 0
for n ≫ 0, and Exti(M,O(−n)) = 0 for n ≫ 0 and i < 2. Also, since S has
finite global homological dimension, Lemma 2.3(6) implies that Extj(M,Q) = 0
for all Q ∈ Qgr-S and i > 2. Set L = πExt2(M,O(−3))∗ ∼= M(−3). Then
all the hypotheses of [YZ, Theorem 2.2] are satisfied and that result implies that
Exti(M,N ) ∼= Ext2(N ,L)∗ ∼= Ext2−i(N ,M(−3))∗. 
The next two lemmas give some standard facts about the relationship between
modules over S and E for which we could not find a convenient reference.
Lemma 2.5. Let S = S(E,L, σ) ∈ AS′3. Suppose that M is a module in qgr-S
and that j ∈ Z. Then M(j)|E = (M|E)σ
−j
⊗OE L
τj
j , where τj = σ
−j if j ≥ 0 but
Lj = L
−1
−j and τj = 1 if j < 0.
Proof. Let F ∈ coh(E), with ξ(F) =
⊕
j≥0 H
0(F ⊗ Lj) ∈ gr-B. By [SV, (3.1)] the
shift functor in gr-B can be reinterpreted in terms of OE -modules as:
ξ(F)(n) = ξ (σn∗ (F ⊗ Ln)) = ξ
(
Fσ
−n
⊗ Lσ
−n
n
)
for n ≥ 0.
A simple computation then shows that ξ(F)(−n) = ξ
(
Fσ
n
⊗ L−1n
)
for n ≥ 0. Since
restriction to E commutes with the shift functor, the lemma follows. 
Let S ∈ AS3. A module M ∈ Gr-S is called torsion-free, respectively torsion, if
no element, respectively every element, of M is killed by a nonzero element of S.
A module M ∈ Qgr-S is torsion-free if M = π(M) for some torsion-free module
M ∈ GrS. By [AZ1, S2, p.252] this is equivalent to Γ∗(M) being torsion-free. The
term “torsion” is also used in the literature to mean elements of Tors-S, but that
will never be the case in this paper. A torsion-free module M in (qgr-S or gr-S)
has rank m if M has Goldie rank m; that is, M contains a direct sum of m, but
not m+1, nonzero submodules. Note thatM ∈ qgr-S is torsion-free of rank one if
and only if Γ∗(M) is isomorphic to a shift of a right ideal of S.
Lemma 2.6. Let S ∈ AS′3 and suppose that 0 → F1 → F2 → F3 → 0 is a short
exact sequence in qgr-S such that F3 is torsion-free. Then the restriction of this
sequence to E remains exact.
Proof. Since Γ∗ is left exact, we have an exact sequence of S-modules
(2.5) 0→ F1 → F2 → F3 → 0,
where Fi = Γ
∗(Fi) for i = 1, 2 and F3 is the image of Γ
∗(F2) in Γ
∗(F3). By [AZ1,
S2, p.252] F3 is torsion-free and, by [AZ1, Corollary, p.253], Γ
∗(F3)/F3 is finite
dimensional. As F3 is torsion-free, F3 ⊗ gS →֒ F3 ⊗ S and so Tor
1(F3, S/gS) = 0.
Therefore, (2.5) induces the exact sequence:
0→ F1/F1g → F2/F2g → F3/F3g → 0.
Since Fi|E is the image of Fi/Fig in coh(E) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, this proves the lemma. 
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There is one further algebra that will be considered in this paper. Let S ∈ AS′3.
Write S[g−1] for the localization of S at the powers of g. Since g is homogeneous
of degree 3, S[g−1] is still Z-graded. Let
A = A(S) = S[g−1]0
denote the 0th graded piece of S[g−1]. Just as S can be thought of as the homoge-
neous coordinate ring of the noncommutative projective plane qgr-S, so the algebra
A can be regarded as the “coordinate ring of the quantum affine variety qgr-SrE,”
and one of the aims of this paper is to understand the right ideals of this ring in
terms of modules in qgr-S and the geometry of P2 r E.
The next two results collect some basic facts about A = A(S). Let Λ1 = S3g
−1 ⊂
A and note that Λ = {Λi = Λi1} provides a filtration of A. Since g is a homogeneous
normal element, Sig = gSi for all i and so Λi = (S3g
−1)i = Si3g
−i = S3ig
−i.
Lemma 2.7. Let S = S(E,L, σ) ∈ AS′3 and set A = A(S). Then:
(1) A is generated by Λ1 as a k-algebra.
(2) R = S[g−1] is strongly graded in the sense that RnRm = Rn+m for all m,n.
Moreover, R is projective as a left or right A-module.
(3) If |σ| = ∞ (as an automorphism of the scheme E) then A is a simple
hereditary ring.
(4) If |σ| <∞ then A is an Azumaya algebra of global dimension two.
(5) Set R(A) =
⊕
Λi1g
i ⊂ S[g−1]. Then R(A) = S(3).
Proof. (1) By construction, A =
∑
i∈Z S3ig
−i =
∑
i∈Z
(
S3g
−1
)i
=
∑
i≥0 Λ
i
1.
(2) By [ATV2, Proposition 7.4], R is strongly graded. Thus RiR−i = R0 = A
for all i and the dual basis lemma implies that each Ri is a projective A-module.
(3) A is simple by [ATV2, Theorem I]. By [NV, Theorem A.I.3.4] mod-A ≃ gr-R
via the map M 7→ M ⊗A R, for M ∈ mod-A. Thus, it suffices to show that
each N ∈ gr-R has homological dimension hd(N) ≤ 1. This is proved in [Aj,
Proposition 2.18] for the Sklyanin algebra and the proof works in general.
(4) A is Azumaya by [ATV2, Theorem I]. Since S has global dimension three,
it follows that graded R-modules have homological dimension at most two. Thus,
as in the proof of (3), gldim(A) ≤ 2. The other inequality follows from [MR,
Corollary 6.2.8 and Proposition 13.10.6].
(5) By construction, R(A) is a graded ring with R(A)i = Λigi = S3ig−igi = S3i
for all i. Therefore, R(A) = S(3). 
Corollary 2.8. Let S ∈ AS′3 with factor ring B = S/gS and set A = A(S). Then:
(1) If g is central in S, then S(3) is naturally isomorphic to the Rees ring of A
and B(3) ∼= grΛA =
⊕
Λi/Λi−1.
(2) If E is an integral curve then grΛA is a domain.
Proof. (1) The Rees ring of A is defined to be the graded algebra R =
⊕
Λit
i,
regarded as a subring of the polynomial ring A[t]. Since A[t] ∼= A[g] ⊂ S[g−1],
clearly the map t 7→ g induces an isomorphism R ∼= R(A) ∼= S(3). The identity
B(3) ∼= grΛA then follows from the observation that grΛA ∼= R/tR.
(2) When g is not central, R(A) is isomorphic to a twist of R, in the sense of
[ATV2, Section 8]. In more detail, conjugation by g defines an automorphism τ on
S and hence on A; thus τ(a) = gag−1. We may then define a new multiplication on
R by a◦b = aτr(b), for a ∈ Rr and b ∈ Rs. It is readily checked that the map t 7→ g
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induces an isomorphism (R, ◦) ∼= R(A) and so (R/tR, ◦) ∼= R(A)/gR(A) = B(3).
If E is integral then B is a domain [AV] and hence so is B(3) = S(3)/gS(3). This
immediately implies that R/gR is a domain. 
We end this section by describing some of the algebras appearing in the classifi-
cation of AS′3.
Remark 2.9. According to the classification in [ATV1, (4.13)], the algebras in AS3
with qgr-S 6≃ coh(P2) break into seven classes. For the reader’s convenience, we
note the generic example of the curve E, the automorphism σ, the number of
essential parameters p defining the family and the defining relations {fi} for a
typical algebra R = k{x, y, z}/(f1, f2, f3) in each class. The letters p, q, r will
always denote elements of k∗.
Type A: E is elliptic with σ translation, p = 2 and R = Skl(E,L, σ).
Type B: E is elliptic with σ being multiplication by (−1) and p = 1. Take
{fi} = {xy + yx− z2 − y2, x2 + y2 + (1 − p)z2, zx− xz + pzy − pyz}.
Type S1: E is a triangle with each component stabilized by σ and p = 3.
Take {fi} = {xy + pyx, yz + qzy, zx+ rxz}, with pqr 6= −1.
Type S′
1
: E is the union of a line and a conic, with each component
stabilized by σ and p = 2. Take {fi} = {xy+pyx+ z2, yz+ qzy, zx+ qxz}.
Type S2: E is a triangle with two components interchanged by σ and
p = 1. Take {fi} = {x2 + y2, yz + qzx, xz + qzy}.
Types E,H: E is elliptic with complex multiplication σ. Here, p = 0.
If one takes the example R of type S1, but with pqr = −1, then one obtains an
algebra R with qgr-R ∼= coh(P2).
It is useful to think of A = A(Skl) as an “elliptic” analogue of the first Weyl
algebra A1 = k{u, v}/(uv − vu − 1), as this will help illustrate the relationship
between the results of this paper and those of Berest-Wilson [BW1, BW2] and
others. The AS regular algebra associated to A1 is
(2.6) U = k{x, y, z}/(xy − yx− z2, z central).
It is easy to check that U ∈ AS′3 (of Type S
′
1), with g = z
3 and A1 ∼= A(U).
There is one significant difference between A(Skl) and the first Weyl algebra
A1. The group of k-algebra automorphisms Autk(A1) is large [Di, The´ore`me 8.10]
and this group plays an important role in the work of Berest and Wilson [BW1].
However, the opposite is true of the Sklyanin algebra.
Proposition 2.10. Let S = Skl and A = A(S). Write PAutgr(S
(3)) for the group
of graded k-algebra automorphisms θ of S(3) satisfying θ(g) = g.
If |σ| =∞ then Autk(A) ∼= PAutgr(S(3)) is a finite group.
Since this result is not used in the paper, we will omit the proof.
3. From A-Modules to S-Modules and Back
In the commutative case, given a line bundle on P2, one can restrict it to P2rE
and conversely, given a line bundle on P2rE one can extend it to one on P2. The
same ideas work for qgr-S for S ∈ AS′3. The details are given in this section, which
will in particular prove that there is a (3-1) correspondence between projective
right ideals of A(Skl) and line bundles in qgr-Skl modulo shifts. We also prove
analogous results for rank one torsion-free modules. This is one of a few places in
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this paper where the results are distinctly different for different AS regular algebras.
In particular, for arbitrary S one does not get a finite-to-one correspondence (see
Proposition 3.15).
Let S ∈ AS′3 and write A = A(S). If M ∈ qgr-S, set M = Γ
∗(M) and
M|A = M |A = M [g
−1]0. Note that if M = π(N) for some other finitely gen-
erated S-module N , then M and N only differ by a finite-dimensional S-module
and so M [g−1] ∼= N [g−1]. There is a natural filtration ΦM on M |A defined by
ΦMi = M3ig
−i. In the other direction, let P =
⋃
Θi be a filtered right A-module.
Then R(P ) = RΘ(P ) =
⊕
i≥0Θig
i is naturally a right S(3)-module under the
identification of Lemma 2.7(5). Thus, we may form SΘ(P ) = R(P ) ⊗S(3) S and
VΘ(P ) = πS(P ). Set R = S[g−1] and give each graded piece Rn =
∑
Sn+3jg
−j
the A-module filtration defined by ΨRnj = Sn+3jg
−j.
Lemma 3.1. Let S ∈ AS′3 andM ∈ qgr-S be a torsion-free module. IfM = Γ
∗(M)
then:
(1) M∼= V(M|A), where M|A is given the induced filtration ΦM .
(2) There is a filtered isomorphism M(ℓ)|A ∼= (M|A)⊗A Rℓ for ℓ ∈ Z.
(3) If N =Mg and N = Γ∗(N ) then N|A ∼=M|A and ΦNi = Φ
M
i−1 for i≫ 0.
(4) Conversely, if P =
⋃
Θi is a filtered A-module then SΘ(P )|A = P .
Proof. (1) SinceM is torsion-free,R(M|A) =
⊕
i≥0M3ig
−1gi ∼=M (3). The natural
map M (3) ⊗S(3) S → M then has bounded kernel and cokernel [Ve, Theorem 4.4]
and so V(M|A) ∼=M.
(2) As M |A is torsion-free and R is a projective left A-module (Lemma 2.7), the
natural map (M |A)⊗ARℓ → (M |A)Rℓ is an isomorphism and we can use products
in place of tensor products. The filtration on (M|A)Rℓ is then the natural one
defined by Θj =
∑
k Φ
M
j−kΨ
Rℓ
k . Since gSr = Srg, one obtains
Θj =
∑
k
M3j−3kg
j−kS3k+ℓg
−k =
∑
k
M3j−3kS3k+ℓg
−j =M3j+ℓg
−j ,
for any j such thatM is generated in degrees ≤ j. On the other hand, the filtration
on M(ℓ)|A is given by Θ′j = M(ℓ)3jg
−j = Mℓ+3jg
−j. As these vector spaces agree
for j ≫ 0, the A-modules are also equal.
(3) This is a straightforward computation.
(4) Note that SΘ(P )3j = RΘ(P )j = Θjgj and so S(P )|A =
∑
Θjg
jg−j = P . 
In order to get a way of relating unfiltered A-modules with modules in Qgr-S
we need to relate different filtrations on A-modules. This is given by the following
mild generalization of [BW2, Lemma 10.1].
Lemma 3.2. Let A =
⋃
i≥0 Λi be any filtered k-algebra (thus the Λi are k-subspaces
of A) such that both A and grA =
⊕
Λi/Λi−1 are Ore domains. Let M =
⋃
Θi be
a filtered right ideal of A such that either dimk Θi < ∞ for all i or that grΘM =⊕
Θi/Θi−1 is a finitely generated grA-module.
Assume, for some r0 ∈ N, that (grΘM)≥r0 is a torsion-free right gr(A)-module.
Then there exists j ∈ Z such that Θi = Λi+j ∩M for all i≫ 0.
Proof. We have two filtrations on M , the given filtration Θ and {Γi = M ∩ Λi}.
Write Θ◦i = Θi r Θi−1, and similarly for Γ and Λ. Fix m ∈ Θ
◦
r and let n ∈ Θ
◦
p for
some r, p ≥ r0. If m ∈ Γ
◦
s and n ∈ Γ
◦
q , we claim that r − s = p− q.
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The assumption that (grΘM)≥r0 is torsion-free is equivalent to the assertion
that ma ∈ Θ◦r+t for all a ∈ Λ
◦
t with t ≥ 0. As A is Ore, there exist a, b ∈ Ar {0},
say a ∈ Λ◦u and b ∈ Λ
◦
v, such that ma = nb 6= 0. Thus ma ∈ Θ
◦
r+u while nb ∈ Θ
◦
p+v.
So r + u = p+ v. Since grΓM ⊆ grA is a torsion-free module, the same argument
implies that ma ∈ Γ◦s+u while nb ∈ Γ
◦
q+v. Thus s+ u = q + v. Subtracting the two
equations proves the claim that r − s = p− q.
As n is arbitrary, the claim implies that Θ◦p ⊆ Γ
◦
p−(r−s) for all p ≥ r0. Conversely,
either assumption on the Θj implies that Θr0 ⊆ Γp0 for some p0 > 0. Pick n
′ ∈ Γ◦q′
for some q′ > p0 and suppose that n
′ ∈ Θ◦p′ . Necessarily, p
′ ≥ r0. Thus, applying
the claim to n = n′ shows that r − s = p′ − q′ and hence that Γ◦q′ ⊆ Θ
◦
q′+(r−s).
Thus, Θ◦p = Γ
◦
p−(r−s) for all p≫ 0. 
Notation 3.3. We will call two filtrations Γ and Γ′ on an A-module M equivalent
if Γi = Γ
′
i for all i ≫ 0. If M is a finitely generated torsion-free rank 1 right
A-module, then we may choose an embedding ψ : M →֒ A as a right ideal of A
and hence obtain a filtration Λ(M,ψ) defined by Λ(M,ψ)n = ψ
−1(Λn ∩ψ(M)). By
the last lemma, this filtration is unique up to shift and equivalence. We call it a
canonical filtration.
Let S = S(E,L, σ) ∈ AS′3 with A = A(S) and B = B(E,L, σ) = S/gS. We next
want to determine the modules in qgr-S that appear as VΘ(P ) for some P ∈Mod-A.
Write V = VS for the set of isomorphism classes of rank one, torsion-free modules
M in qgr-S for which M|E = M/Mg is a vector bundle on E. A technical but
more convenient description of VS follows from the next lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Set S = S(E,L, σ) and let M ∈ qgr-S be a torsion-free module.
Then M|E has no simple submodules if and only if M|E is a vector bundle.
Proof. Assume that M ∈ qgr-S is a torsion-free module such that M|E has no
simple submodules. We claim that M has a resolution 0 → P → Q → M → 0
where P andQ are sums of shifts ofOS . To see this, note thatM = Γ(M) is torsion-
free and so embeds into a direct sum F of shifts of S. By Lemma 2.3(3), F/M has
no finite dimensional submodules and so [ATV2, Proposition 2.46(i)] implies that
hd(F/M) ≤ 2. Thus, hd(M) ≤ 1 and so M has a graded free resolution of length
one. Now apply π to this resolution.
By Lemma 2.6, the complex 0 → P|E → Q|E → M|E → 0 is also exact and
so, by Lemma 2.5, hdE(M|E) < ∞. Since E is a Gorenstein curve and M|E has
no simple subobjects, M|E locally has depth at least one. Thus the Auslander-
Buchsbaum formula [Ei, Theorem 19.9] proves that hdE(M|E) = 0, locally and
hence globally. Thus M|E is a vector bundle. The other direction is trivial. 
Lemma 3.5. Let S ∈ AS′3 and set A = A(S). Suppose that P is a right ideal of A
with the induced filtration Γi = P ∩ Λi. Then V(P ) ∈ V.
Proof. Let Q = RΓ(P ). By Lemma 2.7, Q is a right ideal of S(3) and hence QS is
a right ideal of S. Since (Q⊗S(3) S)
(3) = Q = (QS)(3) , [Ve, Theorem 4.4] implies
that V(P ) = π(Q ⊗ S) = π(QS) is torsion-free. Now consider V(P )|E . Then
Q/Qg =
⊕ (P ∩ Λi)gi
(P ∩ Λi−1)gi
∼=
⊕ (P ∩ Λi + Λi−1)gi
Λi−1gi
→֒ S(3)/gS(3) = B(3).
Once again, [Ve] shows that S(P )/S(P )g ∼= (Q/Qg)B →֒ B in qgr-B. Thus,
V(P )|E = π(S(P )/S(P )g) has no simple subobjects. 
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We let ∼ denote the equivalence relation on V defined byM∼Mg. Let P = PA
denote the set of isomorphism classes of finitely generated, torsion-free rank one
A-modules.
Proposition 3.6. Let S ∈ AS′3 and write A = A(S). Then:
(1) The map M 7→M|A induces a surjection ψ : (V/∼)→ P.
(2) If E is integral, then ψ is a bijection.
Proof. (1) If M ∈ V , then M = Γ∗(M) is torsion-free and hence so is M|A. By
Lemma 3.1, M|A ∼= (Mg)|A and so ψ is defined. If P ∈ P , pick an embedding
P →֒ A and take the induced filtration Θi = P ∩Λi. Then Lemma 3.5 ensures that
V(P ) ∈ V and so ψ is surjective.
(2) In this case, Corollary 2.8 implies that grΛA is a domain and hence Lemma 3.2
ensures that the filtration Θ in part (1) is unique up to shift and equivalence. Given
two equivalent filtrations, say Θ and Θ′ of P , then SΘ(P ) and SΘ′(P ) only differ in a
finite number of graded pieces and so VΘ(P ) = VΘ′(P ). On the other hand, suppose
that Θ′i = Θi−1, for i≫ 0. Then, in high degree, RΘ′(P ) =
∑
Θi−1g
i = RΘ(P )g.
Thus, VΘ(P ) = VΘ′(P )g and so VΘ(P ) ∼ VΘ′(P ). Thus, ψ is a bijection. 
We want to refine Proposition 3.6(2) in two ways. In Theorem 3.8 we will use an
analogue of the first Chern class to chose a canonical member of each equivalence
class of ∼. Then we will show that under this equivalence the projective A(S)-
modules correspond precisely to the line bundles in qgr-S (see Corollary 3.12).
Let M ∈ qgr-S for S ∈ AS3. The first Chern class c1(M) of M is defined
by the properties that it should be additive on short exact sequences and satisfy
c1(OS(j)) = j. As the next lemma shows, this uniquely determines c1(M): one
simply takes a resolution of M by shifts of OS and applies additivity. When
qgr-S ≃ coh(P2), it is easy to see that this definition of c1 coincides with the usual
commutative one.
We first describe some of the basic properties of c1(M).
Lemma 3.7. Let M ∈ qgr-S for S ∈ AS3.
(1) There is a unique function M 7→ c1(M) with the given properties.
(2) c1(M(s)) = c1(M) + s · rk(M) for any s ∈ Z.
(3) Assume that S = S(E,L, σ) ∈ AS′3 for a smooth curve E and that M is
torsion-free. Then c1(M) =
1
3 deg(M|E).
Proof. (1) Let M ∈ gr-S. For q ≥ 0, write TorSq (M,k) =
⊕
j k(ℓqj), as a graded k-
module and define c′1(M) =
∑
q,j(−1)
qℓqj . Clearly, c
′
1(−) is additive on short exact
sequences and is well defined. Thus it suffices to prove that c′1(M) = c1(π(M)).
If M has a graded projective resolution P • → M → 0, with P q =
⊕
j S(mqj),
then, as in [ATV1, (2.8)], c′1(M) =
∑
q,j(−1)
qmqj . On the other hand, [ATV1,
(2.15)] implies that c′1(k) = 0 and hence that c
′
1(F ) = 0 for any finite dimensional
graded S-module F . Thus, Lemma 2.3(3) implies that c′1(M) = c
′
1(Γ
∗(π(M)), for
any M ∈ gr-S. Thus, defining c1(π(M)) = c′1(M) does indeed give a unique, well-
defined function determined by the properties that it is additive on exact sequences
and satisfies c1(OS(m)) = m for m ∈ Z.
(2) By additivity of c1 and rank, it suffices to prove this for M = OS(t), for
which it is obvious.
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(3) If P • →M→ 0 is a resolution ofM by shifts of OS , then Lemma 2.6 implies
that P |•E → M|E → 0 is a resolution of M|E by shifts of OE . By Lemma 2.5,
degO(n)|E = 3n, for any n and so the result follows from additivity. 
Theorem 3.8. Let S = S(E,L, σ) ∈ AS′3 be such that E is integral. Then:
(1) There is a bijection between P and
{
M∈ V : 0 ≤ c1(M) ≤ 2
}
.
(2) There exists a (3-1) correspondence between modules P ∈ P and modules
M ∈ V satisfying c1(M) = 0.
Remark 3.9. (1) By Remark 2.9, this theorem applies to algebras of types A, B,
E and H. We give a brief discussion of the other cases at the end of the section.
(2) This result proves Theorem 1.5 from the introduction, modulo a proof of
Theorem 1.1(2).
Proof. (1) Suppose that M ∈ gr-S has a projective resolution P • → M → 0.
Since S(n)g = gS(n) ∼= S(n − 3), the module Mg has a projective resolution
P •g ∼= P •(−3). Thus, by Lemma 3.7(2), c1(Mg) = c1(M)− 3 for any torsion-free,
rank one module M ∈ qgr-S. Now apply Proposition 3.6(2).
(2) Let M ∈ V be such that 0 ≤M ≤ 2. By Lemma 3.7(2), again, there exists
a unique r ∈ {0, 1, 2} such that c1(M(−r)) = 0. By Lemma 3.1(2), M(−r)|A ∼=
(M|A)⊗R−r, giving the (3-1) equivalence. 
A natural question raised by Theorem 3.8 is whether one can identify projective
right ideals of A in terms of qgr-S-modules. As we show, they correspond precisely
to line bundles in qgr-S, as defined below.
If S ∈ AS3 and M ∈ qgr-S, write
(3.1) Homqgr-S(M,O) =
⊕
n∈Z
Homqgr-S(M,O(n)) ∈ S-gr.
One can think of πHom as sheaf Hom on qgr-S. The right derived functors of πHom
will be denoted by πExt and these are again objects in S -qgr. A more complete
discussion of these concepts can, for example, be found in [KKO, Section 5.3]. In
particular, it is observed there that πHomqgr-S(M,O)
∼= πHomgr-S(Γ
∗(M), S), and
so this notation is consistent with the earlier definitions of Hom and Ext.
Definition 3.10. ([KKO, Definition 5.4]) Let S ∈ AS3. An object F ∈ qgr-S is
called a vector bundle if πExti(F ,O) = 0 for all i > 0. Such an object is necessarily
torsion-free. If F is a vector bundle of rank one, then F is called a line bundle.
This definition of vector bundle is only appropriate for rings of finite homological
dimension that satisfy the χ condition. In particular, the analogous definition for
qgr-S/gS need not correspond to vector bundles in coh(E) and so we do not talk
about vector bundles in qgr-S/gS.
Lemma 3.11. Let S = S(E,L, σ) ∈ AS′3 and M ∈ qgr-S. Then:
(1) M is a vector bundle if and only if Γ(M) is a reflexive S-module.
(2) If M is a vector bundle, then M|E is a vector bundle over E.
Proof. (1) This follows from the Auslander-Gorenstein and Cohen-Macaulay con-
ditions (see [ATV2, Note, p.352]). In more detail, let M ∈ qgr-S be a torsion-free
module. Since M embeds in a direct sum of shifts of OS , Lemma 2.3(4) implies
that M = Γ(M) is finitely generated. Set M∗ = Hom(M,S). By [ATV2, Theo-
rem 4.1], dimk Ext
j(M,S) <∞ for j > 1 and GKdim Ext1(M,S) ≤ 1. By [ATV2,
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(4.4)] the canonical map M → M∗∗ has cokernel Q ⊆ Ext2(Ext1(M,S), S). By
Lemma 2.3(3), M has no finite dimensional extensions, so M is reflexive if and
only if dimkQ < ∞. By [ATV2, Theorem 4.1(iii)] this happens if and only if
dimk Ext
1(M,S) <∞.
By [KKO, Equation 14, p. 406], πExtj(M,O) = π(Extj(Γ∗(M), S)). Thus, M
is a vector bundle if and only if dimk Ext
j(Γ∗(M), S) < ∞ for all j > 0. By the
last paragraph this is equivalent to M being reflexive.
(2) Let M = Γ(M) and N = M∗. Since M is reflexive and hence torsion-
free, it is easy to see that M/Mg →֒ HomS(N,S/gS) = HomS/gS(N/gN, S/gS).
Therefore, M|E = π(M/Mg) ⊂ π(HomS/gS(N/gN, S/gS)) which certainly has no
simple submodules. Now apply Lemma 3.4. 
Corollary 3.12. Let S = S(E,L, σ) ∈ AS′3 with A = A(S) and let M ∈ qgr-S be
such that M|E is a vector bundle. Then:
(1) M is a vector bundle if and only if M|A is a projective A-module.
(2) If |σ| =∞ as an automorphism of the scheme E, then M is automatically
a vector bundle.
Proof. (1) Set M = Γ(M), with double dual M∗∗. By [ATV2, Corollary 4.2(iv)],
GKdim(M∗∗/M) ≤ 1. Suppose, first, that there is a proper essential extension
0 → M → N → H → 0 with GKdim(H) ≤ 1 and Hg = 0. Since M has
no extensions by finite dimensional modules, GKdimH = 1. Consider the exact
sequence
Tor1S(H,S/Sg)
θ
−→ M/Mg −→ N/Ng −→ H/Hg −→ 0.
Now, GKdimTor1S(H,S/Sg) ≤ GKdimH ≤ 1 by [ATV2, Proposition 2.29(iv)]. By
Lemma 3.4, this forces Im(θ) = 0 and hence Mg = M ∩Ng. On the other hand,
Ng ⊆ M since Hg = 0. Thus, Mg = Ng. Since M and N are torsion-free, this
implies that M = N . Thus, no such extension exists.
By Lemma 3.11, M is a vector bundle if and only if M is reflexive. By the last
paragraph this happens if and only if M [g−1] is reflexive. By the equivalence of
categories mod-A ≃ gr-S[g−1] [NV, Theorem A.I.3.4], this happens if and only if
M|A =M [g
−1]0 is reflexive. Finally, Lemma 2.7 implies that gldim(A) ≤ 2 and so
reflexive A-modules are the same as projective A-modules.
(2) This is immediate from part (1) combined with Lemma 2.7(3). 
Remark 3.13. Despite the fact that it holds for all values of |σ|, there is actually a
striking dichotomy in Theorem 3.8: If |σ| = ∞ then Corollary 3.12(2) applies. In
contrast, when |σ| <∞, A has global (and Krull) dimension two. It follows that A
has many non-projective right ideals and hence that V contains many modules M
that are not line bundles.
The reason for demanding that E be integral in Proposition 3.6(2) and Theo-
rem 3.8 is so that Lemma 3.2 can be applied to restrict the number of possible
filtrations on an A-module P . If E is not integral, then that lemma can fail and so
the map ψ in Proposition 3.6(1) need not be a bijection.
An example where ψ has infinite fibres is given by the ring
(3.2) T = k{x, y, z}/(yx− pxy, xz − zx, zy − yz),
where p ∈ k is transcendental over the prime subfield. In the notation of Re-
mark 2.9, T is an AS-regular ring of Type S1 with g = xyz. Moreover, T is an
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Ore extension T = R[x, τ ], where τ is an automorphism of the polynomial ring
R = k[y, z]; thus multiplication is defined by xr = τ(r)x for r ∈ R. We regard
elements of T as polynomials in x with coefficients in R and write degx for the
corresponding degree function.
A method for constructing non-free projective modules over Ore extensions is
given in [St1, Theorem 1.2] and we use a similar technique to build reflexive T -
modules.
Lemma 3.14. Define T by (3.2) and set M =
{
t ∈ T : (z+y)t ∈ (x+z)T
}
. Then:
(1) M contains α = x2 + x(1 + p)z + pz2 and β = x(z + y) + z(z + py).
(2) M contains no polynomial of the form γ = xzi + r for r ∈ R and i ≥ 0.
(3) M [g−1]0 is a non-cyclic projective right ideal of A(T ).
Proof. (1) Use the two identities (y + z)α = (x + z)
(
x(p2y + z) + pz(y + z)
)
and
(y + z)β = (x+ z)(y + z)(py + z).
(2) Suppose that xzi + r ∈M , for some i ≥ 0 and r ∈ R. Then
(z + y)(xzi + r) = x(zi+1 + pyzi) + (z + y)r = (x+ z)(zi+1 + pyzi) + w,
for w = (z+y)r− (zi+1+pyzi). Since degx w = 0, the definition ofM forces w = 0.
But the equation w = 0 is impossible in the polynomial ring k[y, z].
(3) This follows easily from [St1, Theorem 1.2]. 
Extend τ to an automorphism of T by defining τ(t) = xtx−1, for t ∈ T .
Proposition 3.15. Let M be the T -module defined in Lemma 3.14. Then:
(1) π(M) is a line bundle such that π(M) 6∼= π(M τ
i
[j]), for (i, j) 6= (0, 0).
(2) However, M [g−1]0 ∼= N [g−1]0, where N =M τ
i
[j], for any i, j ∈ Z.
(3) Thus, the map ψ defined in Proposition 3.6(1) has some infinite fibres.
Proof. (1) Since M is reflexive, Lemma 3.11 implies that π(M) is a line bundle.
Suppose there exists an isomorphism θ : π(M) → π(N), where N = π(M τ
i
[j]),
for some i, j. Then θ induces a homomorphism θ from M to the injective hull of
N such that θ(M≥n) = N≥n, for all n ≫ 0. However, by construction, M and N
are reflexive and so have no essential extensions by finite dimensional T -modules.
Thus, θ induces an isomorphism from M to N . Since τ is a graded isomorphism
of T , this implies that M and N have the same Hilbert series. As M and M τ
i
[j]
have different Hilbert series for j 6= 0, this forces j = 0.
We may write f1M = f2N for some fi ∈ Td and some d. By [RSS], elements in T
that are monic when regarded as polynomials in x form an Ore set C. Localizing at
C and using Lemma 3.14(1) gives the identity MC = TC = NC . Thus f1TC = f2TC.
The only units in TC are of the form λ1g
−1
1 g2, where λ ∈ k
∗ and gi ∈ C. Thus, we
may assume that the fi ∈ C.
Consider elements of least degree in x in f1M = f2N . By Lemma 3.14, this
degree is (d + 1) and f2N ∋ f2β
τ i = xd+1(z + p−iy)+ lower order terms. But,
f1M ∋ f1β, with leading term xd+1(z + y). Thus f2βτ
i
− p−if1β ∈ f1M has
leading term xd+1z(1−p−i). Since pi 6= 1, this implies that M contains an element
of degree 1 with leading term xz. This contradicts Lemma 3.14(2).
(2) Both w = x and w = z, are normal elements in T . Thus, for any right ideal
M ′ of T there exists a short exact sequence: 0 → M ′w → M ′ → M ′/M ′w → 0.
The map ψ : P 7→ P [g−1]0 is exact and so ψ(M
′) = ψ(M ′w). If w = z, then z is
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central and so M ′z = zM ′ ∼=M ′[−1]. By induction, ψ(M) = ψ(M [i]) for all i ∈ Z.
On the other hand, M ′x = xτ−1(M ′) = τ−1(M ′)[−1]. Thus a second induction
proves (2).
(3) This is immediate from (1) and (2). 
One reason why Theorem 3.8 fails for T (and other examples where E is not
integral) is that g is a product of normal elements. This introduces extra units into
A(S) and “too many” isomorphisms between projective modules. However, if one
is willing to change the ring A(S) then one can still get an analogue of Theorem 3.8.
We end this section by outlining the result but since it depends upon a case by case
analysis the details will be left to the reader.
Let S ∈ AS′3 and suppose first that E has an integral component X of degree
r ≤ 2 that is fixed by σ. Using the arguments of [AS, Section 4] one can show that
B′ = B(X,L|X, σ|X) = S/hS for some normal element h ∈ Sr that divides g. This
happens, for example, in Types S1 (where r = 1) and S
′
1 (where r can be 1 or 2). In
Type S2 it only happens when X is the line fixed by σ. Now set A
′ = S[h−1]0; thus
A(S) is a localization of A′. Since X is integral, B′ is a domain and the argument
of Corollary 2.8(2) shows that gr-Λ′A
′ is also a domain, where Λ′i = Sirh
−i. The
proof of Theorem 3.8 then goes through to give an r-to-1 correspondence between
isomorphism classes of rank one torsion-free A′-modules and elements of V with
c1 = 0. When S = U is the homogenized Weyl algebra, g = h
3 and so A′ = A(S)
and one recovers the result from [BW1].
There are two further cases to be considered. First consider S of type S2 and let
Y be the union of the lines interchanged by σ. Then B′′ = B(Y,L|Y , σ|Y ) = S/h′S
where deg h′ = 2. In this case B′′ is a prime ring that is not a domain, so the
analysis of the last paragraph will fail. However, if one replaces S by the Veronese
ring S(2) then h′ will become a product of two normal elements (this is because σ2
fixes the components of Y ) and the above analysis can be pushed through. The final
case is when E is a product of 3 lines cyclicly permuted by σ (this is a degenerate
TypeA example, when b = 0 in (2.2)). Here one has to use the 3-Veronese ring S(3).
4. Cohomology and Base Change in Noncommutative Geometry
In this section we describe two cohomological results that will be needed in the
sequel. Both are minor variants of results from the literature. The first describes the
general “Cohomology and Base Change” machinery from [EGA] in the appropriate
generality to apply to noncommutative projective schemes. These theorems give
detailed information about the variation of cohomology in a family parametrized
by a noetherian base scheme U . The second result describes the noncommutative
Cˇech cohomology of [VW1] in a form appropriate to our needs.
The results of this section need rather strong hypotheses, but these are probably
necessary. However, as will be shown in Lemma 5.1 they do hold for SA = S ⊗k A,
where A is a commutative noetherian k-algebra and S ∈ AS3.
4.1. Cohomology and Base Change. The results of this subsection will require
the following hypotheses on our algebras:
Hypotheses 4.1. Fix a commutative noetherian ring A and a finitely generated,
connected graded A-algebra S. Assume that:
(1) S is strongly noetherian in the sense that SB = S ⊗A B is noetherian for
every commutative noetherian A-algebra B.
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(2) S satisfies χ and Qgr-S has finite cohomological dimension.
If B is a commutative A-algebra and S is a cg A-algebra, we regard SB =
S⊗AB as a cg B-algebra. By [AZ2, Proposition B8.1], Qgr-SB is equivalent to the
category of B-objects in Qgr-S. If M ∈ qgr-SB, with SB noetherian, then [AZ2,
Lemma C6.6] implies that there is a canonical identification of cohomology groups
Hi(Qgr-SB,M) = H
i(Qgr-S,M) via the natural functor Qgr-SB → Qgr-S and so
we may write this group as Hi(M) without confusion. Generalizing earlier notation,
set OSB = π(SB) ∈ qgr-SB. If the context is clear, we will typically write O for
OSB . An objectM ∈ Qgr-S is A-flat if the functor −⊗AM : Mod-A −→ Qgr-S is
exact. When SA is strongly noetherian, [AZ2, Lemma E5.3] implies thatM ∈ qgr-S
is A-flat if and only if H0(qgr-S,M(n)) is flat for n≫ 0.
Theorem 4.2 (Theorem on Formal Functions). Assume that A and S satisfy Hy-
potheses 4.1 and let F ,G ∈ qgr-S. Then for every i and every ideal m of A, the
canonical homomorphism
Extiqgr-S(F ,G) ⊗ Â −→ lim←−
Extiqgr-S(F ,G ⊗A A/m
k)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. [AZ2, Proposition C6.10(i)] implies that S satisfies the strong χ condition of
[AZ2, (C6.8)], while [AZ2, Proposition C6.9] implies that Qgr-S is Ext-finite. Thus
the hypotheses of [AZ2, Theorem D5.1] (with k = A and R = Â) are satisfied. 
We remark that, for a commutative ring R, a “point y of SpecR” means any
point (not necessarily a closed point).
Theorem 4.3 (Cohomology and Base Change). Assume that A and S satisfy
Hypotheses 4.1 and let y ∈ SpecA. Pick F ,G ∈ qgr-S such that G is A-flat. Then:
(1) If the natural map
φi : Ext
i(F ,G)⊗A k(y) −→ Ext
i(F ,G ⊗A k(y))
is surjective, then it is an isomorphism.
(2) If φi−1 and φi are surjective, then Ext
i(F ,G) is a vector bundle in a neigh-
borhood of y in SpecA.
(3) If Exti+1(F ,G ⊗ k(y)) = Exti−1(F ,G ⊗ k(y)) = 0, then Exti(F ,G) is a
vector bundle in a neighborhood of y in SpecA and φi is an isomorphism.
(4) If F and OS are also A-flat, then
Extiqgr-S(F ,G ⊗ k(y)) = Ext
i
qgr-S⊗k(y)(F ⊗ k(y),G ⊗ k(y)).
Proof. Since G is A-flat, the collection of functorsM 7→ T i(M) = Exti(F ,G⊗AM)
forms a cohomological δ-functor in the sense of [EGA, Section III.7] or [Ha, Sec-
tion III.1]. By our assumptions, T i(M) ∈ mod-A for everyM ∈ mod-A. Moreover,
T i commutes with colimits and, by Theorem 4.2, the canonical homomorphism
T i(M)̂−→ lim
←−
T i(M ⊗A/Ik) is an isomorphism for every M ∈ mod-A and ideal
I ⊂ A. The proof of [Ha, Proposition 12.10] now shows that, if φi is surjective, then
T i is a right exact functor of AP -modules, where P is the ideal of A corresponding
to y. Thus φi is an isomorphism by [EGA, Proposition III.7.3.1], proving (1).
If φi−1 is also surjective then [EGA, Proposition III.7.5.4] implies that T
i(AP )
is a free AP -module. Since T
i commutes with colimits we have T i(A)P = T
i(AP ),
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proving (2). Finally, part (3) follows from [EGA, Corollaire III.7.5.5] and part (4)
from [AZ2, Proposition C3.4(i)]. 
Remark 4.4. One consequence of Theorem 4.3(4) is that, under the hypotheses of
that result, Hi(Qgr-S,G⊗k(y)) = Hi(Qgr-S⊗A k(p),G⊗k(y)), and so we can write
this group as Hi(G ⊗ k(y)) without ambiguity.
4.2. Schematic Algebras and the Cˇech Complex. Let A be a commutative
ring and S a noetherian connected graded A-algebra. Following [VW1], we say S is
A-schematic if there is a finite set C1, . . . , CN of two-sided homogeneous Ore sets
satisfying
(1) Ci ∩ S+ 6= ∅ for i = 1, . . . , N .
(2) For all (c1, . . . , cN) ∈
N∏
i=1
Ci there exists m ∈ N with (S+)
m ⊆
N∑
i=1
ci · S.
Given an A-schematic algebra S, fix Ore sets C1, . . . , CN as in the definition and
set I = {1, 2, . . . , N}. Given w = (i0, . . . , ip−1) ∈ Ip, setQw = SCi0⊗S · · ·⊗SSCip−1 ,
the tensor product of localizations. The reader should be warned that the various
localizations will not commute in general and so Qw need not be a ring and it does
depend on the ordering of w. Of course Qw is an S-bimodule. The noncommutative
Cˇech complex C• is then given by setting
Cp =
∏
w∈Ip+1
Qw, p ≥ 0,
and taking as differentials Cp → Cp+1 the usual alternating sum of maps just as
in the commutative setting.
Define a functor from Gr-S to complexes of graded S-modules byM 7→M⊗SC•.
Note that, since Cj ∩S+ 6= ∅ for every j, if T is a torsion module then T ⊗SC• = 0.
Hence − ⊗S C• descends to a functor from Qgr-S to the category of complexes of
graded S-modules. We write Hˇi(M) = Hi(M⊗S C•) for M ∈ Qgr-S. This is a
graded S-module and we define Hˇi(M) = Hi(M⊗S C•)0; equivalently Hˇi(M) is
the cohomology of M⊗C•0.
Given M ∈ Qgr-S, write Hi(M) =
⊕
n∈ZH
i(Qgr-S,M(n)). This is naturally a
graded S-module with H0(M) being the module Γ(M) defined after (2.4).
Theorem 4.5 ([VW1]). Suppose that S is a noetherian A-schematic algebra. Then
there is an isomorphism of δ-functors Hi → Hi(−⊗S C•).
Moreover, this isomorphism is graded in the sense that Hi(Qgr-SA,M(j)) ∼=
Hˇi(M(j)) for all i and j.
Proof. The first assertion of the theorem is proved in [VW1, Theorem 4] when A
is a field, but the proof works equally well in the more general context.
The final claim of the theorem is only implicit in [VW1] but since the proof is
short we will give it. It suffices to take j = 0. Recall that the Qw are flat S-modules.
Thus, for any short exact sequence 0→M → N → P → 0 in Gr-S one obtains an
exact sequence
0→ Cp(M)0 → C
p(N)0 → C
p(P )0 → 0.
It follows that the homology functors Hˇi0 = Hˇ
i form a cohomological δ-functor. If
E ∈ Gr-S is injective, then [VW1, Theorem 3] implies that Hˇi(E) = 0 = Hˇi(E)
for all i > 0. Thus the δ-functor is effaceable. Finally, as is observed in [VW1,
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p.79], Hˇ0(M) = Γ∗(M) and so Hˇ0(M) = HomQgr-S(π(S),M) = H0(M) for any
M ∈ Qgr-S. Therefore the hypotheses of [Ha, Corollary III.1.4] are satisfied and
HiQgr-S(M)
∼= Hˇi(M) for all i. 
Remark 4.6. We have already noted that the results in this section apply to SA,
where A is a commutative noetherian k-algebra and S ∈ AS3. However, they do
not apply to all cg noetherian algebras. Specifically the noetherian cg algebras
studied in [Rg] are not strongly noetherian, do not satisfy χ and are not schematic
(see [Rg, Theorems 1.2, 1.3 and Proposition 11.8], respectively).
One can use the noncommutative Cˇech complex to prove analogues of Theo-
rem 4.3 under formally weaker hypotheses than those used here, but we know of
no applications of those generalizations.
5. Monads and the Beilinson Spectral Sequence
A classical approach to the study of moduli of sheaves on P2 uses the Beilinson
spectral sequence to describe sheaves as the homology of monads. This can then
be used to reduce the moduli problem to a question in linear algebra. In this
section we show that an analogue of the Beilinson spectral sequence also works
for vector bundles on a noncommutative P2; in other words for vector bundles in
qgr-S when S ∈ AS3. As will be seen in the later sections, this will enable us to
construct a projective moduli space as a GIT quotient of a subvariety of a product
of Grassmannians.
The following properties of S will be needed. We use the standard definition of
a Koszul algebra as given, for example, in [KKO, Definition 4.4].
Lemma 5.1. If S ∈ AS3, then S is strongly noetherian, schematic and Koszul.
Proof. That S is Koszul follows from [Sm, Theorem 5.11]. By [ATV1, Theorem 2],
either S or a factor ring S/gS is a twisted homogeneous coordinate ring. In either
case, by [ASZ, Propositions 4.9(1) and 4.13], S is strongly noetherian.
The fact that the Sklyanin algebra is schematic is proved in detail in [VW2,
Theorem 4]. The idea of the proof is that one can reduce to the case when the base
field k is a finite field. The algebra is then a PI algebra, for which the result is easy.
As in the proof of [ATV2, Theorem 7.1], this argument works in general. 
Definition 5.2. Let S ∈ AS3. A complex K in qgr-SR is called a monad if it has
the form
(5.1) K : 0→ V−1 ⊗R O(−1)
AK−−→ V0 ⊗R O
BK−−→ V1 ⊗R O(1)→ 0
with the following properties:
(1) The Vi are finitely generated projective R-modules.
(2) For every p ∈ SpecR, the complexK⊗Rk(p) is exact at V−1⊗k(p)⊗O(−1)
and V1 ⊗ k(p)⊗O(1).
Let Monad(SR) denote the category of monads, with morphisms being homomor-
phisms of complexes. A monad K is called torsion-free if the cohomology of the
complex K⊗R k(p) at V0 ⊗ k(p)⊗O is torsion-free for all p ∈ SpecR.
The terms in the monad K are indexed so that Vi ⊗ O(i) lies in cohomological
degree i. Thus one has a functor H0 : Monad(SR)→ qgr-SR given by K 7→ H
0(K).
It is convenient through much of the paper to have a general definition for a
property P of objects of qgr-S to apply to a family:
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Definition 5.3. Assume that K is an object or a complex in qgr-SR. Let P be a
property of objects or complexes of qgr-S (for example, P could be “torsion-free,”
or “(semi)stable” (page 30)). We say that K has P (or is a family of P -objects) if
K ⊗ k(p) has property P for every point p ∈ SpecR. Similarly, we say that K is
geometrically P if K⊗ F has P for every geometric point SpecF → SpecR.
Although most of the earlier results of this paper were concerned with rank one
torsion-free modules, the arguments of this section work for any module in qgr-SR
that satisfies the following hypotheses. As will be seen later, these conditions are
satisfied by suitably normalized, stable vector bundles and so the results of this
section will also form part of the proof of Theorem 1.6 from the introduction.
Vanishing Condition 5.4. Let R be a commutative ring and pick S ∈ AS3.
Write (qgr-SR)VC for the full subcategory of qgr-SR consisting of R-flat objectsM
satisfying:
H0(M(i)⊗ k(p)) = H2(M(i)⊗ k(p)) = 0 for i = −1,−2 and p ∈ SpecR.
Remark 5.5. Combined with Theorem 4.3(3), this vanishing condition implies that
H1(M(i)) is a projective R-module for i = −1,−2.
The next theorem gives our version of the Beilinson spectral sequence. Later
in the section we will extend this result to produce an equivalence of categories
between Monad(SR) and (qgr-SR)VC.
Theorem 5.6. Assume that S ∈ AS3 and let R be a commutative noetherian
k-algebra. Fix M ∈ (qgr-SR)VC. Then M is the cohomology of the monad:
K(M) : 0→ V−1 ⊗R O(−1)→ V ⊗R O → V1 ⊗R O(1)→ 0,
where V−1 = H
1(qgr-SR,M(−2)), V1 = H
1(qgr-SR,M(−1)) and each Vj is a
finitely generated projective R-module.
The module V is defined by (5.11), but the definition is not particularly helpful.
Proof. The first part of the proof follows the argument of [KKO, Theorem 6.6]. By
Lemma 5.1, S is a Koszul algebra. In particular, S = T (S1)/(R) is a quadratic
algebra with Koszul dual S! = T (S∗1)/(R
⊥). By [Sm, Theorem 5.9] the augmented
left Koszul resolution for S is
0→ S(−3)⊗ (S!3)
∗ → S(−2)⊗ (S!2)
∗ → S(−1)⊗ (S!1)
∗ → S ⊗ (S!0)
∗ → k → 0.
Define Ω1 to be the cohomology of this Koszul complex truncated at S(−1)⊗(S!1)
∗;
equivalently, Ω1 is defined by the exact sequence
(5.2) 0 −→ Ω1 −→ S(−1)⊗ S1 −→ S −→ k −→ 0.
Let Ω˜1 denote the image of Ω1 in S-qgr. Similarly, given an S-bimodule M , regard
M as a left S-module and write M˜ for the image of M in S-qgr.
Define the diagonal bigraded algebra of S to be ∆ =
⊕
i,j ∆ij , where ∆ij = Si+j .
Then, [KKO, Equation 11, p.402] combined with the above observations proves
that the following complex of bigraded S-bimodules is exact:
(5.3) 0→ S(−1)⊠ S(−2)→ Ω1(1)⊠ S(−1)→ S ⊗ S → ∆→ 0.
Here, ⊠ stands for external tensor product. To save space we write (5.3) as
0→ K−2 → K−1 → K0 → ∆→ 0.
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Let M ∈ (qgr-SR)VC. In the commutative setting, the Beilinson spectral se-
quence has Epq1 term H
q
(
P2,M⊗ Ω˜−p(−p)
)
⊗k O(p) and this converges to M.
Unfortunately, this does not make sense in our situation: Ω1 is only a left S-module
and so M⊗ Ω˜1(1) is no longer a module. We circumvent this problem by using
Cˇech cohomology as formulated in Subsection 4.2. Recall from Remark 4.4 that
Hi(Qgr-SR,M) = H
i(Qgr-S,M), which we write as Hi(M). By Theorem 4.5,
Hi(M) can—and will—be computed as the ith cohomology group Hi(M⊗S C•)0.
Given a module M ∈ (qgr-SR)VC, write M = Γ∗(M) and consider the aug-
mented double complex
(5.4) M(−1)⊗S C
• ⊗S K
• −→M(−1)⊗S C
• ⊗S ∆ −→ 0
As in [OSS] and [KKO] we have shifted M by (−1) to facilitate the cohomological
computations. We also note that, as − ⊗ Cj kills finite dimensional modules,
M(−1)⊗S C• is well-defined (and equals M(−1)⊗S C•).
Since the sequence K• → ∆ is a sequence of graded S-bimodules, each term in
(5.4) is also bigraded and so we may take the degree zero summand 0{−} under
the left gradation and then take the image in Qgr-SR as right modules. These last
two operations are exact functors and we will need to compute the cohomology of
the spectral sequence obtained from the resulting double complex in Qgr-SR:
(5.5) C•,• = π(0{M(−1)⊗S C
• ⊗S K
•}).
We begin by considering the first filtration of this complex. Thus, for fixed i,
consider the ith row of (5.4):
(5.6) M(−1)⊗S C
i ⊗S K
• →M(−1)⊗S C
i ⊗S ∆→ 0.
As a left S-module, ∆ ∼=
⊕
j≥0 S∆0j
∼=
⊕
j≥0 S(j)≥0. Although ∆ is not a free
left S-module, each summand has finite codimension inside S(j) and so the factor
S(j)/S(j)≥0 is annihilated by tensoring with C
i. Hence, each Ci⊗S∆ is a flat left
S-module. Using (5.2) the same is true of Ci ⊗S Ω1. Therefore (5.6) is also exact.
This shows that the spectral sequence associated to (5.5) has E1 term:
(5.7) Epq1 = H
q
(
π(0{M(−1)⊗SC
•⊗SK
p})
)
⇒ Hp+q
(
π(0{M(−1)⊗SC
•⊗S∆})
)
.
We emphasize that this is a spectral sequence of objects in Qgr-SR.
Consider the right hand side of (5.7). For any r ∈ Z, note that r{M(−1)⊗SC
i} =
M(−1)tCir−t for t ≫ 0 and −r∆ =
⊕
j≥0∆−r,j =
⊕
j≥0 Sj−r. Thus, as right S-
modules
0{M(−1)⊗S C
i ⊗S ∆} ∼=
⊕
j≥0
∑
t,r
M(−1)tC
i
r−tSj−r =M(−1)C
i
≥0.
By Theorem 4.5, π(0{M(−1)⊗S C
• ⊗S ∆}) therefore has cohomology groups
(5.8) Hi(π(0{M(−1)⊗S C
• ⊗S ∆})) = H
i (M(−1))≥0 =
⊕
j≥0
Hi (M(j − 1)) .
Here, Hi (Qgr-SR,M(j − 1)) = 0 for i > 0 and j ≫ 0. Consequently, in Qgr-SR,
the only nonzero cohomology group in (5.8) is
πHi(π(0{M(−1)⊗S C
• ⊗S ∆})) = π(M(−1)) =M(−1).
Thus we have proved:
(5.9) The spectral sequence (5.7) converges to M(−1) concentrated in degree 0.
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We now compute all the terms Epq1 in (5.7). By Condition 5.4, H
i (M(−j)) = 0
for i = 0, 2 and j = 1, 2. Since K−2 = S(−1) ⊗k S(−2) and K0 = S ⊗k S, this
means that Epq1 = 0 when both q ∈ {0, 2} and p ∈ {0,−2}. By Lemma 2.3(6), the
cohomology is also zero for any q ≥ 3 and by (5.3), it is zero for p 6∈ {0,−1,−2}.
Thus, it remains to consider the terms Epq when either p or q equals 1.
Sublemma 5.7. Let M = Γ∗(M), as in the proof of Theorem 5.6. Then:
(1) Hi(M(−1)⊗S C
• ⊗S Ω
1(1)) = 0 for i = 0, 2.
(2) H1(M(−1)⊗S C• ⊗S Ω1(1)) is a finitely generated projective R-module.
We postpone the proof of the sublemma until we have completed the proof of the
theorem. By Sublemma 5.7(1) and the observations beforehand, Epq1 = 0 unless
q = 1. In other words, the spectral sequence (5.7) is simply the complex
(5.10) 0→ H1
(
M(−2)
)
⊗k OS(−2)→ V ⊗k OS → H
1
(
M(−1)
)
⊗k OS → 0,
where
(5.11) V = H1
(
π(0{M(−1)⊗C
• ⊗ Ω1(1)})
)
⊗k OS(−1).
By the sublemma, V is a finitely generated projective R-module, while H1(M(−i))
is a projective R-module for i = −1,−2 by Remark 5.5. Thus (5.9) implies that
(5.10) is a monad whose cohomology is precisely M(−1). Shifting the degree by
1 therefore gives the desired complex K(M). This completes the proof of Theo-
rem 5.6, modulo the proof of the sublemma. 
Proof of Sublemma 5.7. We first prove the following assertion:
(5.12) If F ∈ Gr-SR, then H
i(F ⊗S C
• ⊗S Ω
1(1)) = Extiqgr-SR
(
(Ω˜1(1))∨, πF
)
,
where N∨ = πHomS -qgr(N,O) for N ∈ S -qgr, in the sense of (3.1).
By (5.2), Ω˜1 is a vector bundle and so C•⊗Ω1(1) is a complex of flat S-modules.
Hence the functors
(5.13) M 7→ Hi
(
M ⊗S C
• ⊗ Ω1(1)
)
form a cohomological δ-functor from Qgr-SR to Gr-R. If I ∈ Qgr-SR is injective
then Theorem 4.5 implies that I ⊗S C• is exact in cohomological degrees greater
than zero. Since −⊗S Ω˜1(1) is an exact functor, it follows that (5.13) is effaceable
for all i > 0. Thus [Ha, Theorem III.1.3A] implies that the functors (5.13) are the
right derived functors of M 7→ H0
(
M ⊗S C
• ⊗ Ω1(1)
)
.
Recall the localizations Qw defined in Subsection 4.2. If F ∈ gr-SR and N ∈
SR -qgr, then there is a natural map
ΨF ,N : F ⊗Qw ⊗N → HomQgr-SR(N
∨, πF ⊗Qw)
of graded R-modules given by f ⊗ q ⊗ n 7→
[
φ 7→ f ⊗ q · φ(n)
]
. The map ΨF ,N
is easily seen to be compatible with homomorphisms N → N ′ and with the maps
Qw → Q′w in the Cˇech complex. Observe that, if N = OSR(k) for some k, then
ΨF ,N is an isomorphism: indeed, N
∨ = OSR(−k) and so ΨF ,N reduces to the
isomorphism F ⊗Qw(k) = HomQgr-SR(OSR(−k),F ⊗Qw).
Dualizing (5.2) gives an exact sequence 0 → O → O(1) ⊗ S∗1 → (Ω˜
1)∨ → 0 in
S -qgr. After tensoring with R, which we suppress in our notation, this gives the
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exact sequence
(5.14)
0→ Hom
(
(Ω˜1)∨, πF ⊗Qw
)
→ Hom
(
O(1)⊗ S∗1 , πF ⊗Qw
)
→ Hom
(
O, πF ⊗Qw
)
,
where all the Homs are in Qgr-SR. On the other hand, by (5.2), the sequence
(5.15) 0→ F ⊗Qw ⊗ Ω˜
1 → F ⊗Qw ⊗O(−1)⊗ S1 → F ⊗Qw ⊗O
is exact since OSR is flat in qgr-SR. The maps ΨF ,• give a homomorphism of
complexes from (5.15) to (5.14) that is an isomorphism in the middle and right-
hand columns. Thus ΨF ,Ω1 is also an isomorphism. Since this is true for every
Qw compatibly with the maps in the Cˇech complex, Theorem 4.5 implies that
HomQgr-SR
(
(Ω˜1)∨, πF
)
= H0
(
F ⊗C• ⊗ Ω1
)
for every graded SR-module F . Thus
F 7→ HomQgr-SR
(
(Ω˜1)∨, πF
)
and F 7→ H0
(
F ⊗ C• ⊗ Ω1
)
have the same right-
derived functors and (5.12) follows.
We now turn to the proof of the sublemma. The significance of (5.12) is that we
can apply Theorem 4.3. Indeed, by parts (1) and (3) of that theorem, the sublemma
will be immediate if we can prove that
(5.16) Hi(M(−1)⊗ k(p)⊗S C
• ⊗S Ω
1(1)) = 0 for i = 0, 2 and p ∈ SpecR.
In order to prove (5.16), set M ′ =M ⊗k(p), for some p ∈ SpecR. As before, Cℓ
kills finite dimensional left S-modules and Cℓ ⊗ S(j) is a flat left S-module. Thus,
tensoring the shift of (5.2) with M ′(−1)⊗S C
• gives the exact sequence
(5.17)
0→M ′(−1)⊗C•⊗Ω1(1)→M ′(−1)⊗C•⊗S⊗k S1 →M
′(−1)⊗C•⊗S(1)→ 0.
Taking homology gives the exact sequence
(5.18) 0→ H0
(
M ′(−1)⊗S C
• ⊗ Ω1(1)
)
→ H0
(
M ′(−1)⊗S C
• ⊗S S ⊗k S1
)
.
By Theorem 4.5, the final term of (5.18) equals H0
(
M(−1) ⊗ k(p)
)
⊗k S1 which,
by Condition 5.4, is zero. Thus (5.16) holds for i = 0.
By construction, Ω1(1) can also be included in the exact sequence
(5.19) 0→ S(−2)→ S(−1)⊗ (S!2)
∗ → Ω1(1)→ 0.
Now, H3(Qgr-S,−) = 0. Thus, if we tensor (5.19) with M ′(−1) ⊗S C• and take
homology, we obtain the exact sequence
H2
(
M ′(−1)⊗S C
• ⊗S S(−1)⊗k (S
!
2)
∗
)
→ H2
(
M ′(−1)⊗S C
• ⊗S Ω
1(1)
)
→ 0.
But now the first term equals H2
(
M⊗ k(p)(−2)
)
which, by Condition 5.4, is zero.
Thus (5.16) holds for i = 2 and so (5.16) is true. This therefore completes the proof
of both the sublemma and Theorem 5.6. 
We next show that the functorM 7→ K(M) induces an equivalence of categories.
Theorem 5.8. Suppose that S ∈ AS3 and that R is a commutative noetherian
k-algebra. Then:
(1) The functor H0 induces an equivalence of categories from Monad(SR) to
(qgr-SR)VC, with inverse M 7→ K(M).
(2) Let R → R′ be a homomorphism of commutative noetherian k-algebras.
Then, as functors from Monad(SR) to (qgr-SR)VC, the composite functors
(− ⊗R R′) ◦H
0 and H0 ◦(−⊗R R′) are naturally equivalent.
Before proving the theorem, we need several lemmas.
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Lemma 5.9. Let R be a commutative noetherian k-algebra and S ∈ AS3. If K is a
monad for SR, then M = H
0(K) is R-flat. Moreover, Hi(K)⊗RN = H
i(K⊗RN)
for every R-module N and every i.
Proof. Keep the notation of (5.1) and set B = ker(BK). From the exact sequence
0→ B → O⊗V0 → O(1)⊗V1 → 0 it is clear that B is R-flat. It follows from [AZ2,
Proposition C1.4] that ker(BK)⊗N = ker(BK ⊗N).
Now consider the exact sequence 0 → O(−1) ⊗ V−1 → B → M → 0. By
Lemma 2.3(3), this induces the exact sequence of R-modules
0 −→ H0(O(−1 + n)⊗ V−1)
θ
−→ H0(B(n)) −→ H0(M(n)) −→ 0
for all n≫ 0. In order to prove thatM is R-flat, it suffices to prove that H0(M(n))
is R-flat for all n sufficiently large [AZ2, Lemma E5.3]. Thus, by [Ei, Theorem 6.8],
it suffices to prove that θ ⊗R k(p) is injective for all n ≫ 0 and all p ∈ SpecR.
Theorem 4.3(3) implies that θ ⊗R k(p) is the natural map
H0 (O(−1 + n)⊗ V−1 ⊗ k(p))→ H
0 (B(n)⊗ k(p)) = H0
(
ker(BK⊗k(p))(n)
)
.
This map is injective since AK⊗k(p) is injective. Thus M = H
0(K) is R-flat.
By [AZ2, Proposition C1.4], again, it follows that
0→ O(−1)⊗ V−1 ⊗N → ker(BK ⊗N)→M⊗N → 0
is exact for any R-module N . In particular, M⊗ N = H0(K ⊗ N) and AK⊗N is
injective. Since BK is surjective, BK⊗N is also surjective. 
Lemma 5.10. Keep the hypotheses of Theorem 5.8. Let K be a monad and set
M = H0(K). Then for every p ∈ SpecR, H0(M(−i) ⊗ k(p)) = 0 for i ≥ 1 and
H2(M(j)⊗ k(p)) = 0 for j ≥ −2.
Proof. By Lemma 5.9, M⊗ k(p) = H0(K) ⊗ k(p) = H0(K⊗ k(p)) for any point p
of SpecR. Thus it suffices to prove the claim for a monad K in qgr-S. Keep the
notation of (5.1).
Write K = ker(BK), in the notation of (5.1). Then the exact sequence
0→ O(−1− i)⊗ V−1 → K(−i)→M(−i)→ 0
induces an exact sequence H0 (K(−i)) → H0(M(−i)) → H1(O(−1 − i)). Since
K(−i) ⊆ V0 ⊗ O(−i), one has H
0 (K(−i)) = 0 for all i > 0. On the other hand,
H1(O(−1− i)) = 0 for all i, by Lemma 2.3(5). Thus, H0(M(−i)) = 0 for i ≥ 1. By
Lemma 2.3(5), H2(O(j)⊗ V0) = 0 for j ≥ −2 while H
3(N ) = 0 for any N ∈ qgr-S.
Thus the long exact sequence in homology associated to the surjection O(j)⊗V0 ։
coker(AK)(j) shows that H
2 (coker(AK)(j)) = 0 for j ≥ −2.
Finally, the exact sequence
0→M(j)→ coker(AK)(j)→ O(1 + j)⊗ V1 → 0
induces the exact sequence
H1(O(1 + j)⊗ V1)→ H
2(M(j))→ H2 (coker(AK)(j)) .
By Lemma 2.3(5), respectively the conclusion of the last paragraph, the outside
terms vanish for j ≥ −2. Thus, the middle term is also zero. 
The last two lemmas imply that H0 maps Monad(SR) to (qgr-SR)VC. We next
want to prove that H0 is a full and faithful functor on monads, which will complete
the proof of Theorem 5.8(1). This follows from the following more general fact.
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Lemma 5.11. Keep the hypotheses of Theorem 5.8 and suppose that K is a monad
and L is a complex of the form
L : W−1 ⊗O(−1)→W0 ⊗O →W1 ⊗O(1)
with each Wi a finitely generated R-module and H
n(L) = 0 for n 6= 0. Let E =
H0(K) and F = H0(L). Then for any i, Exti(E ,F) = Hi(Hom•(K,L)).
Proof. Let Ln denote the nth term in L and choose an injective resolution Ln → In•
for each n; these combine to give a double complex (I•• ) the total complex of which
is an injective resolution of L. Let d1 and d2 denote the two differentials (the first
“in the L-direction” and the second “in the I-direction”), with signs adjusted as
usual so that d1d2+ d2d1 = 0. Let d1 denote the given differential on K and define
a second differential d2 on K to be zero everywhere.
Define a double complex by setting Cp,q =
⊕
nHom(K
n, In+pq ) and defining
differentials by δi(f) = di ◦ f − (−1)
deg(f)f ◦ di. The associated total complex then
satisfies Tot(C•,•) = Hom• (K,Tot(I•• )), which yields H
i(Tot(C•,•)) = Exti(E ,F)
since K is quasi-isomorphic to E . On the other hand, the double complex has
associated spectral sequence with E•,•2 = HI(HII(C
•,•)). Now
Hp,qII (C
•,•) =
⊕
n
Extq(Kn, Ln+p) =
1⊕
n=−1
Hq(O(p)) ⊗ V ∗n ⊗Wn+p,
which vanishes by hypothesis when q 6= 0 and satisfies Hp,0II =
⊕
nHom(K
n, Ln+p).
The spectral sequence thus degenerates at E2, completing the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 5.8. Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10 show that H0 maps Monad(SR) to
(qgr-SR)VC, while Theorem 5.6 shows that H
0 is surjective on objects. Lemma 5.11
implies that H0 is fully faithful, which by [Pp, Theorem I.5.3] is sufficient to prove
part (1). Part (2) of the theorem is immediate from Lemma 5.9. 
6. Semistable Modules and Kronecker Complexes
We want to use the results of the previous section to construct a projective coarse
moduli space for modules over AS regular rings. As will be seen in Lemma 6.4,
the construction of Theorem 5.8 applies to a large class of flat families of modules
including all torsion-free modules of rank one, up to a shift. To construct the moduli
space as a projective scheme, it will then suffice to give a convenient realization of
a parameter space for monads. The condition that the pair of maps AK and BK
in (5.1) actually define a monad rather than just a complex is awkward to describe
directly in terms of linear algebra. The standard way round this difficulty [DL] is
to characterize monads as so-called Kronecker complexes satisfying an appropriate
stability condition. This approach also works in our noncommutative setting and
the details are given in this section.
6.1. Modules in qgr-S. There are several invariants that can be attached to a
module M ∈ qgr-S for S ∈ AS3 and we begin by describing them.
As before, we write OS = π(S) ∈ qgr-S. The Euler characteristic of M is
defined to be χ(M) =
∑
(−1)ihi(M), where hi(M) = dimHi(M), and the Hilbert
polynomial of M is pM(t) = χ(M(t)). If M is nonzero and torsion-free, the
normalized Hilbert polynomial of M is pM(t)/ rk(M). The other invariant that
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will be frequently used is the first Chern class, as defined on page 16. When
qgr-S ≃ cohP2, these definitions coincide with the usual commutative ones.
The next lemma gives some standard properties of these invariants.
Lemma 6.1. (1) If M ∈ qgr-S then pM is a polynomial. The Hilbert polynomial
is additive in exact sequences and has positive leading coefficient.
(2) If M ∈ qgr-S then
(6.1) pM(t) =
1
2
rk(M)t(t+ 1) +
(
c1(M) + rk(M)
)
t+ χ(M).
Proof. To begin with, assume thatM = OS(m) for some m ∈ Z. Since S ∈ AS3, S
has the Hilbert series of a polynomial ring in 3 variables and so H0(qgr-S,OS(m)) =
H0(P2,OP2(m)) for all m. By Lemma 2.3(5) and Serre duality (Proposition 2.4),
Hi(qgr-S,OS(m)) = H
i(P2,OP2(m)), for i ≥ 1 and m ∈ Z. Thus, by Riemann-
Roch, as stated in [LP2, p.154], the lemma holds for M = O(m).
Now letM be arbitrary. As usual, additivity of the Hilbert polynomial on exact
sequences follows from the long exact cohomology sequence. Thus, both sides of
(6.1) are additive on exact sequences. Since S has finite global dimension, every
finitely generated graded S-module admits a finite free resolution. By additivity it
therefore suffices to prove the lemma for M = OS(m), as we have done. 
Corollary 6.2. Let χ(E ,F) =
∑
i(−1)
i dimExti(E ,F) for E ,F ∈ qgr-S. Then
(6.2) χ(E ,F) = rk(E)[χ(F) − rk(F)]− c1(E)[3 rk(F) + c1(F)] + χ(E) rk(F).
Proof. The formula reduces to (6.1) when E = O(k) and F = O(ℓ). Since both
sides of (6.2) are separately additive in E and F , the formula follows by taking
resolutions of both E and F by direct sums of O(n)’s. 
A torsion-free module M ∈ qgr-S is normalized if − rk(M) < c1(M) ≤ 0. If
M is torsion-free then Lemma 3.7 implies that c1(M(1)) = c1(M) + rk(M) and
so there is a unique normalized shift of M. In particular, a torsion-free, rank 1
module M is normalized if and only if c1(M) = 0.
Order polynomials lexicographically and write (semi)stable to mean “stable, re-
spectively semistable”. A torsion-free moduleM ∈ qgr-S is (semi)stable, if, for ev-
ery proper submodule 0 6= F ⊂M, one has rk(M)pF − rk(F)pM < 0 (respectively
≤ 0). M is called geometrically (semi)stable ifM⊗ k is (semi)stable where k is an
algebraic closure of k. M is called µ-(semi)stable if rk(M)c1(F)− rk(F)c1(M) < 0
(respectively ≤ 0).
If F ⊂ E is de-(semi)stabilizing, then F ⊗ k ⊂ E ⊗ k is de-(semi)stabilizing and
so a geometrically (semi)stable module is (semi)stable. One also has the standard
implications
µ-stable ⇒ stable ⇒ semistable ⇒ µ-semistable.
As Lemma 6.4 will show, semistable modules have tightly controlled cohomology.
The argument uses the following standard consequence of [Ru, Theorem 3].
Lemma 6.3. Let M ∈ qgr-S be torsion-free and semistable. Then M admits a
Jordan-Holder filtration in the sense that there exists a filtration
{0} =M0 (M1 ( · · · (Mk =M
such that
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(1) each gri(M) =Mi/Mi−1 is a torsion-free stable module in qgr-S, and
(2) pM/ rk(M) = pgri(M)/ rk(gri(M)) for every i. 
Lemma 6.4. Suppose that M ∈ qgr-S is torsion-free. Then:
(1) If M is µ-semistable and normalized, then H0(M(−i)) = 0 for i ≥ 1 and
H2(M(i)) = 0 for i ≥ −2.
(2) If M is semistable and normalized, then either M∼= Or for r = rk(M) or
H0(M) = 0.
Proof. Although the proof is very similar to that of [DL, Lemme 2.1] we will give
it since it is fundamental to our approach.
(1) If H0(M(−i)) 6= 0 for some i > 0, then OS(i) →֒ M. As c1(M) ≤ 0,
µ-semistability forces
rk(M)c1(O(i)) ≤ rk(M)c1(O(i)) − i · c1(M) ≤ 0,
a contradiction. If H2(M(−3 + i)) 6= 0 for some i ≥ 1 then Serre duality (Propo-
sition 2.4) implies that there exists 0 6= θ ∈ Hom(M,O(−i)). It is then a simple
exercise to see that F = ker(θ) contradicts the µ-semistability of M.
(2) As M is µ-semistable, part (1) implies that pM(−1) = χ(M(−1)) ≤ 0. By
(6.1), this forces χ(M) ≤ c1(M) + rk(M). Now assume that h0(M) 6= 0; thus
OS →֒ M. By µ-semistability and the fact that c1(OS) = 0 we obtain c1(M) = 0.
Hence χ(M) ≤ rk(M). Conversely, semistability implies that rk(M)pOS−pM ≤ 0.
Substituting this into (6.1) shows that χ(M) ≥ rk(M). Thus, χ(M) = rk(M) and
so M has normalized Hilbert polynomial equal to that of OS .
By Lemma 6.3, choose a Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration {Mi} of M. By the last
paragraph, each griM is stable and has normalized Hilbert polynomial equal to
that of O. Also, χ(griM) > 0 by Lemma 6.3(2) but H
2(griM) = 0 by part (1) of
this proof. Thus, griM has a nonzero global section. The corresponding inclusion
O →֒ griM contradicts the stability of griM unless griM
∼= O for each i. Finally,
Lemma 2.3(5) implies that Ext1qgr-S(O,O) = 0 and hence that M
∼= Or. 
Remark 6.5. The proof of the lemma shows that, if M is torsion-free, semistable
and normalized then χ(M) ≤ c1(M) + rk(M).
Combined with the Beilinson spectral sequence, the observations of this section
have strong consequences for the cohomology of rank one torsion-free modules.
Corollary 6.6. Let S = S(E,L, σ) ∈ AS′3. Assume that M ∈ qgr-S is a torsion-
free, rank one module with c1(M) = 0. Then:
(1) M is stable and M ∈ (qgr-S)VC, as defined in Condition 5.4.
(2) dimk H
1(M(−1)) = dimk H
1(M(−2)) = n, where n = 1− χ(M).
(3) Suppose that M ∈ VS; that is, suppose that M|E is a vector bundle. Then
M|E ∼=
(
L ⊗ (L)−1
)⊗n
where L = Lσ
−1
and n = 1− χ(M).
Proof. (1) If 0 6= F ( M then rk(F) = rk(M) but pF < pM, simply because
p(M/F) > 0. Thus, M is stable. By Lemma 6.4, M∈ (qgr-S)VC.
(2) By part (1) and Theorem 5.6, M is the cohomology of a monad, which we
assume has the form (5.1). By the additivity of c1 on exact sequences,
0 = c1(M) = c1(O(−1)⊗ V−1) + c1(O(1)⊗ V1) = dimV1 − dimV−1.
Equivalently, dimk H
1(M(−1)) = dimk H
1(M(−2)). Lemma 2.3(5) and the addi-
tivity of χ on exact sequences then imply that χ(M) = 1− dimV1.
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(3) By Lemma 2.5, the restriction of (5.1) to E is a complex of the form
(6.3) 0→ V−1 ⊗ L
∗ → V0 ⊗OE → V1 ⊗ L → 0.
Equation 5.1 can be split into two short exact sequences of torsion-free modules
and by Lemma 2.6 the restrictions of those exact sequences to E are again exact.
Thus (6.3) is a complex whose only cohomology is the vector bundleM|E in degree
zero. Part (3) therefore follows by taking determinants of (6.3). 
6.2. Kronecker Complexes. We continue to assume that S ∈ AS3 in this sub-
section. To treat moduli of monads, it is more convenient to work with (a priori)
more general complexes that satisfy suitable stability properties. In this subsec-
tion we define the relevant complexes, called Kronecker complexes, and show that
semistability forces them to be monads. Our treatment closely follows [DL].
Definition 6.7. A Kronecker complex in qgr-S is a complex of the form
(6.4) K : O(−1)⊗ V−1
A
−→ O⊗ V0
B
−→ O(1)⊗ V1
where V−1, V0 and V1 are finite-dimensional vector spaces. Clearly a monad is a
special case of a Kronecker complex. We index the complex so that O(i) occurs in
cohomological degree i; thus H1(K) denotes the homology at O(1)⊗ V1.
Morphisms of Kronecker complexes are just morphisms of complexes, and so are
defined by maps of the defining vector spaces Vi. It is then easy to see that the
category of Kronecker complexes in qgr-S is an abelian category.
The invariants we just defined for modules have their natural counterparts for
Kronecker complexes. Thus, if K is a Kronecker complex as in (6.4), the rank of
K is defined to be rk(K) = rk(V0)− rk(V−1) − rk(V1). This can be negative. The
first Chern class c1(K) is c1(K) = rk(V−1) − rk(V1) and the Euler characteristic
χ(K) is χ(K) = rk(V0)− 3 rk(V1). The Hilbert polynomial pK of K is given by the
formula
pK = rk(V0) · pO − rk(V−1) · pO(−1) − rk(V1) · pO(1).
The normalized Hilbert polynomial of a Kronecker complex K of positive rank is
pK/ rk(K). If K is a monad, all these invariants coincide with the corresponding
invariants of the cohomology H0(K).
The correct notion of (semi)stability for Kronecker complexes is the following.
Definition 6.8. A Kronecker complex K is (semi)stable if, for every proper sub-
complex K′ of K, one has rk(K)pK′ − rk(K′)pK < 0 (respectively ≤ 0) under the
lexicographic order on polynomials. Equivalently:
(1) rk(K)c1(K
′)− rk(K′)c1(K) ≤ 0, and
(2) if equality holds in (1) then rk(K)χ(K′) − rk(K′)χ(K) < 0 (respectively
≤ 0).
A Kronecker complex K is geometrically (semi)stable if K⊗k is (semi)stable where
k is an algebraic closure of k. A Kronecker complex K of rank r > 0 is normalized
if −r < c1(K) ≤ 0.
The following proposition is the main result of this section. It obviously allows
us to replace monads by semistable Kronecker complexes in describing S-modules
and this will be important since it is much easier to describe the moduli spaces of
Kronecker complexes than those of monads.
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Proposition 6.9. Let S ∈ AS3. Suppose that K is a semistable normalized Kro-
necker complex. Then K is a torsion-free monad in the sense of Definition 5.2.
Before proving the proposition, we need several preliminaries. Since we are
proving a result about qgr-S, it suffices to prove the result when S = S(E,L, σ) ∈
AS′3 and we assume this throughout the proof.
The first three results closely follow the strategy from [DL] where similar results
are proved in the commutative case.
Lemma 6.10. Let S ∈ AS′3 and suppose that K is a Kronecker complex of the
form (6.4).
(a) If B|E is not surjective then K has a quotient complex of one of the forms:
(3) O(−1) → O2 → O(1) which is exact at O2
(4) 0 → O → O(1)
(5) 0 → 0 → O(1)
(6) 0 → O2 → O(1)
(b) Suppose either that O(−1)|E ⊗ V−1
A|E
−−→ OE ⊗ V0 is not injective or that
coker(A|E) has a simple subobject. Then K has a subcomplex either of type
(3) or of one of the forms
(1) O(−1) → 0 → 0
(2) O(−1) → O → 0
(7) O(−1) → O2 → 0
Remark 6.11. Our numbering of these complexes is chosen to be consistent with
that in [DL]. We will refer to a complex of one of the forms above as a standard
complex of type (3), etc. Note that the exactness hypothesis of a complex of type
(3) implies that the first map in that complex is automatically an injection.
Proof. (a) Assume that B|E is not surjective. Then there exists a projection π :
O(1) ⊗ V1 → O(1) such that (π ◦ B)|E is not surjective. Since O(1) is globally
generated and h0(O(1)) = 3, the image W = (π ◦ B)(H0(O ⊗ V0)) of H
0(O ⊗ V0)
satisfies dimW ≤ 2. This induces the commutative diagram of complexes
(6.5) O ⊗ V0
B
//
ρ1

O(1)⊗ V1
ρ

τ
// Pp(1)
=

O ⊗W
B
// O(1)
τ ′
// Pp(1)
where Pp is the module in qgr-S/Sg ⊂ qgr-S corresponding to some closed point
p ∈ E. Moreover, the maps τ and τ ′ are surjections.
If dimW is 0 or 1 we obtain a complex of type (5), respectively (4).
So, assume that dimW = 2; thus B induces an injection of global sections. We
now want to use a result from [ATV2] which requires an algebraically closed field.
Thus, let k have algebraic closure F and use “superscript F” to denote − ⊗k F .
Let PFq denote a simple factor module of P
F
p in qgr-S
F /SF g ⊂ qgr-SF . (Although
we do not need it, this module does correspond to a closed point q ∈ EF .) So the
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final row of the commutative diagram gives a complex
(6.6) O ⊗WF
B
F
−−→ OF (1)
τ ′′
−−→ PFq (1)→ 0,
where B
F
still gives an injection of global sections and τ ′′ is surjective. By [ATV2,
Proposition 6.7(iii)] the minimal resolution of PFq (1) has the form
(6.7) 0→ OF (−ǫ− 1)
α
−→ OF ⊕OF (−ǫ)
β
−→ OF (1)
τ ′′
−−→ PFq (1)→ 0,
for some ǫ ≥ 0. Since B
F
is injective on global sections, ǫ = 0. We may therefore
assume that β = B
F
, in which case (6.7) is an extension of (6.6). Since τ ′′ factors
through (τ ′)F , this forces PFp = P
F
q to be simple and (6.6) to be exact.
Returning to k-algebras, this implies that the second row of (6.5) is also exact.
Applying Γ∗ to that sequence gives the complex
(6.8) S ⊗k W
Γ∗(B)
−−−−→ S(1)
Γ∗(τ ′)
−−−−→ Γ(Pp(1)).
By Lemma 2.3(1), Γ∗(τ ′) is surjective in high degrees and it cannot be zero in any
degree ≥ 1. Since S has Hilbert series (1− t)−3, computing the dimension of (6.8)
shows that Γ∗(B) is not surjective in degree one. Equivalently, the map α of (6.7)
is defined over k.
Summing up, this implies that (6.5) can be extended to the following commu-
tative diagram for which the second row is exact and the columns are surjections:
(6.9) O(−1)⊗ V−1
A
// O ⊗ V0
B
//
ρ1

O(1)⊗ V1
ρ

O(−1)
A
// O2
B
// O(1).
Wemay extend the vertical maps to a map of Kronecker complexes, thereby showing
that K has a factor of type (3) or type (6).
(b) This follows from part (a) applied to the dual complex. In more detail, first
suppose that K is a Kronecker complex for which AK|E is not injective. Then K∗
is a Kronecker complex (of left S-modules!) in which BK∗ |E = (AK|E)∗ is not
surjective. Thus, we may apply part (a) to obtain a quotient complex of K∗ of one
of the given types; dualizing this gives the appropriate subcomplex of K.
On the other hand, suppose that AK|E is injective but its cokernel C has a
subobject T of finite length. As E is a Gorenstein curve, Ext2E(C/T,OE) = 0 but
Ext1E(T,OE) 6= 0. Thus, by the long exact sequence in cohomology, Ext
1
E(C,OE) 6=
0. Consider the exact sequence 0 → P → Q → C → 0, where P = OE(−1)⊗ V−1
and Q = OE ⊗ V0. Dualizing gives the exact sequence
0 −→ C∗ −→ Q∗
θ
−→ P ∗ −→ Ext1E(C,OE) −→ 0.
Thus, AK∗ |E = θ is not surjective. As in the last paragraph, we can now apply
part (a) to the dual complex K∗ to find the appropriate subcomplex of K. 
Remark 6.12. One has the following table of numerics for the various standard
complexes. Let r = rank, c1, χ denote the invariants of the complex K and use
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the same letters with primes attached to denote the corresponding invariants of the
standard complex K′.
type r′ c′1 χ
′ rc′1 − r
′c1 rχ
′ − r′χ rpK′ − r′pK
(3) 0 0 −1 0 −r −r
(4) 0 −1 −2 −r −2r −r(t+ 2)
(5) −1 −1 −3 −r + c1 −3r + χ (−r + c1)t+ (−3r + χ)
(6) 1 −1 −1 −r − c1 −r − χ (−r − c1)t+ (−r − χ)
(1) −1 1 0 r + c1 χ (r + c1)t+ χ
(2) 0 1 1 r r rt + r
(7) 1 1 2 r − c1 2r − χ (r − c1)t+ (2r − χ)
An immediate consequence of this table is:
Corollary 6.13. Let S ∈ AS′3. A semistable, normalized Kronecker complex K has
no quotient complex of types (3–6) and no subcomplex of types (1), (2) or (7). 
Lemma 6.14. Let S ∈ AS′3 and suppose that K is a normalized semistable Kro-
necker complex of the form (6.4). Then K admits a filtration by subcomplexes
0 = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fℓ ⊆ K
such that
(i) each Fi/Fi−1 is of type (3),
(ii) each K/Fi contains no subcomplex of type (1), (2) or (7), and
(iii) the first map AK/Fℓ |E in (K/Fℓ)|E is injective and coker(AK/Fℓ |E) has no
simple subobjects in cohE.
Proof. If AK|E is injective and coker(AK|E) is torsion-free then, by Corollary 6.13,
the lemma holds with ℓ = 0. If AK|E does not have both these properties, then
Lemma 6.10 and Corollary 6.13 imply that K has a subcomplex F1 of type (3).
Suppose that we have constructed 0 = F0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fk so that each subquotient
Fi/Fi−1 is of type (3). If AK/Fk satisfies condition (iii) above then we are finished,
so suppose not. Then Lemma 6.10 implies that K/Fk has a subcomplex K
′/Fk of
type (1), (2), (3) or (7). Additivity of rank and c1 implies that
rk(K)c1(K
′)− rk(K′)c1(K) = rk(K/Fk)c1(K
′/Fk)− rk(K
′/Fk)c1(K/Fk).
By Remark 6.12, this is strictly positive if K′/Fk is of type (1), (2) or (7) contra-
dicting the semistability of K. Thus K/Fk must contain a complex Fk+1/Fk of
type (3). Now apply induction. 
There is one possibility that does not occur in [DL] and is more difficult to treat.
This is whenK is a complex of the form (6.4) for which coker(B) has a composition
series of fat points. Here, a fat point in qgr-S is a simple object M whose module
of global sections Γ∗(M) has Hilbert series n(1 − t)−1 for some n > 1. Fat points
do not belong to qgr-S/gS. The next few lemmas are concerned with this case.
Lemma 6.15. Let S ∈ AS′3 and assume that we have an exact sequence
(6.10) OaS
α
−→ ObS(1)
β
−→ K −→ 0.
for which K 6= 0 but β|E = 0.
(1) If K = Γ∗(K) then GKdim(K) = 1 and Kng = Kn+3, for all n≫ 0.
(2) Let β(t) : Ob(t + 1) → K(t) be the natural map induced by β for t ∈ Z.
Then dimk Im H
0(β(t)) ≥ dimk Im H
0(β(−1)) for all t ≥ 0.
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Proof. (1) By right exactness, K|E = 0. Thus if K = Γ∗(K), then K/Kg is finite
dimensional and so Kn = Kn−3g for all n≫ 0.
(2) Break (6.10) into two exact sequences:
(6.11) 0 −→ A −→ OaS
α
−→ B −→ 0.
and
(6.12) 0 −→ B
ι
−→ ObS(1)
β
−→ K −→ 0.
Taking cohomology of (6.12) gives the exact sequence
H0(Ob(1 + u))
H0(β(u))
−−−−−−→ H0(K(u))→ H1(B(u))→ 0 for u ∈ Z.
By [ATV2, Proposition 6.6(iv)] and Lemma 2.3(3), h0(K(u)) = dimH0(K(u)) is
constant for u ∈ Z. Thus, by part (1), in order to prove the lemma it suffices to
show that h1(B(−1)) ≥ h1(B(t)), for t ≥ 0.
By Lemma 2.3(5), Hj(Oa(u)) = 0 for j = 1, 2 and u ≥ −1. Thus, taking
cohomology of shifts of (6.11) shows that H1(B(u)) ∼= H2(A(u)) for u ≥ −1. So
it suffices to prove that h2(A(−1)) ≥ h2(A(t)) for t ≥ 0. Finally, Serre duality
(Proposition 2.4) gives
h2(A(t)) = dimk Hom(A,O(−3 − t)) ≤ dimk Hom(A,O(−2)) = h
2(A(−1)),
for t ≥ 0. 
An S-module M is called 1-homogeneous if GKdimM = 1 and M has no finite-
dimensional submodules.
Lemma 6.16. Let Q be a graded 1-homogeneous right S-module that is generated
by a t-dimensional subspace of Q1. Then the minimal projective resolution of Q
has the form
(6.13) 0 −→ P2
θ
−→ P1
φ
−→ S(1)t −→ Q −→ 0,
such that the following holds:
(1) P2 ∼= Ss(−1)⊕ P ′2 where P
′
2
∼=
⊕
m S(jm) and each jm < −1;
(2) P1 ∼= Sr ⊕ P ′1 where P
′
1
∼=
⊕
m S(km) and each km < 0;
(3) r ≤ 2t and θ(Ss(−1)) ⊆ Sr.
Proof. [ATV2, Proposition 2.46] implies that hd(Q) ≤ 2 and so Q has a minimal
resolution of the form (6.13) satisfying (1) and (2). By Lemma 6.15, dimQ2 ≥ t and
so computing the dimension of (6.13) in degree 2 shows that r ≤ 3t− dimQ2 ≤ 2t.
It follows easily from the minimality of (6.13) that θ(Ss(−1)) ⊆ Sr. 
Proposition 6.17. Suppose that
(6.14) K : O(−1)a
θ
−→ Ob
φ
−→ O(1)c
is a Kronecker complex with θ injective and GKdim(Γ∗coker(φ)) ≤ 1. Then either
coker(φ) = 0 or there exists a nonzero quotient complex of K of the form
(6.15) K′ : O(−1)s
θ′
−→ Or
φ′
−→ O(1)t
with s+ t ≤ r ≤ 2t.
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Proof. Assume that coker(φ) 6= 0 and pick a nonzero, 1-homogeneous factor Q of
Γ∗ (coker(φ)). Then Q is generated by a subspace of Q1 of dimension t ≤ c. By
Lemma 6.16 there is a resolution of the form (6.13), the image of which in qgr-S
has the form
R : 0→ O(−1)s
′
⊕ πP ′2
θ′
−→ Or
′
⊕ πP ′1
φ′
−→ O(1)t
ψ′
−→ πQ→ 0
where the P ′i are generated in degrees ≥ i. By construction, the map S(1)
c
։ Q
factors through S(1)t. We next show that this induces a map K → R; more
precisely, we construct a commutative diagram of the form
0 −−−−→ S(−1)a
θ
−−−−→ Sb
φ
−−−−→ S(1)c
ψ
−−−−→ Q −−−−→ 0
α2
y α1y α0y α−1y
0 −−−−→ S(−1)s
′
⊕ P ′2
θ′
−−−−→ Sr
′
⊕ P ′1
φ′
−−−−→ S(1)t
ψ′
−−−−→ Q −−−−→ 0
whose image in qgr-S is the desired map K → R. The maps α0 and α−1 are the
surjections already defined and so the final square is commutative. Since the second
row of this diagram is exact, the usual diagram chase constructs α1 and α2.
By the definition of the P ′i , one has α1(S
b) ⊆ Sr
′
and α2(S(−1)a) ⊆ S(−1)s
′
.
Thus, if K′ is the image of K in R, then K′ is a Kronecker complex of the the form
O(−1)s
θ′
−→ Or
φ′
−→ O(1)t,
where r = rk(α1(Ob)) and s = rk(α1(O(−1)a)) . The map θ′ is injective since it is
induced from the injection θ. Moreover, r ≤ r′ ≤ 2t by Lemma 6.16(3).
It remains to prove that s+ t ≤ r. Since this is just a question of ranks, we may
pass to the (graded or ungraded) division ring of fractions D of S. Then K′ ⊗S D
gives a complex Ds →֒ Dr
φ′⊗D
−−−−→ Dt. By hypothesis, φ⊗D is surjective and hence
so is φ′ ⊗D. This gives the desired inequality. 
We are now ready to prove Proposition 6.9.
Proof of Proposition 6.9. Recall that we are given a semistable, normalized Kro-
necker complex of the form
K : O(−1)⊗ V−1
A
−→ O ⊗ V0
B
−→ O(1)⊗ V1,
over an algebra S ∈ AS3 and we wish to prove that K is a torsion-free monad. As
was remarked earlier, since the proposition is a result about qgr-S, we may assume
that S = S(E,L, σ) ∈ AS′3.
Choose a filtration F0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fℓ ⊂ K by Lemma 6.14. By Remark 6.11,
H−1(Fi/Fi−1) = 0 for each i and so H
−1(Fℓ) = 0. Next, consider ker(AK/Fℓ). We
have an exact sequence
0→ ker(AK/Fℓ)→ O(−1)⊗ V
′
−1
AK/Fℓ−−−−→ Im(AK/Fℓ)→ 0,
and Im(AK/Fℓ) is torsion-free since it is a submodule of a vector bundle. By Lem-
mas 2.6 and 6.14(iii), this implies that ker(AK/Fℓ)|E = ker(AK/Fℓ |E) = 0. Thus
ker(AK/Fℓ) is a torsion submodule of O(−1) ⊗ V
′
−1 and so it is zero. Therefore,
AK/Fℓ and AFℓ are both injective, and so AK is also injective.
We next show that B is surjective. By Corollary 6.13 and Lemma 6.10(a), B|E
is surjective. Suppose that BK is not surjective. Then Lemma 6.15(1) implies that
GKdimΓ∗(Coker(B)) = 1 and so, by Proposition 6.17, there is a quotient complex
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K′ of K of the form O(−1)t−a−b → O2t−a → O(1)t with a, b ≥ 0 and t > 0. By
definition, c1(K
′) = t− a− b− t = −a− b and rk(K′) = b. This gives
rk(K)c1(K
′)− rk(K′)c1(K) = −a rk(K)− b {rk(K) + c1(K)} = x,
say. Since K is normalized, x ≤ 0 with equality if and only if a = b = 0. So K′
de-semistabilizes K unless a = b = 0, in which case we find that
rk(K)χ(K′)− rk(K′)χ(K) = rk(K′)(t− a− 3t) < 0
and so K′ still de-semistabilizes K. This contradiction shows that B is surjective.
Finally, we must show that H0(K) is torsion-free. Write K/Fℓ as the complex
(6.16) 0→ O(−1)⊗ V ′−1
A′
−→ O ⊗ V ′0
B′
−→ O(1)⊗ V ′1 → 0.
We first want to show that coker(A′) is torsion-free, so assume that its torsion
submodule T is nonzero. By the earlier part of the proof, A′ is injective. Thus, by
Lemma 2.3(5), applying Γ(−) to (6.16) gives the exact sequence
(6.17) 0→ S(−1)a
A′′
−−→ Sb
B′′
−−→ C → 0,
where A′′ = Γ∗(A′) and C = coker(A′′). Let T denote the torsion submodule of
C. By Lemma 2.3(2), π(C) = coker(A′) and π(T ) = T , so T 6= 0. The sequence
(6.17) shows that C has projective dimension hd C ≤ 1. Since C/T has no finite
dimensional submodules, [ATV2, Proposition 2.46(i)] implies that hd(C/T ) ≤ 2
and hence that hd(T ) ≤ 1. By [ATV2, Theorem 4.1(iii)], GKdimT = 2.
By Lemma 6.14(iii), A′|E is injective and hence so is A′′ ⊗S (S/gS). Thus
TorS1 (C, S/gS) = 0. But this Tor group is also Ker [C ⊗ Sg → C]. Therefore mul-
tiplication by g is injective on C and its submodule T . By [Zh, Lemma 2.2(3)],
this implies that GKdimT/Tg = GKdimT − 1 = 1. On the other hand, as
C/T is torsion-free, the argument in Lemma 2.6 shows that TorS1 (C/T, S/gS) = 0.
Therefore, T/Tg →֒ C/Cg and so T /T g = π(T/Tg) is submodule of π(C/Cg) =
coker(A′)|E of finite length. This contradicts Lemma 6.14(iii).
Thus coker(A′) is torsion-free. By the definition of a type (3) complex in
Lemma 6.10(a), coker(AFi/Fi−1) is torsion-free for each i. Thus coker(AK) is an
iterated extension of torsion-free modules and hence is torsion-free. Therefore its
submodule H0(K) is torsion-free. This completes the proof of Proposition 6.9. 
It is now easy to generalize Proposition 6.9 to families of Kronecker complexes,
defined as follows.
Definition 6.18. Let R be a commutative noetherian k-algebra and S ∈ AS3.
Recall that SR = S ⊗k R, regarded as a graded R-algebra. A family of Kronecker
complexes parametrized by a scheme SpecR, also called a Kronecker complex in
qgr-SR, is a complex of the form
(6.18) K : O(−1)⊗R V−1
A
−→ O ⊗R V0
B
−→ O(1)⊗R V1
in qgr-SR where V−1, V0 and V1 are finite-rank vector bundles on SpecR. The
definition of families of (geometrically, semi)stable Kronecker complexes follows
from Definition 5.3. As before, a family of geometrically (semi)stable Kronecker
complexes is automatically (semi)stable.
As usual, morphisms of Kronecker complexes in qgr-SR are morphisms of com-
plexes. Two such complexes (or modules) K and K′ are equivalent if there is a line
bundle M on SpecR such that K⊗R M and K′ are isomorphic in qgr-SR.
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Corollary 6.19. Suppose that K is a semistable Kronecker complex in qgr-SR.
Then K is a torsion-free monad in qgr-SR in the sense of Definition 5.2.
Proof. By definition, if p ∈ SpecR, then K ⊗ k(p) is semistable and so Proposi-
tion 6.9 implies that K⊗ k(p) is a torsion-free monad. 
We end the section by checking that the notions of semistability for monads and
for their cohomology do correspond.
Proposition 6.20. Let S ∈ AS3 and let R be a commutative noetherian k-algebra.
Then the map K 7→ H0(K) induces an equivalence of categories between:
(i) the category of geometrically (semi)stable normalized Kronecker complexes
K in qgr-SR and
(ii) the category of R-flat families M of geometrically (semi)stable, normalized
torsion-free modules in qgr-SR.
Proof. By Corollary 6.19, the Kronecker complexK in (i) is a torsion-free monad in
Monad(SR), while Lemma 6.4 implies thatM ∈ (qgr-SR)VC in part (ii). Now con-
sider the equivalence of categories Monad(SR) ≃ (qgr-SR)VC from Theorem 5.8(1).
By definition the torsion-free objects correspond under this equivalence and it is
elementary that the normalized objects also correspond. Thus in order to prove
the proposition, it remains to check that the geometrically (semi)stable objects
correspond. If M ∈ (qgr-SR)VC, then Theorem 5.8(2) implies that K(M) ⊗ F =
K(M⊗ F ) for every geometric point SpecF → SpecR and so we need only prove
that the (semi)stability of M⊗ F is equivalent to that of K(M⊗ F ). In other
words, after replacing k by F , it remains to prove thatM ∈ qgr-Sk is (semi)stable
if and only if K = K(M) is (semi)stable.
If K is (semi)stable then the proof of [DL, Proposition 2.3(3)] can be used,
essentially without change, to prove that M = H0(K) is (semi)stable.
The other direction does not quite follow from the corresponding result in [DL]
and before proving it we need a definition and a lemma. Let K denote a Kronecker
complex over S ∈ AS3. A maximal subcomplex of K is a subcomplex K
′ that
realizes the maximum of rk(K)pK′ − rk(K′)pK among all subcomplexes of K.
Sublemma 6.21. ([DL, Lemme 2.4]) Suppose that K is a normalized monad over
S ∈ AS′3. If K
′ denotes a maximal subcomplex of K, then H1(K′|E) = 0.
Proof. By Lemma 6.10, it suffices to check that K′ has no quotient complex L of
types (3–6). Suppose that such an L exists and set L′ = Ker(K′ → L). Then
rk(K)pL′ − rk(L
′)pK = {rk(K)pK′ − rk(K
′)pK} − {rk(K)pL − rk(L)pK}
by the additivity of ranks and Hilbert polynomials. Remark 6.12 shows that
rk(K)pL − rk(L)pK < 0. This contradicts the maximality of K′. 
We now return to the proof of Proposition 6.20. By the first paragraph of the
proof it remains to show that, ifM ∈ qgr-S is (semi)stable, then so is K = K(M).
As usual, we may assume that S = S(E,L, σ) ∈ AS′3 and we write K as
O(−1)⊗ V−1
A
−→ O ⊗ V0
B
−→ O(1)⊗ V1.
IfK′ is a maximal subcomplex ofK then Sublemma 6.21 implies that H1(K′|E) = 0.
Let K′′ = K/K′. We first prove that H−1(K′′) = 0. There is a filtration
K′ = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fl ⊆ K
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ofK with each Fi/Fi−1 of type (3), such that K/Fl contains no subcomplex of type
(3). In particular, c1(Fl) = c1(K
′), by Remark 6.12.
We claim that K/Fl contains no subcomplex of type (1), (2), or (7). Suppose
there were such a subcomplex, say L/Fl. Then Remark 6.12 implies that c1(L) =
c1(Fl) + 1 = c1(K
′) + 1. Thus
rk(K)c1(L)−rk(L)c1(K) = rk(K)c1(K
′)−rk(K′)c1(K)+[rk(K)− c1(K) rk(L/Fl)] .
In the three cases, Remark 6.12 implies that rk(L/Fl) = −1, 0, 1, respectively. This
in turn implies that [rk(K)− c1(K) rk(L/Fl)] > 0 (when rk(L/Fl) = −1 this needs
the fact that K is normalized). By the displayed equation, this contradicts the
maximality of K′ and proves the claim.
By Lemma 6.10, the last paragraph implies that H−1((K/Fl)|E) = 0. Applying
Lemma 2.6 to the short exact sequence
0→ H−1(K/Fl)→ (K/Fl)−1
AK/Fl−−−−→ Im(AK/Fl )→ 0
shows that H−1(K/Fl) = 0. But H
−1(Fl/K
′) = 0 by construction, so H−1(K′′) =
H−1(K/K′) = 0, as desired.
It follows that the map H0(K′)→ H0(K) =M is injective. Let C = coker(BK′).
As AK′ is injective, pH0(K′) = pK′ + pC ≥ pK′ . By Sublemma 6.21, C must be
torsion and hence have rank zero. In particular, rk(H0(K′)) = rk(K′). Since the
rank of a monad equals the rank of its cohomology, these observations imply that
rk(K)pK′ − rk(K
′)pK ≤ rk(M)pH0(K′) − rk(H
0(K′))pM .
Therefore, the (semi)stability of M implies (semi)stability of K, completing the
proof of Proposition 6.20. 
7. Moduli Spaces: Construction
In this section we use a Grassmannian embedding to construct a projective mod-
uli space of semistable modules in qgr-S for S ∈ AS3 (see Theorem 7.10) and deter-
mine cases when the moduli space is fine (see Proposition 7.15 and its corollaries).
This will complete the proof of Theorems 1.6 and 1.5 from the introduction. The
more subtle properties of these moduli spaces (notably, determining cases where
they are smooth or connected) will be examined in Section 8.
The idea behind the proofs of this section is similar to the classical case: in
Subsection 7.1 we prove that the moduli functor of framed semistable Kronecker
complexes (semistable Kronecker complexes that have been appropriately rigidi-
fied) can be embedded in a product of Grassmannians GR, and that the image is
the semistable locus for the natural group action on a closed subscheme of GR.
This allows us to prove in Subsection 7.2 that the GIT quotient of this subscheme
is exactly the moduli space we wish to construct. The description in terms of Kro-
necker complexes then gives a convenient tool for proving smoothness and existence
of universal modules.
We remind the reader of the relevant definitions. Let F be a contravariant functor
from the category of (typically, noetherian affine) k-schemes to the category of sets.
Then a scheme Y together with a morphism of functors F → hY = Homk -Sch(−, Y )
corepresents F if this morphism is universal for morphisms F → hX from F to
schemes X . In this case Y is also called a coarse moduli space for F . The scheme Y
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represents F , equivalently is a fine moduli space for F , if F = hY under the usual
embedding of the category of schemes into the category of contravariant functors.
We are interested in classifying torsion-free modules over S ∈ AS3 and by shift-
ing there is no harm in assuming that they are normalized (see Remark 7.9 for the
formal statement). By Proposition 6.20 this means that we can work with normal-
ized Kronecker complexes over S ∈ AS3. Thus, through the end of Subsection 7.1
we can and will fix the following data.
Notation 7.1. Fix integers r ≥ 1, c1 and χ with −r < c1 ≤ 0. A normalized
Kronecker complex with rank r, first Chern class c1 and Euler characteristic χ will
be called a Kronecker complex with invariants {r, c1, χ}. In order to avoid excessive
subscripts it will typically be written as
(7.1) K ⊗O(−1)
A
−→ H ⊗O
B
−→ L⊗O(1),
where dimK = d−1, dimH = n and dimL = d1. These numbers are determined by
the other invariants and so they too will be fixed throughout the section. Specifically:
(7.2) d−1 = 2c1 + r − χ, n = 3r + 3c1 − 2χ and d1 = c1 + r − χ.
Finally, the vector space H of dimension n will also be fixed throughout.
Let R be a commutative k-algebra. A complex in qgr-SR is a framed Kronecker
complex (K, φ) if it is a Kronecker complex of the form (6.18) with a specific choice
of isomorphism φ : V0 ∼= HR = R⊗H . Equivalently, it has the form
(7.3) K ⊗R OSR(−1)
A
−→ HR ⊗R OSR
B
−→ L⊗R OSR(1),
for some bundles K and L. It is implicit in this description that isomorphisms of
framed Kronecker complexes restrict to the identity on HR ⊗OSR .
In the notation of Definitions 6.18 and 5.3, let Kss denote the moduli functor
for equivalence classes of families of geometrically semistable Kronecker complexes
in qgr-S with invariants {r, c1, χ}. Write Ks for its subfunctor of geometrically
stable Kronecker complexes. Let K̂ss denote the moduli functor of families of
framed geometrically semistable Kronecker complexes with invariants {r, c1, χ} with
subfunctor K̂s of geometrically stable framed Kronecker complexes. The group
GL(H) acts on K̂ss: an element g ∈ GL(H) takes a complex K as in (7.3) to
a complex g ·K with the same objects but with the maps A and B replaced by
(g ⊗ 1) ◦A and B ◦ (g−1 ⊗ 1).
7.1. Semistability via Grassmannians. In this subsection, we convert the prob-
lem of classifying Kronecker complexes into a problem about Grassmannians. We
begin with a general framework, since this will also enable us to describe our moduli
spaces for families of AS regular algebras as well as for individual algebras.
Let B be a k-scheme. We define S = SB to be a B-flat family of algebras in
AS3 if S is a flat, connected graded B-algebra such that SB ⊗ k(p) ∈ AS3(k(p))
for all points p ∈ B. If U = SpecR
f
−→ B is an affine B-scheme, then we write
SU = SB ⊗OB OU for the corresponding family of OU -algebras.
We will be interested in subschemes of the following product of Grassmannians:
(7.4) GRB = Grd−1(HB ⊗OB S1)×Gr
d1(HB ⊗OB S
∗
1 ),
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where Grd−1 denotes the relative Grassmannian of rank d−1 OB-subbundles of
HB ⊗ S1 and Gr
d1 denotes the relative Grassmannian of rank d1 quotient bundles
of HB ⊗ S∗1 . As in [HL, Example 2.2.3], GRB represents the functor that, to a
B-scheme U
f
−→ B, associates the set of pairs (called KL-pairs)
(7.5)
(
K
i
→֒ HU ⊗OU (f
∗S1), HU ⊗OU (f
∗S1)
∗ π
։ L
)
of a subbundle K of HU ⊗ S1 of rank d−1 and a quotient bundle L of HU ⊗ S
∗
1 of
rank d1 on U . In particular, by the Yoneda Lemma, the identity map GRB → GRB
determines a KL-pair
P = (K
iP−→ S1 ⊗HGR, S
∗
1 ⊗HGR
πP−−→ L)
on GRB that is universal in the sense that a KL-pair on U is the pullback f˜
∗P
along a unique map U
f˜
−→ GRB. We will typically suppress the pull-back maps f
∗
or f˜∗ when it causes no confusion.
Remark 7.2. Let H be a vector bundle of rank n on a k-scheme B, respectively
H = HB and let
P = (K ⊂ HU ⊗ S1,HU ⊗ S
∗
1 → L)
be a vector subbundle and quotient bundle over U = SpecR. Then one obtains a
diagram of the form (6.18), respectively (7.3), by taking for A the composite map
A : K ⊗OSU (−1)→ HU ⊗ S1 ⊗OSU (−1)→ HU ⊗OSU ,
(where the final map comes from multiplication in SU and all tensor products are
over R) and for B the composite map
B : HU ⊗OSU → HU ⊗ S
∗
1 ⊗ S1 ⊗OSU → L⊗ S1 ⊗OSU → L⊗OSU (1).
Let K(P ) denote the diagram associated to P . Since K(P ) need not be a complex,
we define NB,H to be the subfunctor of the relative Grassmannian functor GRB,H
consisting of those P for which the associated diagram K(P ) is a complex. When
H = HB, write NB,HB = NB; then the above construction defines a map from NB
to the functor of isomorphism classes of framed Kronecker complexes.
Remark 7.3. Given a vector space W , GL(H) acts on the Grassmannian Gr =
Grd(W⊗H) as follows: g ∈ GL(H) takes a subspace V ⊂W⊗H to gV = (1⊗g)·V
and the quotient H/V to H/(1⊗g)V . Since this action is defined via the subspaces
themselves it gives a GL(H)-equivariant structure on the universal subbundle and
universal quotient. Note that if g is in the centre of GL(H) then gV = V but g
acts by scalar multiplication mg on V and H/V .
More globally, let V
ι
−→ OGr ⊗W ⊗ H denote the universal subbundle on the
Grassmannian. The composition
ι˜ : V
ι
−→ OGr ⊗W ⊗H
1⊗g
−−→ OGL(H)×Gr ⊗W ⊗H
has image gVx in the fibre over x ∈ Gr and so the map mg : Gr → Gr is the
one determined by the subbundle Im(ι˜). Conversely, if OGr ⊗W ⊗H
π
−→ Q is the
universal quotient bundle (that is, the cokernel of ι), then the composite map
OGr ⊗W ⊗H
1⊗g−1
−−−−→ OGr ⊗W ⊗H
π
−→ Q
has the same kernel as ι˜, so it also corresponds to mg : Gr→ Gr.
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Now let GL(H) act diagonally on GRB. Then the last paragraph implies that
m∗gP is isomorphic to the pair given by the maps
(
(1⊗mg) ◦ iP , πP ◦ (1⊗mg−1)
)
.
Thus K(m∗gP)
∼= g ·K(P). In particular, the subfunctor NP is GL(H)-invariant
and the map from NB to the functor of isomorphism classes of framed Kronecker
complexes is GL(H)-equivariant.
Lemma 7.4. Let S = SB be a flat family of algebras in AS3 parametrized by a
k-scheme B. Then:
(1) There is a closed GL(H)-invariant subscheme NB ⊂ GRB that represents
the subfunctor NB.
(2) If B′ → B is a morphism of k-schemes, then NB′ = NB ×B B′.
Proof. Use Remark 7.2 to construct the family of diagrams (7.3) corresponding to
the universal KL-pair P on GR. The composite map B ◦A is zero if and only if
H0
(
(B ◦A)(1)
)
: K = K ⊗H0(O)→ H0(L⊗O(2)) = L⊗ S2
is zero. But this is the map of vector bundles
φ : K
i
−→ HGR ⊗ S1 → HGR ⊗ S
∗
1 ⊗ S1 ⊗ S1 → L⊗ S1 ⊗ S1
L⊗mult
−−−−−→ L⊗ S2.
The subfunctor of part (1) is therefore represented by the vanishing locus NB of
this map of vector bundles on GRB and so it is closed. By Remark 7.3, NB is
GL(H)-invariant.
Part (2) follows since the functor represented by NB′ is the fibre product of the
functors represented by NB and B
′. 
We now follow [LP1] to show that framed semistable Kronecker complexes corre-
spond to points of an open subscheme ofN . For this we can specialize to B = Spec k
and hence work with a fixed AS regular algebra S ∈ AS3. The conventions concern-
ing {r, c1, χ} and H from Notation 7.1 will be maintained. Write GR = GRS for
the corresponding product GRSpeck of Grassmannians associated to S, as in (7.4),
and N = NS ⊂ GR for the closed subscheme NSpeck defined by Lemma 7.4.
The next theorem identifies K̂ss as a subscheme of N , for which we need the
following construction.
Construction 7.5. Consider a KL-pair (K,L) as in (7.5), where U = SpecF for
some field extension F of k. Given a subspace H ′ ⊂ H , set K ′ = K∩ (H ′⊗S1) and
L′ = Im(H ′⊗S∗1 → L). If (K,L) lies in N , then K
′⊗O(−1)→ H ′⊗O → L′⊗O(1)
is also a Kronecker complex, and we let r′, c′1, χ
′ denote the rank, first Chern class
and Euler characteristic of this complex.
Lemma 7.6. (1) Let S ∈ AS3. Then K̂
ss is GL(H)-equivariantly isomorphic
to the subfunctor N ′ of N defined as follows: N ′(SpecR) consists of those KL-
pairs (K,L) such that for each geometric point SpecF → SpecR, the KL-pair
(K ⊗ F,L⊗ F ) satisfies the following condition.
(7.6)
For every {0} ( H ′ ( HF , one has r(c′1m+ χ
′)− r′(c1m+ χ) ≤ 0
as polynomials in m.
(2) The same result holds for K̂s provided one replaces ≤ 0 by < 0 in (7.6).
Proof. (1) Suppose that K and L are vector bundles on U = SpecR and that
K : K ⊗OSR(−1)
A
−→ H ⊗R OSR
B
−→ L⊗OSR(1)
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is a family of geometrically semistable Kronecker complexes parametrized by U .
By Corollary 6.19, K is a family of torsion-free monads. The map H0(A(1)) :
K → H ⊗R S1 satisfies H
0(A(1)) ⊗ F = H0(A(1) ⊗ F ) for each geometric point
SpecF → SpecR. Thus K ⊗R F →֒ H ⊗R S1 ⊗R F for each such F . Therefore, by
[Ei, Theorem 6.8], H ⊗R S1/K is flat, hence a vector bundle on U . Thus K is a
subbundle of H ⊗R S1.
Next, consider the map
φ(B) : HR ⊗ S
∗
1
H0(B)⊗S∗1−−−−−−−→ L⊗ S1 ⊗ S
∗
1 → L.
We claim that φ(B) is surjective. To see this, note that the composite map
ψ : H → H ⊗ S∗1 ⊗ S1
φ(B)⊗S1
−−−−−−→ L⊗ S1
is just H0(B). Since B = H0(B) ⊗ OSR , this implies that B = ψ ⊗ OSR . Thus, if
φ(B) has image L′ ( L, then Im(B) ⊆ L′ ⊗OSR(1). Since (L/L
′) ⊗ S(1) is not a
bounded S-module it has a nonzero image in qgr-SR, contradicting the surjectivity
of B. Thus φ(B) is surjective and L is a quotient bundle of H ⊗R S1.
Thus K 7→ (K,L) gives a map α : K̂ss → GR. It is easily checked that the
construction of Remark 7.2 sends this pair (K,L) back to the original Kronecker
complex K. Thus, α is injective and (by Lemma 7.4) α factors through N . Since
a geometrically semistable monad certainly satisfies (7.6) at each geometric point,
the image of α is contained in N ′. The equivariance of this embedding of functors
follows from the last sentence of Remark 7.3.
It remains to show that α surjects onto N ′. Suppose that (K,L) ∈ N (SpecR)
is a KL-pair for which (K ⊗ F,L ⊗ F ) satisfies (7.6) for every geometric point
SpecF → SpecR. LetK be the Kronecker complex determined by (K,L). Suppose
that
K′ : K ′ ⊗O(−1)→ H ′ ⊗O → L′ ⊗O(1)
is a maximal subcomplex of KF for some geometric point SpecF , as defined in the
proof of Proposition 6.20. Then, as in [LP1, Lemme 2.1], it is straightforward to
check that K′ is the subcomplex associated to H ′ by Construction 7.5. Since KF
satisfies (7.6), it follows that rk(KF )pK′ − rk(K′)pKF ≤ 0, implying that KF is
semistable. Consequently K is geometrically semistable.
(2) The proof for stable complexes is essentially the same. 
We next prove that N ′ is exactly the semistable locus of N in the GIT sense
for the action of SL(H). We proceed as follows. For each fixed r, c1 and χ there
are only finitely many possible values of r′, c′1 and χ
′ that can occur as invariants
associated to a subspace H ′ ⊂ H . Thus, for any integer m = m(r, c1, χ) ≫ 0 and
for all possible values of r′, c′1 and χ
′ associated to subspaces of H , the inequality
in (7.6) is satisfied if and only if it is satisfied for this fixed value m(r, c1, χ) of m.
The variety GR has natural ample line bundles O(k, ℓ) obtained by pulling back
O(k), O(ℓ) from projective spaces under the Plu¨cker embeddings of the two factors
of GR (see [HL, Example 2.2.2]) and these bundles are equivariant for the diagonal
GL(H)-action. The open subset of N consisting of (semi)stable points (see [Se,
Definition 2]) for the action of SL(H) under the linearization O(k, ℓ) of GR will be
written N s, respectively N ss.
One now has a result analogous to [LP1, The´ore`me 3.1].
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Proposition 7.7. Let S ∈ AS3, pick integers {r ≥ 1, c1, χ} and choose m =
m(r, c1, χ)≫ 0 as above. Set k = (2m+3)(c1+r)−n and ℓ = −(2m+3)(c1−r)+n.
Then K̂s = N s and K̂ss = N ss under the linearization O(k, ℓ) of GR.
Proof. Let F be an algebraically closed field. By [LP1, Lemme 3.3], a pair (K,L) ∈
GR(SpecF ) is (semi)stable for the SL(H)-action if and only if
(7.7) k[n dimK ′ − n′ dimK]− ℓ[n dimL′ − n′ dimL] < 0 (respectively ≤ 0)
for every proper nonzero H ′ ⊂ HF of dimension n′ (where K ′ and L′ are defined
by Construction 7.5).
Now consider the point (K,L) associated to a Kronecker complex K. Use (7.2)
to rewrite the left hand side of (7.7) in terms of r, . . . , d′1. After simplification, this
gives:
(7.8) k [n dimK ′ − n′ dimK]− ℓ [n dimL′ − n′ dimL] = Z(H ′),
where Z(H ′) = 2n [r(c′1m+ χ
′)− r′(c1m+ χ)] . By Lemma 7.6 and the choice ofm,
Z(H ′) < 0 (respectively Z(H ′) ≤ 0) for every H ′ ⊂ H if and only if the Kronecker
complexK associated to (K,L) is (semi)stable. By the first paragraph of the proof,
(7.8) implies that the (semi)stability of the Kronecker complex K is equivalent to
the (semi)stability of the associated point (K,L) of the Grassmannian. 
Corollary 7.8. Let S ∈ AS3 and pick integers {r ≥ 1, c1, χ}. Then N
s and N ss
are fine moduli spaces for isomorphism classes of geometrically (semi)stable framed
Kronecker complexes with invariants {r, c1, χ}. 
7.2. Existence of Moduli Spaces. Corollary 7.8 does not directly give fine mod-
uli spaces for isomorphism classes of S-modules, since Kronecker complexes cannot
be canonically framed in families. (In fact, as in the commutative setting [HL],
one can only hope to get a fine moduli space for equivalence classes of modules, as
defined in Definition 6.18.) However, using the results of Sections 5 and 6 it is not
hard to produce the relevant coarse and fine moduli spaces.
Before stating the result, we show that, although the last subsection required the
invariants {r, c1, χ} to satisfy −r < c1 ≤ 0, the results proved there can be applied
to S-modules with any prespecified invariants. We emphasize, however, that the
spaces N s, etc, have only been defined for invariants satisfying the hypotheses of
Notation 7.1 and we do not wish to define them more generally.
Remark 7.9. Let S ∈ AS3 and pick a commutative noetherian k-algebra R. Write
C(r, c1, χ) for the category of R-flat families of geometrically semistable (or stable)
torsion-free modules M ∈ qgr-SR with invariants {r, c1, χ}. If M ∈ C(r, c1, χ),
it follows from Lemma 3.7(2) and Corollary 6.2 that c1(M(1)) = c1 + r and
χ((M(1)) = χ+2r+c1. Thus, by induction, there exist unique invariants {r, c
′
1, χ
′}
such that −r < c′1 ≤ 0 and C(r, c1, χ) ≃ C(r, c
′
1, χ
′).
The next result proves Theorem 1.6 from the introduction.
Theorem 7.10. Let S ∈ AS3 and fix integers r, c1, χ, with r ≥ 1.
(1) There exists a projective coarse moduli space MssS (r, c1, χ) for equivalence
classes of geometrically semistable torsion-free modules in qgr-S of rank r,
first Chern class c1 and Euler characteristic χ.
(2) MssS (r, c1, χ) contains an open subschemeM
s
S(r, c1, χ) that is a coarse mod-
uli space for the geometrically stable modules.
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(3) If −r < c1 ≤ 0 then MssS (r, c1, χ) = N
ss//PGL(H) and MsS(r, c1, χ) =
N s//PGL(H).
Proof. By Remark 7.9 we may assume in parts (1) and (2) that −r < c1 ≤ 0 and
hence that our modules are normalized. By Proposition 6.20, the moduli functor for
equivalence classes of geometrically semistable torsion-free modules in qgr-S with
invariants {r, c1, χ} is now isomorphic to Kss, the functor for the corresponding
Kronecker complexes. So, it suffices to prove the theorem for Kss.
The group functor PGL(H) acts on K̂ss, and there is a (forgetful) map of functors
K̂ss/PGL(H) → Kss. Although this map is not an isomorphism of functors, we
claim that it is a e´tale local isomorphism in the sense that it induces an isomorphism
of the sheafifications for the e´tale topology of affine k-schemes [Si, p.60]. To see
this, observe that the map of functors is injective, so it suffices to prove that it is
e´tale locally surjective. Let
K : OSR(−1)⊗R V−1 → OSR ⊗ V0 → OSR(1)⊗ V1
be an R-flat family of geometrically semistable Kronecker complexes, as in (6.18).
After an e´tale base change R→ R′, the R-module V0 becomes trivial and soK⊗RR′
is in the image of K̂ss(R′), proving the claim.
By [Si, p.60], this implies that any scheme Z that corepresents K̂ss/PGL(H)
also corepresents Kss. But Proposition 7.7 implies that N ss = K̂ss, while [HL,
Theorem 4.2.10] implies that the GIT quotient Z = N ss//PGL(H) does corepresent
K̂ss/PGL(H). So Z corepresents Kss and gives the desired moduli space. 
Remark 7.11. Pick integers {r, c1, χ} with −r < c1 ≤ 0. For future reference,
note that, by Corollary 7.8 and third paragraph of the proof of Theorem 7.10,
the stack-theoretic quotient [N s/GL(H)] equals the moduli stack of geometrically
stable Kronecker complexes with invariants {r, c1, χ}.
Corollary 7.12. Let S = S(E,L, σ) ∈ AS′3 and pick integers {r ≥ 1, c1, χ}. Then
there is an open subscheme ofMsS(r, c1, χ) parametrizing modules whose restriction
to E is locally free.
Proof. Suppose that one is given a flat family of coherent sheaves on E parametrized
by a scheme X . Then the vector bundles in that family are parametrized by an
open subset of X . Thus, the corollary follows from the next lemma. 
Lemma 7.13. Let S = S(E,L, σ) ∈ AS′3. LetM be an R-flat family of torsion-free
objects in qgr-SR. Then M|E is R-flat.
Proof. By [AZ2, Lemma E5.3], M = Γ∗(M)≥n is a flat R-module for any n ≫ 0
and so it suffices to show that M/Mg is R-flat. By [AZ2, Lemma C1.12] it is
enough to show that TorR1 (M/Mg,R/P ) = 0 for every prime ideal P ⊂ R. By
[AZ2, Proposition C1.9] we may assume that R = (R,P ) is local.
Write S for SR. By hypothesis, M/MP is a torsion-free module in qgr-SR/P
and so, possibly after increasing n, M/MP is a torsion-free module in gr-SR/P .
Thus g acts without torsion. Equivalently, Mg ∩MP = MPg and so the natural
homomorphism MP ⊗S S/gS → M ⊗S S/gS is injective. As MR is flat, MP ∼=
M ⊗R P and so the natural map
θ : (M ⊗R P )⊗S S/gS →M ⊗S S/gS ∼=M/Mg
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is injective. Since the actions of S and R on M commute,
(M ⊗R P )⊗S S/gS ∼= (M ⊗S S/gS)⊗R P ∼=M/Mg ⊗R P.
Thus θ is just the natural map M/Mg ⊗R P → M/Mg ⊗R R. In particular,
TorR1 (M|E , R/P ) = πKer(θ) = 0. 
In many cases the stable locus of the moduli space of Theorem 7.10 is a fine mod-
uli space and the next proposition gives one such example. The general technique
for producing fine moduli spaces is nicely explained in [HL, Section 4.6], but we will
give a detailed proof of this result for the benefit of the reader who is unfamiliar
with the main ideas. We first need a variant of the standard fact that stable objects
have trivial endomorphism rings when the ground field k is algebraically closed.
Lemma 7.14. Suppose that F is a geometrically stable torsion-free object in qgr-SF
for a field F . Then the natural map F → Homqgr-SF (F ,F) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Suppose that F → F ′ is a field extension and that φ : F ⊗ F ′ → F ⊗ F ′ is
a nonzero endomorphism. By the observation before Lemma 6.3, F ⊗ F ′ is stable.
Since Im(φ) is both a subobject and a quotient object of F ⊗ F ′, this implies that
rk(F ⊗F ′)pIm(φ)− rk(Im(φ))pF⊗F ′ is both positive and negative. This contradicts
stability unless Im(φ) = F ⊗ F ′. Thus, φ is an automorphism and End(F ⊗ F ′) is
a division ring containing F ′.
By [AZ1, Theorem 7.4], End(F ⊗ F ′) is a finite-dimensional F ′-vector space.
Thus F ′ = End(F ⊗ F ′) if F ′ is algebraically closed. In particular, if F is the
algebraic closure of F , then End(F) ⊗ F ⊆ End(F ⊗ F ) = F and so the natural
map F → End(F) must be an isomorphism. 
Proposition 7.15. Let S ∈ AS3(k), where char k = 0. Fix integers {r, c1, . . . , d1}
by Notation (7.1). If GCD(d−1, n, d1) = 1, then MsS(r, c1, χ) is a fine moduli space
whenever it is nonempty.
Proof. Theorem 7.10 defines a map of functors a : Ks → Ms. We think of both
functors as presheaves on the category of (noetherian affine) k-schemes in the e´tale
topology. ThenMs is a sheaf since it is represented by a scheme. We will construct
a map b :Ms → Ks of functors and show that
(i) b ◦ a = 1Ks
(ii) a is e´tale-locally surjective, in the sense that for any affine noetherian k-
scheme U and map x ∈ Hom(U,Ms) there is an e´tale cover V → U and
object x˜ in Ks(V ) such that the image of x˜ in Hom(V,Ms) is x|V .
The isomorphism of Ks andMs is then a special case of the following general fact
(proved by a simple diagram chase): suppose that F is a presheaf of sets and G
is a sheaf of sets. Suppose further that a : F → G and b : G → F are natural
transformations of these presheaves such that b ◦ a = 1F and such that a is e´tale-
locally surjective. Then F = G.
We first prove (ii). Let x ∈ Hom(U,Ms). As in the proof of [HL, Corol-
lary 4.2.13], Luna’s e´tale slice theorem together with Lemma 7.14 implies that the
projection N s → Ms is a principal PGL(H)-bundle. It follows that there exists
an e´tale cover V → U such that the fibre product N s ×Ms V is a PGL(H)-bundle
with a section. Hence x|V is in the image of the map N s(V )→Ms(V ). But this
map factors through Ks(V ), so there is an element x˜ ∈ Ks(V ) lifting x|V .
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We next construct the map b. By Yoneda’s Lemma, in order to produce b
it is enough to produce a family U of geometrically stable Kronecker complexes in
qgr-S⊗OMs . The universal sub and quotient modules K and L on GR are GL(H)-
equivariant and the centre Gm acts with weight 1 in their fibres. Pick a, b, c ∈ Z
satisfying ad−1 + bd1 + cn = 1. Then
M = (detK)⊗a ⊗ (detL)⊗b ⊗ (detH)⊗c
is a GL(H)-equivariant line bundle on GR and Gm acts with weight 1 in its fibres
(see Remark 7.3). Hence
P ′ = (K ⊗M∗ → S1 ⊗HN s ⊗M
∗, S∗1 ⊗HN s ⊗M
∗ → L⊗M∗)
forms a pair of GL(H)-equivariant maps on N s with Gm acting trivially on the
sheaves.
These sheaves and maps P ′ are therefore PGL(H)-equivariant. Since N s →Ms
is a principal PGL(H)-bundle, P ′ descends to Ms. Now Remark 7.2 associates
to P ′ a diagram U in qgr-S ⊗ OMs . The pullback of U to N s is the Kronecker
complex associated to the universal KL-pair on N s and N s → Ms is faithfully
flat. Thus [AZ2, Lemma C1.1] implies that U is a complex. Furthermore, any map
SpecF →Ms for a field F lifts to SpecF → N s. Thus U is a geometrically stable
Kronecker complex since its pullback to N s is. This defines the map b.
Finally, we will prove that U is weakly universal in the following sense: any
family of geometrically stable Kronecker complexes in qgr-S⊗OU for a noetherian
affine k-scheme U is equivalent to the pullback of U under the induced composite
U → Ks →Ms. Yoneda’s Lemma will then imply that b ◦ a = 1Ks .
Suppose that U is an affine noetherian k-scheme with a familyK of geometrically
stable Kronecker complexes (6.18). Let Fr(V0)
p
−→ U denote the bundle whose fibre
over u ∈ U consists of vector space isomorphisms of the fibre (V0)u with H . This is
a principal GL(H)-bundle over U and the pullback of V0 to Fr(H) comes equipped
with a canonical isomorphism with H ⊗ OFr(V0). Thus, K pulls back to a framed
Kronecker complex p∗K on Fr(V0). This pullback determines a GL(H)-equivariant
map Fr(V0)→ N s by Corollary 7.8 and so we obtain a commutative diagram
Fr(V0)
p

f1
// N s
q

U
f2
//Ms
where f2 is the canonical composite U → Ks → Ms. By construction, then, we
have GL(H)-equivariant isomorphisms
p∗K = f∗1 (q
∗U ⊗M) = p∗f∗2U ⊗ f
∗
1M.
Since f∗1M is a GL(H)-equivariant line bundle on Fr(V0), it descends to a line bundle
M on U . So there is a GL(H)-equivariant isomorphism p∗(K ⊗ M
∗
) ∼= p∗f∗2U .
This isomorphism then descends to show that K ⊗M ∼= f∗2U . In other words, K
is equivalent to the pullback of U from Ms by the natural map. This shows that
b ◦ a = 1Ks and completes the proof of the proposition. 
An analogue of Proposition 7.15 holds for all values of the invariants {r ≥ 1, c1, χ}
but is awkward to state precisely since the condition on GCD’s must be assumed
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for the normalization of the given modules. The next result gives two special cases
where it is easy to unravel this condition.
Corollary 7.16. Let S ∈ AS3(k) with char k = 0 and fix integers {r ≥ 1, c1, χ}.
Assume that either (1) c1 = 0 and GCD(r, χ) = 1 or (2) GCD(r, c1) = 1.
Then MsS(r, c1, χ) is a fine moduli space whenever it is nonempty.
Proof. (1) Use (7.2) to see that this case is already covered by Proposition 7.15.
(2) By Remark 7.9, the hypothesis GCD(r, c1) = 1 is unchanged when one shifts
a module and so we can assume that −r < c1 ≤ 0. Now, (7.2) implies that
GCD(d−1, n, d1) = 1 and so the result follows from Proposition 7.15. 
The next result gives a simple application of this observation.
Corollary 7.17. Let S ∈ AS3(k), where chark = 0. For n ≥ 1, M
ss(1, 0, 1−n) =
Ms(1, 0, 1− n) is a nonempty, projective, fine moduli space for equivalence classes
of rank one torsion-free modules M in qgr-S with c1(M) = 0 and χ(M) = 1− n.
If qgr-S ≃ coh(P2), then Mss(1, 0, 1 − n) is isomorphic to the Hilbert scheme
(P2)[n] of n points on P2.
Proof. By Corollary 6.6(1),Mss(1, 0, 1−n) =Ms(1, 0, 1−n). We next check that
there exist torsion-free modules with the specified invariants. Given a point module
P ∈ gr-S, [ATV2, Proposition 6.7(i)] implies that it has a resolution
0→ OS(−2)→ OS(−1)
2 → OS → P → 0,
from which it follows that c1(P ) = 0 but χ(P ) = 1. Thus, if one takes n noniso-
morphic point modules Pi ∼= S/Ii, then M =
⋂
Ii is a torsion-free module with
c1(M) = 0 and χ(M) = 1− n, as required. Now, Theorem 7.10 and Corollary 7.15
combine to prove that Mss(1, 0, 1− n) is a projective fine moduli space. The final
assertion is standard—see for example [HL, Example 4.3.6]. 
Suppose one has a family SB(E,L, σ) of algebras in AS3 that give a deforma-
tion of the polynomial ring k[x, y, z]. Then, as we will show in the next section,
one can view Corollary 7.17 as showing that Mss(1, 0, 1 − n) is a deformation of
(P2)[n]. Since we proved that Mss(1, 0, 1− n) is nonempty by finding the module
corresponding to n points on E, this may not seem so surprising. However this
analogy does not work for the subset (PS r E)
[n] ⊂Mss(1, 0, 1− n) that deforms
(P2 r E)[n]. The reason is that, when |σ| = ∞, the only “points” in qgr-S are
those that lie on E and so, necessarily, the modules parametrized by (PS r E)
[n]
have to be more subtle. In fact they are line bundles—see Theorem 8.11(3). These
modules correspond in turn to the projective right ideals of the ring A(S) that we
considered in Section 3.
8. Moduli Spaces: Properties
In this section we study the more detailed properties of the moduli spaces con-
structed in the last section. We prove that, if nonempty, they are smooth and
behave well in families (see Theorem 8.1). Moreover, in many cases they are irre-
ducible and hence connected (see Proposition 8.6). In rank one, we are able to give
a much more detailed picture ofMss(1, 0, 1−n) and its open subvariety (PSrE)[n],
thereby justifying the comments from the end of the last section.
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8.1. Basic Properties. We first consider a family of AS regular algebras SB para-
metrized by a k-scheme B, where char k = 0, since we wish to study the global
structure of our moduli spaces. Pick invariants {r, c1, χ} as in Notation 7.1. Then
Lemma 7.4 and general properties of GIT quotients in the relative setting [Se, Re-
mark 8] yield a subscheme N ssB of GRB such that N
ss
B //PGL(H) is a universal
categorical quotient in the sense that for any B-scheme B′ → B, the fibre product
(N ssB //PGL(H))×B B
′ corepresents the quotient functor N ssB′ /PGL(H). In partic-
ular, the fibre of this quotient over b ∈ B is MssSb(r, c1, χ) and the same holds for
the stable locus. We write MsB(r, c1, χ) = N
s
B//PGL(H). Applying Luna’s e´tale
slice theorem as in [HL, Corollary 4.2.13], and using Lemma 7.14, shows that the
projection N sB →M
s
B(r, c1, χ) is a principal PGL(H)-bundle. When {r ≥ 1, c1, χ}
are arbitrary integers, use Remark 7.9 to choose the unique integers {r, c′1, χ
′} with
−r < c′1 ≤ 0 and C(r, c1, χ) ≃ C(r, c
′
1, χ
′). Then set MssB (r, c1, χ) = M
ss
B (r, c
′
1, χ
′)
and MsB(r, c1, χ) =M
s
B(r, c
′
1, χ
′).
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.7 from the introduction.
Theorem 8.1. Suppose that char k = 0 and that S is a flat family of algebras in
AS3 parametrized by a k-scheme B. If {r ≥ 1, c1, χ} ⊂ Z, then
(1) MsB(r, c1, χ) is smooth over B.
(2) If p ∈ B then MsB(r, c1, χ) ⊗B k(p) = M
s
Sb
(r, c1, χ), and similarly for
MssB (r, c1, χ).
Proof. Part (2) is a general property of universal quotients [Se], so only part (1)
needs proof. We may assume that the invariants satisfy −r < c1 ≤ 0.
Since the projection N sB → M
s
B(r, c1, χ) is a principal bundle, [EGA, Proposi-
tion IV.17.7.7] implies that it is enough to prove that N sB is smooth over B. To
prove this we will use the local criterion for smoothness. Let R′ be a local commu-
tative k-algebra with a noetherian factor ring R = R′/I, where I2 = 0. Suppose
that
KR : OSR(−1)⊗ V−1
d1R−−→ OSR ⊗ V0
d2R−−→ OSR(1)⊗ V1
is an R-flat family of stable monads. Because R = (R,m) is local, we may assume
that the Vi are k-vector spaces and the tensor products are over k.
Suppose that we can lift K to a complex
(8.1) KR′ : OSR′ (−1)⊗ V−1
d1
R′−−→ OSR′ ⊗ V0
d2
R′−−→ OSR′ (1)⊗ V1
satisfying KR′⊗R′R ∼= KR. Then KR′⊗R′ I ∼= KR⊗R I and so Lemma 5.9 implies
that Hn(KR′ ⊗R′ I) = H
n(KR) ⊗R I. From the long exact cohomology sequence
associated to the exact sequence of complexes
0→ KR′ ⊗ I → KR′ → KR → 0,
and the vanishing of Hn(KR) for n 6= 0, we find that KR′ is automatically a
monad. Moreover, from the local criterion for flatness [AZ2, Proposition C7.1], the
cohomology of KR′ is flat over R
′. Thus, N s satisfies the lifting property and so
MsB(r, c1, χ) is smooth.
So it remains to show that we can always lift K to K′. Choose any lift of KR to
a diagram KR′ of the form (8.1). We need to adjust the differential dR′ to convert
KR′ into a complex. Note that dR′ ∈ Hom
1(KR′ ,KR′), where
Homj(KR′ ,KR′) =
⊕
i
Hom(KiR′ ,K
i+j
R′ ),
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and dR′ ◦dR′ ∈ Hom
2(KR′ ,KR′). The only nonzero term in this product is d
2
R′ ◦d
1
R′ .
Since dR′ reduces to dR mod I, we find that
dR′ ◦ dR′ ∈ Hom
2(KR′ ,KR′ ⊗ I) ∼= Hom
2(KR,KR ⊗R I).
As in the proof of Lemma 5.11, equip Hom•(KR,KR ⊗ I) with the differential
δ(f) = dR′ ◦ f − (−1)deg(f)f ◦ dR′ . Then δ(dR′ ◦ dR′) = 0 and so dR′ ◦ dR′ defines a
class in H2(Hom•(KR,KR ⊗ I)).
Let E = H0(KR) and set k˜ = R/m. Since E is geometrically stable, Lemma 7.14
implies that
Ext2Qgr-Sk˜(E ⊗ k˜, E ⊗ k˜) = Ext
0
Qgr-Sk˜
(E ⊗ k˜, (E ⊗ k˜)(−3))∗ = 0.
By Theorem 4.3(1,4) this implies that Ext2Qgr-SR(E , E)⊗k˜ = 0 and then Nakayama’s
Lemma gives Ext2Qgr-SR(E , E) = 0. Since Qgr-S has homological dimension two,
Ext3Qgr-SR(E ,−) = 0. Writing I as a factor of a free R-module, this implies
that Ext2Qgr-SR(E , E ⊗ I) = 0. Consequently, by Lemma 5.11, there exists φ ∈
Hom1(KR,KR ⊗ I) such that δ(φ) = dR′ ◦ dR′ . Finally, if DR′ = (dR′ − φ) ∈
Hom1(KR′ ,KR′), then DR′ = dR mod I and
DR′ ◦DR′ = (dR′ − φ) ◦ (dR′ − φ) = dR′ ◦ dR′ − δ(φ) = 0.
Thus DR′ determines the desired complex KR′ . 
Remark 8.2. The proof of Theorem 8.1 also proves its stack-theoretic analogue.
In other words, if one keeps the hypotheses of the proposition and assumes that
−r < c1 ≤ 0, then the stack-theoretic quotient [N sB/GL(H)] is smooth over B.
Taking B = k in the theorem gives:
Corollary 8.3. If S is in AS3(k) where chark = 0, then M
s
S(r, c1, χ) is a smooth
quasi-projective k-scheme for any integers {r ≥ 1, c1, χ}. 
Corollary 8.4. Let S ∈ AS3(k) where chark = 0 and pick integers {r ≥ 1, c1, χ}.
If MsS(r, c1, χ) is nonempty, then dimM
s
S(r, c1, χ) = r
2 + 3rc1 + c
2
1 − 2rχ+ 1.
Proof. Pick a geometrically stable module E with invariants {r, c1, χ}. As in [HL,
Theorem 4.5.1 and Corollary 4.5.2], the tangent space toMsS(r, c1, χ) at the (neces-
sarily smooth) point [E ] is T[E]M
s
S = Ext
1
qgr-S(E , E). By Lemma 7.14, Ext
0(E , E) =
k and Ext2(E , E) = 0. Corollary 6.2 now implies that T[E]M
s
S has the required
dimension 1− χ(E , E) = r2 + 3rc1 + c21 − 2rχ+ 1. 
We want to examine when our moduli spaces are connected. Although we are
mainly concerned with case of modules of rank one, the proof actually works for
invariants {r, c1, χ} for which Mss(r, c1, χ) = Ms(r, c1, χ) and the next lemma
provides various cases where this is automatic.
Lemma 8.5. Let S ∈ AS3 and consider invariants {r, c1, χ} with −r < c1 ≤ 0.
Then Mss(r, c1, χ) = Ms(r, c1, χ), provided that either (1) c1 = 0 and (r, χ) = 1
or (2) c1 6= 0 and (r, c1) = 1.
Proof. In each case, use (6.1) to show that there cannot exist torsion-free modules
0 6= F (M ∈ qgr-S for which rk(M)pF = rk(F)pM. 
Proposition 8.6. Let B be an irreducible k-scheme of finite type, where char(k) =
0, and fix a B-flat family of algebras SB ∈ AS3. Pick integers {r ≥ 1, c1, χ}.
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(1) Suppose thatMsSb(r, c1, χ) is nonempty for some b ∈ B. ThenM
ss
Sb′
(r, c1, χ)
is nonempty for every b′ ∈ B.
(2) Suppose that B is a smooth k-curve. Pick invariants {r, c1, χ} for which
MssSB(r, c1, χ) =M
s
SB
(r, c1, χ). If MsSb(r, c1, χ) is irreducible for some b ∈
B, then MsSb′ (r, c1, χ) is irreducible for every b
′ ∈ B.
Proof. SetMss =MssSB(r, c1, χ) andM
ss
p =M
ss
Sp
(r, c1, χ) ∼=Mss⊗Bk(p) for p ∈ B
(and similarly for Ms).
(1) The morphism Mss
ρ
−→ B is proper [Se, Theorem 4] and thus its image is
closed in B. On the other hand, Theorem 8.1 implies that ρ|Ms :Ms → B is flat;
consequently its image is open in B [EGA, The´ore`me IV.2.4.6] and, by assumption,
nonempty. Thus Im(ρ) is closed and contains a nonempty open subset of B. Since
B is irreducible, this implies that Im(ρ) = B.
(2) By Theorem 8.1 and the fact that Mss = Ms, the morphism Mss
ρ
−→ B is
flat. The morphism ρ is also proper; consequently, [Ha, Proposition III.8.7] implies
that p∗OMss is a coherent subsheaf of a torsion-free OB-module. Thus it is a
vector bundle. We have H0(OMss ⊗ k(b)) = H
0(OMssb ) = k(b) since the fibre of
Mss over b is irreducible and projective. Since k ⊆ p∗OMss , it follows that the
map p∗OMss ⊗ k(b)→ H
0(OMss ⊗ k(b)) is surjective and so, by Theorem 4.3, the
fibre of p∗OMss over b is 1-dimensional. Thus, p∗OMss is a line bundle. By [Ha,
Corollary III.11.3] this implies that p has connected fibres. Since those fibres are
also smooth they must be irreducible. 
By Corollary 7.17, Mss(1, 0, χ) 6= ∅ for χ ≤ 1. In contrast, even over P2 it
is a subtle question to determine when Mss(r, c1, χ) is nonempty for r > 1 and
that question has been studied in detail in [DL]. In the noncommutative case, the
question is likely to be similarly subtle, although a number of positive results can be
obtained by combining Proposition 8.6 with [DL, The´ore`me B]. Since that theorem
is rather technical we merely note:
Corollary 8.7. Assume that B is an irreducible k-scheme of finite type, where
chark = 0, and let SB be a B-flat family of algebras in AS3 such that Sb ∼= k[x, y, z],
for some b ∈ B. If (r, c1) = 1, then MsSp(r, c1, χ) 6= ∅ for all p ∈ B and all χ≪ 0.
Proof. By [DL, The´ore`me B], MsSb(r, c1, χ) 6= ∅ for χ ≪ 0. Now apply Proposi-
tion 8.6. 
Using [DL], one can give precise bounds in this corollary. As an illustration, by
combining Corollary 8.7 with the computation in [DL, p.196] shows:
Example 8.8. In Corollary 8.7, MSp(20, 9, χ) 6= ∅ if χ ≤ 24.
8.2. Rank One Modules. Let S = S(E,L, σ) ∈ AS′3. In this subsection we
examine MsS(1, c1, χ) in more detail and justify the assertions made at the end
of Section 7. By Remark 7.9, there is no harm in assuming that c1 = 0 and we
always do so. As in the introduction we define (PS rE)
[n] to be the subscheme of
MssS (1, 0, 1− n) =M
s
S(1, 0, 1− n) parametrizing modules whose restrictions to E
are line bundles. In other words, we are concerned with modules in the set VS from
Section 3. By Corollary 7.12, (PS rE)
[n] is an open subscheme ofMssS (1, 0, 1−n).
As we show next it is always nonempty and generically consists of line bundles.
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There are two ways to prove the nonemptiness of (PS r E)
[n]. We will give a
constructive proof. The other method is to prove inductively that the complement
of (PS r E)
[n] has dimension less than 2n = dimMssS (1, 0, 1− n).
Proposition 8.9. Let S = S(E,L, σ) ∈ AS′3 and let ǫ = ǫ(S) denote the minimal
integer m > 0 (possibly m =∞) for which Lσ
m ∼= L in Pic E.
Then for every 0 ≤ n < ǫ, there exists a line bundle Mn in qgr-S with first
Chern class c1 = 0 and Euler characteristic χ = 1− n.
Proof. Clearly we may take M0 = O, so suppose that ǫ > n > 0. We will define
Mn by constructing a short exact sequence
(8.2) 0→Mn → O(1)⊕O(n)→ O(n+ 1)→ 0.
Note that H0(O(m)) = 12m
2+ 32m+1 for m ≥ 0 while H
i(O(m)) = 0, for m, i ≥ 1,
by Lemma 2.3(5). An elementary computation therefore shows that χ(Mn) = 1−n
and c1(Mn) = 0, as required.
By Lemma 2.5, O(m)|E ∼= Lσ
−m
m for m ≥ 0. Suppose first that n > 1. Since L is
very ample, there exists an injection θ1 : Lσ
−(n−1)
n−1 →֒ L
σ−(n)
n . As E has dimension
one, K = Coker(θ1) is a sheaf of finite length. Since K is a homomorphic image of
a very ample invertible sheaf, it is also a homomorphic image of O. Let θ2 : O ։ K
be the corresponding map. Since H1(E,Lσ
−(n−1)
n−1 ) = 0, the map θ2 lifts to a map
OE → Lσ
−(n)
n . Combined with θ1 we have therefore constructed a surjection θ
′ :
O|E ⊕O(n− 1)|E ։ O(n)|E . When n = 1 the existence of θ
′ is just the standard
assertion that the very ample invertible sheaf Lσ
−1
is a homomorphic image of
OE ⊕OE . Shifting θ′ by 1 gives (for all n ≥ 1) the surjection
θ : O(1)⊕O(n)։ O(1)|E ⊕O(n)|E ։ O(n+ 1)|E .
By Lemma 2.3(5), the map H0(O(m))→ H0(O(m)|E) is surjective for all m ∈ Z
and so θ lifts to a morphism φ : O(1) ⊕O(n)→ O(n + 1). Let F = Coker(φ) and
suppose that F 6= 0. By construction, F|E = 0 and so, by Lemma 6.15, F has finite
length. Thus ǫ <∞, by [ATV2, Proposition 7.8]. Since F is a homomorphic image
of O(n + 1)/φ(O(n)), the shift F(−n) is a homomorphic image of a line module,
in the notation of [ATV2]. By [ATV2, Proposition 7.8] and in the notation of that
result, η = ǫ(F(−n)) ≥ ǫ and hence, by [ATV2, Proposition 6.7(i)], F(−n) has a
minimal resolution of the form
O(−η − 1)→ O(−1)⊕O(−η)→ O → F(−n)→ 0.
By Serre duality and [ATV2, Lemma 4.8], Hi(F(m)) = 0 for all i > 0 and m ∈
Z. A simple computation using Hilbert series then ensures that c1(F) = 0 but
χ(F) = H0(F) = η. By the argument of the first paragraph of this proof, this
implies that Mn = Ker(φ) satisfies c1(Mn) = 0 but χ(Mn) = 1 − n+ η > 1. By
Corollary 6.6(1), this contradicts Remark 6.5.
Thus F = 0 and we have constructed the desired exact sequence (8.2). 
When ǫ ≤ n we need to combine Proposition 8.9 with the idea behind Corol-
lary 7.17 in order to show that (PS r E)
[n] 6= ∅.
Corollary 8.10. Let S = S(E,L, σ) ∈ AS′3. Then, for any m ≥ 0, there exists a
torsion-free, rank one moduleMm ∈ qgr-S such that c1(Mm) = 0, χ(Mm) = 1−m
and M|E is torsion-free. In particular, (PS r E)[m] is nonempty.
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Proof. Define ǫ as in Proposition 8.9. When ǫ = 1, [ATV2, Theorem 7.3] implies
that qgr-S ≃ coh(P2), where the result is standard. So we may assume that ǫ > 1.
If 0 ≤ n < ǫ, then the module Mn defined by Proposition 8.9 has the required
properties and so we may also assume that ǫ < ∞. For m ≥ ǫ, write m = rǫ + n,
with 0 ≤ n < ǫ.
As Mn is a rank one torsion-free module, Mn →֒ r−1OS , for some nonzero
r ∈ S; equivalently Mn →֒ O(t), for some t ≥ 0. By [ATV2, Lemma 7.17 and
Equation 2.25], there exist infinitely many nonisomorphic simple modules Nα ∼=
O(t)/Jα ∈ qgr-S with ǫ(Nα) = ǫ. As in the proof of [ATV2, Theorem 7.3(ii)],⋂
Jα = 0 and so Mn ∩
⋂
α(Jα) = 0. We may therefore chose α1, . . . αr such that,
if Rm =Mn ∩ (
⋂r
i=1 Jαi), then Mn/Rm
∼=
⊕r
i=1Nαi . Set Mm = Rm. As in the
proof of Proposition 8.9, c1(Nαi) = 0 and χ(Nαi) = ǫ. Thus, c1(Mm) = 0 and
χ(Mm) = 1− n− rǫ = 1−m for each m. Finally, [ATV2, Proposition 7.7] implies
that Nα|E = 0 and so (Mm)|E ∼= (Mn)|E is torsion-free. 
We do not know whether there exist line bundlesMm ∈ qgr-S with c1(Mm) = 0
and χ(Mm) = 1−m, for m ≥ ǫ. Such modules clearly do not exist when qgr-S ≃
coh(P2) (where ǫ = 1) and we suspect that they do not exist when ǫ > 1.
Combining the last several results gives the following detailed description of
the spaces MssS (1, 0, 1 − n) and (PS r E)
[n], and proves Theorem 1.1 from the
introduction.
Theorem 8.11. Let S = S(E,L, σ) ∈ AS′3(k), where char(k) = 0. Then
(1) MssS (1, 0, 1 − n) is a smooth, projective, fine moduli space for equivalence
classes of rank one torsion-free modules M ∈ qgr-S with c1(M) = 0 and
χ(M) = 1− n. Moreover, dimMssS (1, 0, 1− n) = 2n.
(2) (PS r E)
[n] is a nonempty open subspace of MssS (1, 0, 1− n).
(3) Let ǫ = ǫ(S) be defined as in Proposition 8.9. If n < ǫ, then (P2 r E)[n]
parametrizes line bundles with invariants {1, 0, 1− n}.
Proof. Part (1) follows from Corollaries 7.17, 8.3 and 8.4. Part (2) then follows
from Corollaries 7.12 and 8.10.
(3) Let M ∈ qgr-S be a torsion-free module, with torsion-free restriction to E
and invariants {1, 0, 1 − n}. If M is not a line bundle then M is not reflexive,
by Lemma 3.11. Since M∗∗/M has finite length it must, by hypothesis, have a
composition series of simple modules Ni with ǫ(Ni) ≥ ǫ. Just as in the penultimate
paragraph of the proof of Proposition 8.9, this forces χ(M∗∗) ≥ 1 − n + ǫ > 1,
which is impossible. Thus M is a line bundle. 
When S is a deformation of the polynomial ring k[x, y, z], we can say even more
about (PS r E)
[n]. This next result completes the proof of Theorem 1.3 from the
introduction.
Theorem 8.12. Let B be a smooth curve defined over a field k of characteristic zero
and let SB = SB(E,L, σ) ∈ AS
′
3 be a flat family of algebras such that Sp = k[x, y, z]
for some point p ∈ B. Set S = Sb, for any point b ∈ B. Then:
(1) Both MssS (1, 0, 1−n) and (PS rE)
[n] are irreducible and hence connected.
(2) MssS (1, 0, 1 − n) is a deformation of the Hilbert scheme (P
2)[n], with its
subspace (PS r E)
[n] being a deformation of (P2 r E)[n].
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Proof. The fibre of MssS (1, 0, 1 − n) at the special point p is irreducible by [HL,
Example 4.5.10]. Thus both MssS (1, 0, 1− n) and its open subvariety (PS r E)
[n]
are irreducible by Proposition 8.6, proving (1). Part (2) follows from Theorem 8.1
the final assertion of Corollary 7.17. 
There are no (commutative!) deformations of (P2)[1] = P2 and so MssS (1, 0, 0)
must equal P2 in Theorem 8.12. In fact it is not difficult to prove directly that
(8.3) MssS (1, 0, 0)
∼= (P2)[1] = P2 for all S ∈ AS3.
The proof is left to the interested reader.
8.3. Framed Modules for the Homogenized Weyl algebra. As we show in
this subsection, the methods developed in this paper give a quick proof that the
bijections of [BW1] and their generalizations in [KKO] do come from moduli space
structures. This will prove Proposition 1.8 from the introduction.
In this subsection we fix k = C and let U = C{x, y, z}/(xy − yx− z2, z central)
denote the homogenized Weyl algebra, as in (2.6). In this case, rather than restrict
to the curve E = {z3 = 0} as we have done previously, we will use the projection
U ։ U/Uz = C[x, y] to identify coh(P1) with a subcategory of qgr-U . Fix r ≥ 1
and χ ≤ 1. Following [KKO], if R is a commutative algebra, a framed torsion-free
module in qgr-UR is a rank r torsion-free object E of qgr-UR equipped with an
isomorphism E|P1 = O
r
P1
⊗ R. (This is a different notion of framing from that
considered for complexes on page 41.) A homomorphism θ : E → F between two
such objects is a homomorphism in qgr-UR that induces a scalar multiplication on
E|P1 = O
r
P1
= F|P1 under the two framings. Let M
fr
U (r, 0, χ) denote the moduli
functor of framed torsion-free modules in qgr-U of rank r and Euler characteristic χ.
Let Z = gln × gln ×Mr,n ×Mn,r be the vector space of quadruples of matrices
of the prescribed sizes and set
V =
{
(b1, b2, j, i) ∈ Z
∣∣ [b1, b2] + ij + 21n,n = 0}
There is a natural action of GL(n) on V .
Proposition 8.13. Let U be the homogenized Weyl algebra. Then the quotient
V//GL(n) represents the moduli functor MfrU (r, 0, 1− n).
Proof. The proof amounts to using Theorem 5.8 to show that the constructions of
[BW1, KKO] work in families.
We first use the construction of [KKO, Theorem 6.7] to define a map V →
MfrU (r, 0, 1− n). Given a commutative C-algebra R and (b1, b2, j, i) ∈ V (R), define
a complex
(8.4) K : OUR(−1)
n A−→ OnUR ⊕O
n
UR ⊕O
r
UR
B
−→ OUR(1)
n
in qgr-UR, where
A =

1n,n0n,n
0r,n

 · x+

0n,n1n,n
0r,n

 · y +

b1b2
j

 · z
and B = x · (0n,n 1n,n 0n,r) + y · (−1n,n 0n,n 0n,r),+z · (−b2 b1 i).
By [KKO, Theorem 6.7], K⊗C(p) is a torsion-free monad for every p ∈ SpecR
and so K is a torsion-free monad in the sense of Definition 5.2. Thus Theorem 5.8
implies that H0(K) is an R-flat family of torsion-free objects of qgr-UR. It follows
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that H0(K)|P1 = H
0(K|P1) and so H
0(K) comes equipped with a framing φ. We
thus obtain a GL(n)-invariant map V →MfrU (r, 0, 1− n).
We next show that the map of functors Ψ : V/GL(n) → MfrU (r, 0, 1 − n) is an
e´tale local isomorphism. Using Lemma 5.11, it follows from the proof of [KKO,
Theorem 6.7] that Ψ is injective, so it suffices to prove e´tale local surjectivity.
Observe that if (E , φ) is a framed torsion-free object of qgr-U , then E is µ-
semistable. To see this, suppose that F ⊂ E de-semistabilizes E . We may enlarge
F if necessary and assume that E/F is torsion-free. By Lemma 2.6 F|P1 ⊂ E|P1 =
Or
P1
and so
c1(F) = c1(F|P1) ≤ 0 = c1(E|P1) = c1(E).
Thus, F cannot de-semistabilize E . The µ-semistability of E then implies that
Hom(E , E|P1) = 0, i.e. that framed torsion-free objects of qgr-U are rigid. By
Theorem 4.3 the same result follows in families.
Lemma 6.4 implies that if (E , φ) is an R-flat family of framed torsion-free objects
of qgr-UR then E satisfies the Vanishing Condition 5.4. Theorem 5.8 then implies
that E = H0(K) for some torsion-free monad K. After an e´tale base change we
may assume K is a monad of the form (8.4). In order to show that Ψ is surjective,
it remains to show that this monad K is actually isomorphic to a monad coming
from a quadruple (b1, b2, j, i) ∈ V (R). This is immediate from the linear algebra of
[KKO, Theorem 6.7].
As in [KKO, Theorem 6.7], the action of GL(n) on V is free, and so the e´tale slice
theorem implies that the map V → V//GL(n) is a principle GL(n)-bundle. But,
since families of framed objects are rigid, the fibre product V×MfrU is easily checked
to be a principal GL(n)-bundle for any C-scheme U . Thus V →MfrU (r, 0, 1− n) is
also a principal GL(n)-bundle and so V//GL(n) represents MfrU (r, 0, 1− n). 
9. Poisson Structure and Higgs Bundles
Throughout this section we assume that k = C and S = Skl(E,L, σ); thus E is
an elliptic curve. Fix integer invariants {r ≥ 1, c1, χ} and writeM
s =MsS(r, c1, χ)
for the corresponding smooth moduli space, as defined by Theorem 7.10.
The main aim of this section is to prove thatMs is Poisson and that the moduli
space (PS r E)
[n] is symplectic, thereby proving Theorems 1.4 and 1.9 from the
introduction. We also take a first step towards relating our moduli spaces to in-
tegrable systems by describing Ms as the moduli for meromorphic Higgs bundles
with structure group the centrally extended current group on E of Etingof-Frenkel
[EF]. We achieve all these results by first observing that the moduli spaces of Kro-
necker complexes on S correspond to the moduli spaces for their restrictions to E,
which we call σ-Kronecker complexes. This reduces the study of Ms to a purely
commutative question and the desired Poisson structure then follows from results
in [Pl].
We begin by discussing σ-Kronecker complexes.
Definition 9.1. Set L = (σ−1)∗L. A family of σ-Kronecker complexes paramet-
rized by a C-scheme U is a complex on U × E of the form
(9.1) K : V−1 ⊗ L
∗ A−→ V0 ⊗OE
B
−→ V1 ⊗ L
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for some vector bundles V−1, V0 and V1 on U . By Lemma 2.5, a family of σ
Kronecker complexes (9.1) is the same as a complex of the form
(9.2) V−1 ⊗OB(−1)→ V0 ⊗OB → V1 ⊗OB(1), where B = S/gS.
We carry over the definitions of the invariants of a σ-Kronecker complex, σ-
monad, etc. exactly as they appear for Kronecker complexes in qgr-S in Section 6.1.
In particular, the definition of (semi)stability for a σ-Kronecker complex refers only
to σ-Kronecker subcomplexes. A σ-monad is a σ-Kronecker complex (9.1) for which
the map A is injective and the map B is surjective. A σ-Kronecker complex (or,
as before, Kronecker complex) is framed if it comes equipped with an isomorphism
V0 = On.
Proposition 9.2. The moduli functors (stacks) for families of (normalized, semi-
stable, stable, framed) Kronecker complexes in qgr-S and families of (normalized,
semistable, stable, framed) σ-Kronecker complexes on E are isomorphic.
Proof. Use (9.2) as the definition of a σ-Kronecker complex and consider the iden-
tities
(9.3) Homqgr-S(O(n),O(n + i)) = HomE(O(n)|E ,O(n+ i)|E)
for i = 0, 1, 2. When i = 1, the identity gives the equivalence of diagrams of the
form (6.18) over S and (9.1) over B. Then (9.3) for i = 2 gives the equivalence for
the complexes among those diagrams, while (9.3) for i = 0 provides the equivalence
of maps between these complexes. 
Corollary 9.3. If K is a family of geometrically semistable σ-Kronecker complexes,
then K is a σ-monad.
Proof. Suppose that SpecR is the parameter scheme for K. By Proposition 9.2, K
lifts to a family K˜ of geometrically semistable Kronecker complexes in qgr-SR. For
every p ∈ SpecR, we have K⊗ C(p) = K˜ ⊗ C(p)|E . By Corollary 6.19, K˜ ⊗ C(p)
is therefore a torsion-free monad in qgr-SC(p). Surjectivity of BK⊗C(p) then follows
from that of B
K˜⊗C(p). Moreover, coker(AK˜⊗C(p)) is torsion-free and so Lemma 2.6
implies that AK⊗C(p) is injective. 
9.1. Construction of Poisson Structure. The aim of this subsection is to prove
the following result, which describes the Poisson structures of our moduli spaces.
Theorem 9.4. Let S = Skl(E,L, σ) be the Sklyanin algebra defined over C and
pick integers {r ≥ 1, c1, χ}. Then:
(1) MsS(r, c1, χ) admits a Poisson structure.
(2) Fix a vector bundle H on E and let MH denote the smooth locus of the
subvariety of MsS(r, c1, χ) that parametrizes those E for which E|E
∼= H.
Then MH is an open subset of a symplectic leaf of the Poisson space.
Remark 9.5. This result proves Theorem 1.9 from the introduction. Combined with
Corollary 6.6(3) it also proves Theorem 1.4.
We begin by explaining the strategy for the proof. By Remark 7.9 we can and
will assume that −r < c1 ≤ 0 (this may replace H by some shift H(m)). By
Proposition 9.2 it then suffices to prove the existence of a Poisson structure on
the corresponding moduli space Σ of geometrically stable σ-monads. As we will
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explain, this essentially follows from work of Polishchuk [Pl] (see Proposition 9.9),
although we will first need to set up the appropriate framework to apply his results.
Fix a positive integer n and letM′′ denote the moduli stack parametrizing data
(Ei, φi) consisting of n-tuples of vector bundles Ei on E and maps φi : Ei+1 → Ei.
There is a closed substack M′ of M′′ parametrizing those (Ei+1, φi) for which
φi ◦φi+1 = 0 for all i; in other words,M′ parametrizes complexes of vector bundles.
If (Fi) is an n-tuple of E-vector bundles, letM =M(F1, . . . ,Fn) denote the locally
closed substack ofM′ parametrizing data (Ei, φi) for which Ei ∼= Fi for all i. As we
will show, it follows from [Pl] that there is Poisson structure on an open substack
ofM′ and this restricts to a Poisson structure on the smooth locus of M. Since Σ
is an open substack ofM(L d1 ,OnE , (L
∗)d−1), in the notation of (7.2), this will give
the desired Poisson structure on Ms(r, c1, χ).
Our first task is to construct a map Ψ′′ on (co)tangent spaces of M′′, for which
we use following concrete description of those spaces. Let (Ei, φi) be data defining
a point of M′′. The discussion of [Pl, Section 1], shows that the tangent space
to M′′ at (Ei, φi) is the first hypercohomology H1(C) of a complex C = C(Ei, φi)
defined as follows: C is concentrated in degrees 0 and 1 with C0 =
⊕
End(Ei) and
C1 =
⊕
Hom(Ei+1, Ei). The differential d sends (ei) ∈ C0 to (eiφi − φiei+1) ∈ C1.
We will actually be interested in the open substack M′′0 of the smooth locus of
M′′ that consists of points (Ei, φi) for which the hypercohomology of C = C(Ei, φi)
satisfies
(9.4) H2(C) = 0 and H0(C) = C.
This substack parametrizes objects that have only scalar endomorphisms. The
tangent sheaf of M′′0 is a locally free sheaf, the fibre of which over (Ei, φi) is
H1
(
C(Ei, φi)
)
. Let M′0 denote the smooth locus of M
′ ∩ M′′0 and similarly let
M0 denote the smooth locus of M∩M′′0 .
We next construct a map Ψ′′ : T ∗M′′|M′0 → TM
′′|M′0 . Let C = C(Ei, φi). The
dual complex C∨[−1] of C is the complex
⊕
Hom(Ei, Ei+1)
d∗
−→
⊕
End(Ei), again
concentrated in degrees 0 and 1, with differential d∗ : (fi) 7→ (φifi− fi−1φi−1). By
Serre duality, T ∗(Ei,φi)M
′′ ∼= H1(C∨[−1]). We define maps ψk : (C
∨[−1])k → Ck by
ψ0(fi) =
(
(−1)i+1(φifi − fi−1φi−1)
)
and ψ1 = 0.
We define a second pair of maps ψk : C
∨[−1]k → Ck by
ψ0 = 0 and ψ1 : (ei) 7→
(
(−1)i+1(eiφi + φiei+1)
)
.
The reason for working withM′0 rather thanM
′′
0 , is that these maps define maps
of complexes. Indeed, an elementary calculation, using the fact that φiφi+1 = 0,
gives the following result. (See also [Pl, Theorem 2.1].)
Lemma 9.6. If (Ei, φi) lies in M′0, then:
(1) ψ = (ψ0, ψ1) defines a morphism of complexes ψ : C
∨[−1]→ C.
(2) ψ = (ψ0, ψ1) defines a morphism of complexes ψ : C
∨[−1]→ C.
(3) The map h :
⊕
End(Ei)→
⊕
End(Ei) defined by h(ei) =
(
(−1)iei
)
defines
a homotopy between ψ and ψ. Hence H1(ψ) = H1(ψ). 
As in [Pl, Section 2], the maps ψ and ψ globalize to give a map Ψ′′ : T ∗M′′|M′0 →
TM′′|M′0 that, in the fibres over (Ei, φi), is exactly the map H
1(ψ). The proof of
[Pl, Theorem 2.1] also shows that Ψ′′ is skew-symmetric.
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We next want to show that Ψ′′ factors through maps
Ψ′ : T ∗M′0 → TM
′
0 and Ψ : T
∗M0 → TM0.
Let (Ei, φi) define a point ofM′0 and C = C(Ei, φi). Define a complex B by setting
B0 =
⊕
End(Ei) = C0 and B1 =
⊕
Hom(Ei+2, Ei), with the zero differential. A
simple calculation shows that there is a map of complexes Ξ : C → B, where Ξ0 is
the identity and Ξ1 maps (ψi) ∈ C1 to (φiψi+1 + ψiφi+1).
Lemma 9.7. (1) T(Ei,φi)M
′
0 = ker
[
H1(C)→ H1(B1)
]
.
(2) If (Ei, φi) determines a point of M0, then T(Ei,φi)M0 = ker(H
1(Ξ)).
(3) The cotangent spaces T ∗(Ei,φi)M
′
0 and T
∗
(Ei,φi)
M0 are the cokernels of the
respective dual maps.
Proof. Since the differential in B is zero,
(9.5) H1(B) = H1(B0)⊕H1(B1) =
[⊕
H1(End(Ei))
]
⊕
[⊕
Hom(Ei+2, Ei)
]
.
A cocycle calculation shows that a class c corresponding to a first-order deformation
(E˜i, φ˜i) ∈ T(Ei,φi)M
′
0 lies in Ker
[
H1(C)→ H1(B1)
]
if and only if φ˜i ◦ φ˜i+1 = 0 for
all i. This proves part (1). Similarly, a calculation shows that c ∈ ker(H1(Ξ)) if
and only if both φ˜i ◦ φ˜i+1 = 0 for all i and every E˜i is a trivial deformation of Ei,
proving (2). Part (3) then follows by Serre duality. 
Corollary 9.8. Ψ′′|M0 factors through a map Ψ : T
∗M0 → TM0. Similarly,
Ψ′′|M′0 factors through a map Ψ
′ : T ∗M′0 → TM
′
0.
Proof. We will just prove the first assertion, since the same proof works in both
cases.
By Lemma 9.7, to prove that Ψ′′|M′0 factors through TM0 it suffices to show
that the composite map
(9.6) H1(C∨[−1])
Ψ′′
−−→ H1(C)
H
1(Ξ)
−−−−→ H1(B)
is zero. To prove this we combine Lemma 9.6(3) with two simple observations: first,
since ψ1 is defined to be zero, the composite of (9.6) followed by projection onto⊕
Hom(Ei+2, E2) = H
1(B1) is zero. Secondly, the homotopic map of complexes ψ is
zero in cohomological degree 0 and so the composite of (9.6) followed by projection
onto H1(End(Ei)) is zero. It therefore follows from (9.5) that (9.6) is zero.
To obtain the factorization through T ∗M′0 and T
∗M0 we use the description
from Lemma 9.7 in terms of the dual map H1
(
(B1)∨[−1]
)
→ H1(C∨[−1]). Taking
the dual of (9.6) and using that (Ψ′′)∨ = −Ψ′′, it follows that the factorization
through cotangent spaces is equivalent to the vanishing of the dual to (9.6). 
We now have the following consequence of Polishchuk’s work.
Proposition 9.9. The map Ψ′ is a Poisson structure on M′0 while Ψ is a Poisson
structure on M0.
Proof. We only prove the first assertion since the second one follows from the same
argument. This is really a special case of [Pl, Theorem 6.1], but we need to check
that this particular result does fit into Polishchuk’s framework.
We start by reinterpreting the map ψ : C∨[−1] → C from Lemma 9.6. Fix a
component of M′′ and let ni = rk(Ei) be the corresponding ranks of the vector
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bundles. Let G =
∏
GLni(C) and V =
⊕
Hom(Cni+1 ,Cni) with the natural G-
action. Then M′′ can and will be identified with an open substack of the moduli
stack of pairs (P, s) consisting of a principal G-bundle P and a section s of the
associated bundle P ×G V . Under this identification, the pair (P, s) maps to the
data (Ei, φi) where the sequence of vector bundles Ei is given by P ×G
⊕
Cni and
the maps φi are determined by s.
Next, set gni = Lie(GLni(C)) and g = Lie(G). Let tni ∈ Sym
2(gni)
gni denote
the dual of the trace pairing and set t =
⊕
(−1)i+1tni ∈ Sym
2(g)g. By abuse of
notation we also use t to denote the induced map g∗ → g. Associated to each v ∈ V
one has the map dv : g → V defined by dv(X) = X · v and this induces the map
t◦d∗v : V
∗ → g. We therefore obtain a map ψ0 = P ×G (t◦d∗v) : P ×G V
∗ → P ×G g
associated to a pair (P, s). As in [Pl], this is precisely the map ψ0 : (C
∨[−1])0 → C0
from Lemma 9.6. As before, define ψ1 : (C
∨[−1])1 → C1 to be the zero map.
Sublemma 9.10. If v = (Ei, φi) ∈ M′, then dv ◦ t ◦ d∗v = 0.
Proof of the sublemma. Although the proof is an elementary computation, we give
it since the result is the basic hypothesis for [Pl, Theorem 6.1] (see [Pl, p.699]).
Identify V ∗ =
⊕
Hom(Cni ,Cni+1) by 〈(αi), (βj)〉 =
∑
i Tr(αiβi) for (αi) ∈ V and
(βj) ∈ V ∗. Fix (αi) ∈ V corresponding to a point in M′. Then d(αi)(Xj) =
(Xiαi − αiXi+1) for (Xj) ∈ g. Thus, d∗(αi) is defined by
d∗(αi)(βj)(Xk) = (βj)(d(αi))(Xk) = 〈d(αi)(Xk) , (βj)〉
=
∑
iTr(Xiαiβi)−
∑
i Tr(αi+1Xi+1βi) =
∑
iTr(Xi(αiβi − βi−1αi−1)).
This implies that t ◦ d∗(αi)(βj) = (−1)
i+1(αiβi + βi−1αi−1). Finally,
d(αi) ◦ t ◦ d
∗
(αi)
(βj) = (−1)
i+1(αiβiαi + βi−1αi−1αi − αiαi+1βi+1 − αiβiαi).
But αiαi+1 = 0 by the definition of M
′. Thus d(αi) ◦ t ◦ d
∗
(αi)
= 0. 
We return to the proof of the proposition. As in [Pl, p.699], skew-symmetry of
the Poisson bracket follows from the sublemma, so it remains to prove the Jacobi
identity. This is equivalent to the equation
(9.7) Ψ′(ω1) · 〈Ψ
′(ω2), ω3〉 − 〈[Ψ
′(ω1),Ψ
′(ω2)], ω3〉+ cp(1, 2, 3) = 0,
where the ωi are local 1-forms on M
′
0 and cp(1, 2, 3) denotes cyclic permutations
of the indices {1, 2, 3}. By Corollary 9.8, we may replace Ψ′ by Ψ′′|M′0 in (9.7).
The fact that (9.7) holds is now [Pl, Theorem 6.1], except that we have to work
withM′ rather thanM′′ in order to ensure that the hypothesis of Sublemma 9.10
is valid. However, the proof of [Pl, Theorem 6.1] can be used without change to
prove (9.7) and hence the proposition. 
It is now easy to complete the proof of Theorem 9.4.
Proof of Theorem 9.4. By Remark 7.9 we may assume that −r < c1 ≤ 0. By
Propositions 6.20 and 9.2, it then suffices to prove the result for σ-monads rather
than modules. By Lemma 2.5 and (7.2), such a σ-monad has the form
(9.8) E : E3
φ2
−→ E2
φ1
−→ E1, where E3 ∼= (L
∗)d1 , E2 ∼= O
n and E1 ∼= L
d1 .
Thus M = M
(
L d1 ,OnE , (L
∗)d−1
)
is the moduli stack of σ-Kronecker complexes
with the specified invariants and it has an open substack Ms that is the moduli
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stack parametrizing the corresponding geometrically stable σ-monads. By Propo-
sition 9.9, in order to prove part (1) of the theorem, it suffices to prove:
(i) Ms lies in the open substack of the smooth locus ofM′′ consisting of points
satisfying (9.4),
(ii) Ms lies in the smooth locus of M and
(iii) the Poisson structure on M induces one on MsS(r, c1, χ).
We first prove (i). Let (Ei, φi) be the datum of a geometrically stable σ-monad
E on E and set C = C(Ei, φi). If Bun denotes the moduli stack of triples of vector
bundles on E then Bun is smooth and there is a forgetful morphism M′′ → Bun
sending (Fi, φi) to (Fi). For the given datum (Ei, φi), we have Ext
1(Ei+1, Ei) = 0
for i = 1, 2. Thus Theorem 4.3(3) implies thatM′′ is a vector bundle over Bun in a
neighborhood of (Ei) and so M′′ is smooth at (Ei, φi). By Serre duality and (9.8),
H2(C)∗ = H0(C∨[−1]) = ker
[⊕
Hom(Ei, Ei+1)→
⊕
End(Ei)
]
= 0.
On the other hand, H0(C) = ker
[⊕
End(Ei)
d
−→
⊕
Hom(Ei+1, Ei)
]
is the endo-
morphism ring End(E) of the σ-monad E . Since E is stable, Lemma 7.14 and
Proposition 9.2 imply that End(E) = C. Thus (i) holds.
By Remark 7.11 and Proposition 9.2, Ms is isomorphic to the stack-theoretic
quotient [N s/GL(H)] and so it is smooth at (Ei, φi), by Remark 8.2. Thus (ii)
holds.
Moreover, Ms comes equipped with a map α : Ms → Ms(r, c1, χ). By the
discussion at the beginning of Section 8, the e´tale slice theorem implies that α is
e´tale locally of the form U ×BC∗ → U and so it induces isomorphisms of tangent
and cotangent bundles under pullbacks. It follows that Ψ also defines a Poisson
structure on Ms(r, c1, χ), proving (iii). Thus part (1) of the theorem is true.
(2) The strategy of the proof is the following. LetMH denote the smooth locus
of the locally closed subscheme of MsS(r, c1, χ) that parametrizes those E in qgr-S
for which E|E ∼= H . For such a module E , it is awkward to directly relate TEMH
to the map Ψ. Instead, we construct a complex D = D(E) together with a map
D → C and use this to identify Ψ′E with a map H
1(D∨[−1])→ H1(D). It will then
be easy to prove that TEMH is exactly the image of this map and it will follow
that Ψ′ induces a nondegenerate map T ∗EMH → TEMH .
Thus, fix a vector bundle H on E and suppose that E is a σ-monad corresponding
to a point of MH , as in (9.8). Then φ2 makes E3 a subbundle of E2 and φ1 is
surjective. We write End(E) for the sheaf of endomorphisms of the σ-monad E .
Consider the complex
D :
⊕
End(Ei)
d
−→
⊕
Hom(Ei+1, Ei)
Ξ1
−→
⊕
Hom(Ei+2, Ei),
where
⊕
End(Ei) lies in degree zero, d is the differential in the complex C and Ξ1
is the map defined before Lemma 9.7. There is a natural map of complexes D → C
given by projection. As in [Pl, Lemma 3.1], a routine computation shows:
Fact 9.11. The cohomology ofD satisfies Hi(D) = 0 for i 6= 0 and H0(D) = End(E).
A standard Cˇech calculation then gives T(Ei,φi)M
′
0 = H
1(End(E)). It follows
that there is a canonical isomorphism T(Ei,φi)M
′
0
∼=
−→ H1(D).
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The dual complex D∨[−1] to D has the form
D∨[−1] :
⊕
Hom(Ei, Ei+2)→
⊕
Hom(Ei, Ei+1)→
⊕
End(Ei).
We define a map ψD : D
∨[−1] → D by taking (ψD)i = ψi for i = 0, 1 (where
ψ is the map C∨[−1] → C defined above) and (ψD)−1 = 0. A straightforward
computation shows that ψD is a homomorphism of complexes. It is clear from the
construction that ψ : C∨[−1]→ C factors through ψD and it follows that
H1(ψD) = (Ψ
′ : T ∗EM
′
0 −→ TEM
′
0) .
Thus, in order to show that Ψ′ factors through TEMH ⊂ TEM′0 it suffices to show
that TEMH = ker
[
H1(D)→ H1(Cone(ψD))
]
, where Cone(ψD) is the complex⊕
Hom(Ei, Ei+2)→
⊕
Hom(Ei, Ei+1)
(−d∗,ψ0)
−−−−−−→
[⊕
End(Ei)
]
⊕ End(E),
with the right hand term in degree 0. By construction, Cone(ψD) is exact except
at the right hand term. Define a map Cone(ψD) −→ [
⊕
End(Ei)]⊕ End(H) by
(A3, A2, A1, F ) ∈
[⊕
End(Ei)
]
⊕ End(E) 7→ (A1 + F1,−A2 + F,A3 + F3,H
0(F )),
where Fi denotes the ith graded component of F ∈ End(E). A routine check shows
that this map is a quasi-isomorphism.
It follows that the sequence
(9.9) H1(D∨[−1])
Ψ′
−→ H1(D)
α
−→
[⊕
H1(End(Ei))
]
⊕H1(End(H))
is exact. Here, the map α takes the class of a first-order deformation of E as a
complex to the classes of the associated first-order deformations of the Ei and of
the middle cohomology of E . Therefore, Im(Ψ′) consists exactly of those first-order
deformations of (Ei, φi) such that the induced deformations of the Ei and H are
trivial. This is exactly T(Ei,φi)MH and so Φ does factor through TEMH .
The skew-symmetry of Ψ′ shows that the Serre dual to (9.9) is an exact sequence
H1((Cone(ψ)∨[−1])→ H1(D∨[−1])
Ψ′
−→ H1(D).
It follows that Ψ′ factors through
T ∗(Ei,φi)MH = coker
[
H1((Cone(ψ)∨[−1])→ H1(D∨[−1])
]
.
In particular, Ψ′ induces a surjective map T ∗(Ei,φi)MH → T(Ei,φi)MH , which must
therefore be an isomorphism. This completes the proof. 
9.2. From Equivariant Bundles to Equivariant Higgs Bundles. The treat-
ment in this section will be informal, since it takes us rather far afield from the
main results of the paper. However, inspired in part by constructions of integrable
particle systems using current algebras (see [GN, Ne]), we want to indicate the
relationship between the earlier results of this paper and a theory of Higgs bundles
taking values in a centrally extended current group on the elliptic curve [EF].
Let S = Skl(E,L, σ), for k = C and (without loss of generality) fix invariants
r, . . . , d1 by Notation 7.1. Fix also a vector bundle H on E of rank r and with
determinant L⊗d−1 ⊗ L
⊗−d1
. Fix the C∞ complex vector bundle V on E × P1,
defined as the underlying C∞ bundle of(
(L∗)d−1 ⊠OP1
)
⊕
(
H ⊠OP1(−1)
)
⊕
(
L d1 ⊠OP1(−2)
)
∈ coh(E ×P1).
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Let C∗ act on E × P1 via the trivial action on E and the usual scaling action on
P1. We give V a C∗-equivariant structure as follows: For −2 ≤ i ≤ 0, give O(i)
the natural C∗ structure in which C∗ acts with weight zero on the fibre at infinity.
Then take the natural C∗ action this induces on the components of V .
We regard V as a family of equivariant C∞ vector bundles on E parametrized by
P1 and will write Vz for the restriction of V to E×{z}. We will also want to think
of V as a sheaf living on P1, in which case we write it as BV . Thus, for an open
subset U ⊂ P1, the sections BV(U) consist of the C∞ sections of V|E×U . Let LV
denote the sheaf of (infinite-dimensional) Lie algebras on P1 whose sections LV(U)
are defined to be the space of C∞ sections of the vector bundle End(V)|E×U .
As in [EF], the sheaf LV has a sheaf of central extensions L̂V that, as an extension
of sheaves, has the form
0→ C∞(P1,C)→ L̂V → LV → 0.
In the topologically trivial case L̂V is the central extension determined by the
cocycle Ω(X,Y ) =
∫
E η ∧ 〈X, ∂tY 〉, where η is a nonzero holomorphic 1-form on
E and 〈 , 〉 is the trace form. For general V , one needs to replace the symbol ∂t
by any partial ∂-operator in the E direction. For example, this may be done by
choosing a ∂-operator for V on E × P1, say D : V → V ⊗ (T ∗)0,1(E × P1), and
using the splitting T ∗(E × P1) ∼= p∗ET
∗E ⊕ p∗
P1
T ∗P1 to project to an operator
∂ : V → V ⊗ p∗E(T
∗)0,1(E). A useful intuition is to think of L̂V as the sheaf of
sections of a C∞-bundle of centrally extended current algebras.
Write E = C/Λ and let t denote the coordinate on C as well as the induced local
coordinate on E. Consider a first-order differential operator D on V that locally,
say on an open subset E × U ⊂ E ×P1 with coordinates t on E and z on P1, has
the form D = λ · dt · ∂/∂t + A · dt, where A is a matrix of endomorphisms of V
with coefficients that are C∞ functions on E × U and λ ∈ C. Let L̂∗V denote the
space of such operators, regarded as a sheaf over P1. This bundle is essentially (in
a sense we will not try to make precise) the smooth part of the fibrewise dual of L̂V
(see [EF] for a discussion). We will therefore regard L̂∗V with the action of the sheaf
of groups of automorphisms of V as the bundle of coadjoint representations of the
centrally extended relative gauge group of V whose associated centrally extended
endomorphism algebra is L̂V . Finally, let (L̂
∗
V)λ denote the bundle of hyperplanes
in L̂∗V consisting of those operators D having the given coefficient λ of dt · ∂/∂t.
Definition 9.12. A ∂-operator ∂B on BV is an operator ∂B : BV → BV⊗(T ∗)0,1P1
on P1 that can be represented locally on P1 in the form ∂B = dz · ∂/∂z + B · dz
for some section B of LV .
A C∞ meromorphic Higgs field Φ on P1 is a C∞ section of (T ∗)1,0(P1)⊗O(D)⊗
L̂∗V , for some effective divisorD onP
1. If one fixes a section s of (T ∗)0,1(P1)⊗O(D),
then it makes sense to talk of a meromorphic Higgs field lying in s⊗ (L̂∗V)λ.
In our case, we will fix the divisor 0 +∞ on P1, as well as coadjoint orbits in
the fibres of L̂V over 0 and ∞. By [EF, Proposition 3.2], these orbits correspond
to isomorphism classes of holomorphic structures in V|E×{0} and V|E×{∞}, and we
choose these to be the split bundle (L∗)d−1⊕H⊕L d1 over E0 and the trivial bundle
of rank d−1 + r + d1 over E∞. As before, we make these bundles C
∗-equivariant
by using weights 0,−1,−2 for the factors of V along E0 and weight 0 along E∞.
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The link between σ-monads on E and Higgs bundles on P1 is then the following
correspondence.
Proposition 9.13. Let S = Skl(E,L, σ) and keep the above notation. Then there
exists a bijective correspondence between isomorphism classes of
(1) σ-monads K of the form (9.1) that satisfy H0(K)|E ∼= H, and
(2) C∗-equivariant meromorphic Higgs pairs (∂B,Φ) on the C
∞-bundle V for
which Φ lies in z−1dz⊗(L̂∗V)1 with residues at 0 and∞ in the given coadjoint
orbits.
Proof. Since this result is tangential to the results of the paper we will only outline
the proof.
Using a variant of the Rees construction, one can identify a σ-monad K with a
holomorphic structure DV on the equivariant vector bundle V over E × P1. Now
use the technique of [GM]: given a ∂-operator DV on V over E ×P1, split it into
components DE and DP1 taking values in V⊗(T
∗)0,1E, respectively V⊗(T ∗)0,1P1.
The correspondence of the proposition then takes DV to the pair for which ∂B =
DP1 and Φ = DE · z
−1dz. One then only needs to check that the gauge groups act
in the same way on the two sides and that DV ◦ DV = 0 is equivalent to the two
equations ∂B ◦ ∂B = 0 and ∂B(Φ) = 0. 
Index of Notation
Standard definitions concerning Qgr-S can be found on pages 8—10 and these
will not be listed in this index.
AS3 = AS3(k), AS
′
3, 9
A(S), 12
c1(−), the first chern class, 16, 32
Canonical filtration, 15
Cˇech complex C•, 22
Diagonal bigraded algebra ∆, 24
ǫ(S), 53
Equivalent families, 38
Equivalent filtration, 15
Euler characteristic χ, 29, 32
Family of algebras in AS3, 41
Family of complexes, etc, 24, 38
Flat module in Qgr-SR, 21
Framed complex, 41
Γ∗(M), Γ(M), 10
Geometrically (semi)stable, 30, 32
Grassmannians Grd−1 ,Gr
d1 ,GRB, 41
GR = GRS , 43
HomS -qgr, 17
Kss, K̂ss, 41
KL-pair, 42
Kronecker complex, 32
Hilbert polynomial, 29, 32
Line bundle in Qgr-S, 17
M|E , 10
M|A, 14
Maximal subcomplex, 39
Meromorphic Higgs field, 63
Moduli space (fine or coarse), 40
MssS (r, c1, χ), M
s
S(r, c1, χ), 45
MsB(r, c1, χ), 50
M′′,M′,M =M(F1, . . . ,Fn), 58
M′′0 ,M
′
0,M0, 58
Monad, 23
N∨, 26
NB, 42
N = NS , 43
N ssB , 50
N s, N ss, 44
N ′, 43
Normalized module, 30
Normalized complex, 32
Ω1, Ω˜1, 24
PA, 16
(PS r E)
[n], 52
Φ′′,Φ′,Φ, 58
Rank of a module, 11
R(P ), S(P ), V(P ), 14
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(qgr-SR)VC, 24
SB, 21
Schematic algebra, 22
(Semi)stable modules, 30
(Semi)stable complexes, 32
σ-Kronecker complex, σ-monad, 56
Standard complex, 33
Strongly noetherian ring, 20
Torsion, torsion-free modules, 11
Vector bundle in Qgr-S, 17
VS , 15
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